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OBITUS
You're in the depths of your own worst night

mare . . . but this time there's no waking up.

Lost and alone in a dangerous and alien world

you must discover where you are. how you got

there . . . and how you're going to get out!

In a frantic search of the unfamiliar land

you expiore aMAZEing forests, mines and

underground complexes collecting objects and

interacting with indigenous creatures.

Re-emerging into daylight you race along per

fect parallax action scenes, dispatching enemies

as you battle ever deeper into the unknown.

Impelling RPG with more than a dash of
hack-'n'- slash.

Screen shots from the Amiga version.
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ARMOUR-GEDDON
Post-Holocaust: A power crazed entity desires control of earth. They develop an energy beam and

intend to bounce rt off a custom-built satellite back to earth . All unprotected life witl be wiped out.

You select and control up to six diverse hi-tech vehicles at once in a race against time to seek and

destroy enemy power lines and eventually knock out their beam generator.

Build up your arsenal by collecting enemy resources to help develop and create your own new

weapon systems.

Featuring a sophisticated head-to-head serial link enabling 'being-there' realism between two players.

Armour-Gcddon: Strategy and simulation synthesized to perfection.

Screen Shots from the Amiga version.
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Feature Packed Action and Strategy

As a Carthagian hero you must not only

repel Roman invasion by successful

troop strategy but also maintain your

armies' ever-waning supplies by running

the gauntlet on your chariot to deliver

much-needed money.

Survey the detailed North African

landscape and zoom in on your troops

to administer strategy. Decide which of

your armies needs a cash injection then

grab the reins for a mind-boggling

first-person-perspective 3-D chariot race

to deliver the money . . .

Strategy and arcade action superbly

combined to give you a taste of ancient

history so real you can almost smell the

elephants!

Screen shots from the Amiga Version

AVAILABLE ON THE PSYGNOSIS LABEL

AWESOME

Your galaxy is about to self-destruct!

You have to get out before it

explodes but fuel for your ship is an

incredibly rare, unaffordable

commodity. You need tons of it to

make your escape ... an' you ain't

got it.

From the creators of Beast and

Beast II comes this awe-inspiring

combination of shoot-'em-up action

and trading stratagems. Featuring

innovative hyperspace sections,

full-screen aliens and a whole galaxy

to explore: AWESOME will take you

beyond the final frontier.

Screen shots from the Amiga version

AVAILABLE ON THE PSYGNOSIS LABEL

NITRO
Choose your car, grab the wheel

and go!

Speed through the cities, deserts,

forests and wastelands competing

in over 30 gruelling races — day

and night in a mad dash for the

finishing post.

Race against the computer or

friends.

Pop in the shop to enhance or

repair your machine.

Pedal - to - the - metal fun!

Squeals on wheels!

Lead - free frolics!

Screen Shots from the Amiga version

AVAILABLE ON THE PSYGNOSIS LABEL

PSYGNOSIS

29 Saint Mary's Court,

Brookline, MA 02146

Telephone: (617) 731-3553

Fax:(617)731-8379
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In winning

presentations,
we play the

title role

Create winning titles with TV-Text-

Professionar. It's the ideal pro

gram for producing eye catching

lettering and graphics for video

titling and desktop presentations

on the Amiga".

With TV-TextProfessional you can

create: ■

Exciting Stylistic Effects

Automatically

• Outlines, shadows, metaiiics,

strobes, edges, extrusions (3D)

and more.

' Color animated glows, glints,

sheens, and cycles.

• Apply to text, shapes, and IFF

images.

• Two degrees of overscan in all

resolutions.

• Dozens ofpreset rendering

styles included.

• Create your own styles with built

in editor.

• Compatible with TV-Show'" spe

cial effects slide show program.

Backgrounds in The Blink OfAn Eye

• Eight different color gradient

background patterns.

• Wallpaper, Tile, & Grid.

' Imported IFF images.

You'll be surprised how quick and

easy it is to turn those tired titles

into attention getting graphics with

TV'TextPmfessional. It's at your

Amiga dealer now!

Amiga is a registered trademark ol Commodore Busi

ness Machines Inc. TV-Text TV-Show, and luma Fonts

are trademarks oi Zumi Group, inc.

'umaGroup
Zuma Group, Inc.

6733 N. Black Canyon Hwy.

Phoenix, AZ 850)5

TEL: 602.246.4238

FAX: 602.246.6708
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Blue ma
ACES OF THE GREAT WAR

WWI Air Combat Simulation

1 ake control of one of eight classic WWI fighters

and find out how good you really are. Fly with

the best—Richthofen. Fonck, Mannock, Ricken-

bacher—and learn their tricks and techniques.

• Action dogfight, solo, and team missions for one or two players

using a single computer with any combination of keyboard,

joystick, or mouse.

• Strategy Dogfight: For the skilled purist. Blue Max acts like a
highly-intelligent strategic board game, allowing you and your

opponent to v;ork out detailed battle sequences and play back

the moves in "realtime' 3D.

• 8 airplanes to choose from, each with its own highly-detailed

flying characteristics.

• Perform missions with, os, or against the Aces of the Great War.

• Dozens of historical mlsSEorts around 4 different locations within

France.

GERMAN U-BOAT SIMULATION

inter, 1941. The icy waters of the North Atlan

tic, The deeper you dive, the greater the pres

sure. Depth charges explode around you, banging on

the hull of your U-boat like iron fists. Nave and

cunning make you the terror of the Allied convoys.

• 3D submarine warfare: For the first time, a sub warfare gnme lets

you deal with threats below and above the surface in a true three

dimensional environment.

• Real communications: Use the German Enigma coding machine to

send and receive information.

• Many missions to choose from—into the North Atlantic and Arctic,

inland along the coast of Norway, into the Bay of Biscay, and

through the Straits of Gibraiter,

• 3 different levels of difficulty, from beginner to realistic.

• 3D graphics in 256 VGA colors, with multiple internal am/external

camera views in o complete 3D world.

Circle #102 on the Reader Service Card.

• VGA 256

3D COLOR GRAPHICS,

• ORIGINAL MUSIC,

SOUND EFFECTS FOR GAME

BLASTER, ADLIB

SYNTHESIZER

CARDS

Do you think well under pressure?

How about 300 pounds per square

inch of pressure? Take a deep

breath, captain....
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An Department Professional.
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directly to film.

The l_i magazine produced entirely with personal computers.
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If you do graphics, animation or games on your Amiga

you need the Mega-Midget Racer.™
68030 accelerator 20, 25, 33MHZ same board.

Co-processor socket clocked for 20-50MHZ 68881/882 math chip.

68000 is resocketed on board for complete compatibility.

Allows 256K or 512K O.S. to be run In fast 32-bit static ram.

Optional Dram expansion allows 1-8MB of additional 32-bit ram.

Only 68030 accelerator that fits the A500/A1000/A2000. A1OOO call!

CSA Engineering provides same board unlimited upgrade-ability.

Wait state selectable faster ram gives faster throughput.

Unique surface mount design saves space and enhances reliability.

Lowest price 68030 accelerator for any Amiga.

Why Spend More And Get Less Performance?

Performance Gain

vs. Stock Amiga

(using NSIEVE

Benchmark)

12

1 0

8

6

4

2

*MEGA/33

*MEGA/25 *CBM/25 *GVP/25

*MEGA/20

"HURRICANE 500 (NOTE: CBM 2630 and GVP 3001

*MIDGET RACER not available for A500/A1000)

6 9 12 15 18 21 24

List Price (in hundreds of dollars)

27 30

A500, A1000, A2000 and Amiga are trademarks of Commodore Amiga Inc

MC-68000, 68030, 68881, and 68882 are trademarks of Motorola Inc.

an COMPUTER SYSTEM ASSOCIATES

7564 TRADE STREET

SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA 92121 (6 19) 568-39 f I

Circle#103 an the Reader Service Card.



.info monitor
Tom Malcom

Senior Editor

THE STATE

OF GAMES
The Second Bust

I've heard from several sources

that the bottom is starting to drop

out of the cartridge game market

again, just like it did in 1983. I'm not too

surprised. The Nintendo organization

has kept prices far too high, and their

stranglehold on the market has pro

duced exactly the effect they tried to

avoid. The company initiated a policy of

not selling blank cartridges to any com

pany whose game hadn't been

approved by their review committee.

The stated purpose was to keep large

quantities of bad games from destroying

the market like they did in the early

1980s. It worked for a while, but when

any small group of people has the power

to decide which games (or anything

else, (or that matter) will hit the market

and which ones won't, the ones that do

get released tend to be very conserva

tive, very much alike, and ultimately

uninteresting. That's the inevitable result

of censorship of any kind, and while they

can call it quality-control all they want,

censorship is precisely what Nintendo

has been practicing.

There's undoubtedly another factor at

work in the current bust: dissatisfaction

with 8-bit technology. The 16-bit car

tridge machines have been on the mar

ket long enough for most people who

play cartridge games to have at least

seen them. The dazzling graphics and

stereo sound make the old 8-bit NES at

home look pretty lame. The bazillions of

kids who have been playing Nintendo

games for the past few years are grow

ing up, and they expect more from

games these days, not just more of the

same games. Now, don't get me wrong,

the 8-bit systems are going to be around

for a long, long time to come, but their

days are definitely numbered. There's a

strong analogy to the C64 here; there

are still millions of them in use, but we're

not seeing much, if any, new software

for them. The same thing is likely to hap

pen with NES; the number of new titles

will dwindle and then stop. Not immedi

ately, but within the foreseeable future.

Which brings us to the question of what

direction computer-based entertainment

is going to take.

CRYSTAL BALL GAZING

Handheld units are going gang-

busters, but I don't think they'll be suc

cessful over the long haul. The screens

are just too tiny, and the machines them

selves are too easy to drop and break.

That leaves CD-ROM as the logical sur

vivor. NEC has already broken ground

with their TurboGrafX machine (to make

sure they grab all the money they can

from it, they also have a new handheld

cartridge-based version of it that runs

the same software) and, of course,

Commodore's CDTV is about to ship. I

see these as the next stage in game

evolution. CDTV and other similar sys

tems offer high-quality graphics, terrific

sound, and, above all, multifunctionality.

If you're not playing games on it, you

can play CDs on the thing. As electron

ics become more sophisticated, I think

we'll see even more multi-purpose

machines that are as easy to use as a

Nintendo, and computers will be used

more tor development and as controllers

than for play. I expect that CDTV and

other CD-based systems will be

revamped and upsized to handle

videodiscs as well as audio CDs. The

massive amounts of storage these

devices offer, along with the simplicity of

operation, will certainly change the face

of gaming altogether.

I think games will become even more

video-like than they already are. With the

big-name film producers like Disney and

Lucasfilm moving more deeply into game

territory, the games will become much

more cinematic, incorporating not just

computer graphics, but live-action video.

Cinemaware's term interactive movies'

will take on a whole new meaning (in

fact, they're already working on some

CD-ROM games). Inevitably, computer-

only games will become the poor rela

tions of these massive new entertain

ments, since they don't have the same

capability for live video. We'll still see

plenty of them, but developers will

increasingly move on to the to new plat

forms. One possibility is that they will

become more of an art form, aiming more

for aesthetic goals and abstract ideas

rather than trying to recreate reality.

None of this is going to happen

overnight; the general public is always

very slow to accept new technologies.

VCRs were around for years before they

caught the public fancy. However, the

wheels of change are already turning,

and they're going to start spinning faster

and faster. High definition TV, new cable

and satellite systems with huge numbers

of channels {some of them interactive),

the switch from magnetic to optical data

storage, the decline in electronics prices,

and the simplification of using electronic

devices (let's face it, the vast majority of

people are scared silly of computers,

keyboards, and mice) are ail going to

have an exponential effect. What we've

seen for the past decade is only the

beginning of the video revolution, and the

next ten years will see profound changes

in the way we inform and entertain our

selves. It's going to be an interesting

time. Somebody ought to make a video

game about it.

- Tom Malcom

8 .info DEC 90/JAN 91



The Definitive Science

Fiction Shoot 'em Up!

Legend tells of the evil three headed

Morgul and his power over the fears and

nightmares of darkness itself... it also tells

of his death. But nightmares have re

turned to cloud man's existence and

once again fear reigns. Morgul is

back! It is only you who has the gj

courage and the firepower to

combat this evil...

► 13 levels with over 1300 screens. r

► 10 hi-tech weapons systems-

blasters, powerlines. controlled

flashes etc.

► Multi-Directional scrolling (CBM

64-8 directions) at 50 frames

a second.

► Countless bonus features and

extra levels - secret rooms,

black tunnels.pipeline

systems etc. (i
[ - Brilliant special effects- /

thunder, storms, waterfalls /

► 50 different aliens some to *
" il screen depth.

hi-score

scrolling.

> Up to 20 different tunes.
IT - . 1 f\ J " CC- .. _ _ . .. I

effects.

m

prise Software, Inc.

$39.95

Cani find Turrican? Call us directly to place your order for S39.95 plus S3.50 lor S&H

Turncan is a trademark of Inneipnse Software. Inc.

C'irck' SUM on the Reader Service ( aril.
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We've gotten a few letters from readers

who seem to misunderstand the situation

regarding the now-defunct Transactor

Amiga magazine, .info did not buy

Trans-Ami. // ceased publishing, but is

still owned by a British magazine pub

lisher, .info simply hired the Transactor'^

former editors. Chris Zamara and Nick

Sullivan, to edit our Technical Support

section. Chris and Nick themselves had

absolutely nothing to do with the busi

ness dealings or business practices of

the Transactor. They were simply edito

rial employees. If you have questions

about your Transactor subscription,

please don't bother Chris & Nick or

.info, with your inquiries. We can't help

you. Instead, contact Antony Jacobson.

Croftward Ltd.. Finsbury Business Cen

tre. 40 Bowling Green Lane. EC1R

ONE. England. 44-01-278-0333.

- Mark & Benn

I'm writing to ask about an Mo
Game Tip I read in the last issue. I have

tried it numerous times and can't get it to

work. Could you please explain how to

do this? I would really like the extra help,

guys. Thanks for making such a good

magazine. I can never wait to see what

will be inside next month's issue!

- Steve Kehs, Rutland, VT

Much as I'd love to personally test every

gametip that comes in. it's truly impossible.

Benn has this silly rule that you actually have

to work in order to pick up your paycheck.

Can you believe it',' Consequently, game tips

sent in by readers come without an implied or

expressed warranty. I try to keep them rea

sonably accurate, but there's no way to know

if they all work. Some may work on some

machines or game versions and not others.

That's part of the fun. Ifyou're having trouble

completing a game, the Amiga gamimg areas

on GEnie, CompuServe, and PLink are excel

lent places to chat with other gamers and

pick up strategies and tips. Check them out.

- Judith

I love your new layout! Here's
my question; I have an A500 with 1.5 MB

of RAM and a 20 MB hard drive. I am

interested in the new chipset from Com

modore. I bought the KickStart 1.3 auto-

boot ROM with my hard drive and I'm

wondering what the new chipset will do

for me. I'd love to be able to get 640x400

resolution on my monitor without flicker.

- Patrick Whitesell. Gilroy, CA

Only the Super Agnus chip will do you much

good with your A500, at least for the time

being. The Super Agnus will boost you up to I

meg of chip RAM. Installing this chip

involves opening the case and cutting a trace

which will, of course, void your warranty.

Any authorized service center can do this for

you for a price. There's additional circuitry

involved in the no-flicker circuit, so right now

the 500 can't use the new chipset for flicker-

free hi-res. But the Rumor Mill says someone

may be working on cm adapter board. By the

way. even if you did manage to de-flicker

your A500 you'd still need a new multisync

monitor to get flicker-free video.

- Mark & Benn

Is it possible to save Amiga files
to IBM format with CrossDOS? The arti

cle in issue #31 says that you can save

IBM files to Amiga format for use on the

Amiga, but I was wondering if it was pos

sible to go the other way as well.

- Chet Patel, Scottsdale, AZ

It's not only possible, it's one of the features

that makes CrossDOS so useful. CrossDOS

(from Consultronl allows you to mount a disk

drive as hoth an AmigaDOS drive and an

MS/DOS drive at the same time. Depending

on how you access it (for example, as DEI:

or B:) you can save and create either Amiga-

DOS or MSIDOS data flies. CrossDOS isn't

an emulator like Pulsar's Power PC Board

for the A500. but it's great for transporting

data flies between your Amiga and an IBM

for wordprocessing or spreadsheets.

- Mark & Benn

Corn Heads: After years of pro
crastinating and paying exorbitant news

stand prices I have succumbed to your

catchy subscription card. Keep up the

quality coverage and I just might send

you low-life corn worms some more

chicken scratch next year!

- Tim Colby, Madison, Wl

Dear Cheese Head; (Notice we begin our

reply with a Miss Manners approved saluta

tion.) Thanks for the subscription money,

Amiga dweeb. Though you're just one of the

millions of computer people who have a

tough time expressing themselves, we under

stand what you really meant. Thanks for this

issue's obligatory ".info Is Great" letter.

- Mark &. Benn

I'm sorry .info, you've changed.
What's missing is the amateurish touch

INFO had always been criticized for. I've

always regarded this loose humor at the

expense of advertisers, other magazines,

and .info itself to be your strongest qual

ity, and the reason I buy .info. Just put a

little more INFOback into .info.

- Myrak Khormon, Newark, CA

Yes, we have changed. For the better, we

hope. We've grown up a bit. but it's all for

appearances. We're still eight Peter Pans (up

two Peter Pans from before) bringing von

more info more often, and having a blast

doing it. If the .info "solo voice" seems some

what harder to pick out. it's only because of

the addition ofSO many excellent and knowl

edgeable writers who have their own voice

and style, which we try to retain. Think of

.info OS a full chorus now. We're still as tough

and uncompromising as ever. We just have

more experience at being amateurs!

- Mark & Benn

10 .info DEC 90/JAN 91



Ifyou ever wondered just how smart you were
when you bought your Amiga, get AmigaVision™

Remember your original reasons for getting an

Amiga? Of course you do. Silly question.

Well, fast-forward now to April 24th, 1990, the day

Commodore introduced AmigaVision. {"

AmigaVuuon id an authoring dyjtemfora mere $N9 that

attorn the Amiga to live up to ltd fullpotential.

The easy-to-Iearn, easy-to use iconsyou see up on the

screen and on this page call up music, animation, text,

video—in whatever order or even simultaneously—and

create, well, any type of presentation or courseware.

Also, AmigaVision takes full advantage of ARexx,

your Amigas file format standards and its multitasking

capabilities.

As you might imagine, you don't have to be a pro

grammer to turn your abstract ideas into reality. All vou

have to be is you.

0 1990 Commodore Business Machines, Inc. Commodore and the Comnuxiore logo a
ofCommodore-Amiga, Inc. AmigaVuian and The Computer (or thr Creative Mind .

Can it extend the use ol application software vou

already own? Is there multitasking interaction with

other programs? Is it dBase III™ database compatible?

Yes...yes. ..yes, to all these queries, b

For business people, it can create presentations that

persuade. For people in education and training, it can

help create interactive instructional programs. For any

one, anywhere, it can liberate the way they communi

cate, whether they are delivering information or

entertainment. !3jj ruA

Call 1-800-66-AMIGA soon to find the location of

yourclosest Amigadealer. Foryou, it'sanother confirma

tion ol what you knew before most people: namely how

smart Amiga is and how shrewd its owners were when

they bought one.

Amiga* The computer for the creative mind."

C-'Commodore"

regisirrrt! trademarks of Commodore Electronics. Lid. Amiga is a registered trademark

■ trademarks ofCommodore-Amiga. Inc. dH«* II! is a trademark of Ashion-Tatr. Inr.

Circle »105 on [he Reader Service Card.



NEW U C T S

The latest sound

sampling

software from

Aegis / Oxxi,

Audiomaster III.

OXXI WARE

1 here are several new things in
Oxxts product pipeline. SpectraColor is

a HAM paint and animation package

being done by the same people who

developed Photon Paint. The most

notable feature is an animation menu.

The animation functions take the key

frame approach: define the first and last

frames of the animation and the pro

gram takes care of the rest. Price hadn't

been set at presstime. Audiomaster III

has some very nicely done sound sam

ple editing and playback features. One

of the best things about it is a CD player

emulator that can be programmed to

play a succession of sound files just like

a real CD player. The software (you'll

have to provide your own hardware digi

tizer) supports high sampling rates, loop

sequencing (which can produce Max

Headroom-type effects), and there's

even an oscilloscope. Price is $99.95.

And finally, Oxxi is releasing a computer

calendar featuring art by the renowned

Jim Sachs. All in all, a fine crop of new

Oxxi products. PO Box 90309, Long

Beach, CA 90809. 213-427-1227.

VIDEOGRAPHY

tL schalon Development is shipping
a new collection of utilities to make your

video work a little easier. Video Tools is

aimed at the professional video market

and includes such things as a Crediter,

which is a variable-speed credit text

scroller that offers a choice of fonts. The

Subtitler will take text from your word-

processor and put it on the screen with

the click of a mouse. The Prompter turns

your Amiga into a teleprompting

machine and offers control over the

speed (which can be adjusted on the

fly), cue marker, and position of the text.

There are also two multimedia tools:

Image Presenter is a script- and ARexx-

controllable slideshow with various

wipes and transitions, while Ascension is

a full-fledged presentation generator that

has both a point and click interface in

addition to a scripting language. It sup

ports sound, samples, speech, anima

tions, and still images. If all this isn't

enough, there are other tools as well,

including a background generator and

video slate, among other goodies. Price

for the whole works is $299.95. 110/2

Renaissance Square. New Westminster,

BC Canada V3M 6K3. 604-520-1543.

AMIGA BAGS

. you've ever taken your Amiga

along with you on a trip, you know what

a pain it can be packing the thing up.

Left Hemisphere's AmiTote-500, Ami-

Tote-2000. or AmiTote-3000 ($89.95

each) will make the trip a lot more con

venient. They conform to airline stan

dards for carry-on baggage and have

space for the CPU, power supply,

mouse, two slimline external drives, and

assorted junk (like disks, mousepads.

etc.). There's also an external pouch (I

love it - a marsupial carrying case) for

even more of the stuff we Amiga junkies

like to haul around with us. And, of

course, there is a companion bag to

accomodate a standard Amiga monitor.

The AmiTote-1084/1950 retails for

$69.95. N. 1825 Ash St., Spokane, WA

99205.509-325-0155.

AS IN WIZ OF

Someone has been watching
entirely too many old Sean Connery

movies and named a software company

after one of them. Zardoz Software is

shipping ImageFinder. the first of a

promised series of Amiga utilities. The

program produces thumbnail sketches

of your graphic images and generates

an index of them which can then be

scanned through to save you loading

endless cryptically named picture files.

You can also search the index by vari

ous criteria, including image size and

depth, primary/secondary color (!), and

density. Price is $65. 6114 LaSalle Ave.,

Suite 304, Oakland, CA 94611. 415-339-

6280.

MASSIVE STORAGE

o,'ur continuing search for unlim

ited fast storage has led us to Ricoh and

Great Valley Products. GVP has put

their SCSI controller together with

Ricoh's 50-meg removable-media hard

drive and called the result the GVP

Seriesll RH-5500. The drive itself is a

5.25" half-height unit that is hermetically

sealed for greater reliability and protec

tion against dust and other contaminants

that could potentially wreak havoc with

your data. It even has an air cleaning

system for added protection, and the

drive's heads are retracted when there's

no cartridge in place. $999 will get you

the drive, the controller and one car

tridge. Great Valley Products, 600 Clark

Ave., King of Prussia, PA 19406. 215-

337-8770.
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Electric Thesaurus
By SoftWood, Inc.

$49.95
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SoftWood's Electric Thesaurus is the highest quality electronic thesaurus on the

market today. It utilizes the "Roget's II Electronic Thesaurus" database and search

engine developed by Houghton Mifflin Com-

pany, a leading supplier of Computer-Aided

Proofreading (CAPR) software and respected

textbook publisher. Electric Thesaurus contains

over 500,000 synonyms and offers concise

definitions for each meaning of a queried word.

Each definition includes its part-of-speech and a

list of accurate synonyms in their properly

inflectedforms.
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Key Benefits include:

• AREXX port with over 15 commands along

with the ability to send scripts to other pro

grams, plus Clipboard Device (Copy / Paste)

support provide Thesaurus functionality to

programs that do not have a Thesaurus.

• Provides accurate, useful definitions so the

user may choose the most precise meaning.

• Offers a thorough selection of carefully

chosen synonyms for each definition - assur

ing users of an appropriate choice.

• Provides part-of-speech information - identi

fies the word as a noun, verb, adjective, or

adverb.

• Gives the appropriate grammatical inflection

for all words.

• Orders synonyms by frequency of use in the

English language so users have the choice of

frequently used words or less common

choices.

• Cross references each selection to give all

synonyms for the selected meaning of a word.

• Omits slang, vulgar, and sexist terms which

may be offensive in the business and home

environment.

Electric Thesaurus works with both Workbench

1.3 and Workbench 2.0. It requires an Amiga

with at least 512K and one disk drive. Use of a

hard disk is strongly recommended. If a hard disk is not available, Electric Thesaurus

can be operated from RAM. Electric Thesaurus was developed for the Amiga with the

user in mind. It provides a fast, accurate way to enhance one's writing.
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SoftWood, Inc.. P.O. Box 51209. Phoenix, Arizona 85076 1 (800)247-8314
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NEW U C T S

Tom's onscreen

IR remote

controller made

with Geodesic's

HlumiLink.

REMOTELYAMIGA

Une of the niftiest gadgets yet for
your Amiga is Geodesic Publications

HlumiLink. It's a little box that turns the

computer into the ultimate pro

grammable infrared remote controller. It

plugs into the joystick port (via an exten

sion cable) and will both sample and

transmit whatever infrared signal you

aim at it. Using a paint program and the

included software, you can design an

onscreen remote (you could also use a

scanned image of an actual remote),

define buttons on it, and then program it

with IR signals. (Anyone with a pro

grammable remote can appreciate the

value of having a backup of all the sig

nals stored in one place.) Transmitting

the signals is then as simple as clicking

the onscreen button. These AIR Win

dows, as they're called, are virtually

unlimited, and you can have as many of

them open as memory permits. If all this

isn't enough, you can also plug an ordi

nary cordless phone into the HlumiLink

box and use it as a cordless mouse con

troller. It's an impressive sight to sit

across the room from the computer,

push buttons on the phone, and watch

the pointer glide across the screen. The

software also supports ARexx and Ami-

gaVision, making it possible to perform

some incredibly complex operations.

$100.00. PO Box 956068, Dututh, GA

30136.404-822-0566.

MINIX, READ UNIX

X ay attention, people, this is an

important new product that will bring the

Amiga even further into the mainstream

Unix world. Prentice-Hall is publishing

MINIX 1.5, a Unix Version 7 call-

compatible operating system. It is

available for the Amiga. Macintosh, IBM

AT/386 machines, and Atari ST. The

Amiga version comes on nine disks and

includes all of the source code (written

in C). It includes a C compiler, three edi

tors (based on vi, ed, and emacs), over

175 utilities, and over 225 library proce

dures. There's also a shell that's func

tionally identical to the standard-issue

Unix Bourne shell. Its main shortcoming:

there is as yet no hard drive support,

though that should come eventually

through independent development of

appropriate driver software. Price is

$169. Prentice-Hall Computer Books

and Software, Englewood Cliffs, NJ

07632.201-592-2000.

TAD PRO

A SDG has written a superset of
their extraordinary image processing

software, The Art Department. With the

ability to not only read, but now write in

a whole slew of graphic formats. The

Art Department Professional

($199.95) can also directly control many

external hardware devices, including, to

name a few, Polaroid CI-3000 and Cl-

5000 film recorders. Sharp scanners,

Digital Creations' DCTV, and Black Belt

Systems' HAM-E. ASDG has also added

ARexx support. The list of included

loader/saver modules reads like a

what's what of computer graphic-dom:

D/g;V/ew21-bit, Turbo Silver, Sculpt,

GIF, PCX, DPaint II Enhanced, Mac

Paint, and a new Super-IFF facility that

will handle HAM, EHB, Dynamic HAM

and HIRES, AHAM, SHAM, and ARES.

If those aren't enough, additional

loader/saver modules forTarga, TIFF.

Pict2, and Rendition are separately

available in The Art Department Pro

fessional Conversion Pack ($89.95).

ASDG is also making available another

related product: Art Department Pre

sentation Graphics Pack is aimed at

the business market (though its utility

certainly isn't limited to just that) and will

allow you to combine multiple images

from TAD Pro with business graphics for

output to a film recorder. It costs

$129.95. 925 Stewart St., Madison, Wl

53713.608-273-6585.

EXPANDING AMIGA

UNIVERSE

1 you've been putting off buying a

hard drive because you know you'll also

have to spend yet more bucks for some

kind of controller, we've got some good

news for you. Expansion Systems is

coming out with DataFlyer, a full-

featured SCSI controller that retails for

$99, easily the lowest price we've ever

seen for such a device. The company

states that while it isn't the speediest

unit on the market, it's at least the equal

of 90% of available controllers. The

thing is autobooting, though it does have

the ability to defeat the autobooting sim

ply by holding down the left mousebut-

ton. There's also an optional plug-in

memory board available for it that will

hold 4 or 8 megs of SIMM modules. It's

currently available as a card for the

A2000, with a chassis version for the

A500 to follow. 44862 Osgood Rd., Fre

mont, CA 94539. 415-656-2890.

in*
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AH photographs are of

actual OCTV streens.:

A Paint, digitize and display full color NTSC video graphics on any Amiga.

-■ A- Capture a video frame in 10 seconds from any color video camera. (Also

works with still video cameras, video disk and still frame capable VCR's.)

▲: Display and capture full color 24 bit high resolution images.

k ConvertDCTV^imqi^ftpprfromanyIFfr
display format (including HAM and 24 bit).

A Paint, digitize and conversion software

1 are all included.

Ar Works with all popular 3D programs,

A Animate in full NTSC color.

* Min.: 1 Meg. required

DCTV (Digital Composite Television) is a revolutionary new video display and digitizing system for

the Amiga. Using the Amiga's chip memory as its frame buffer memory, DCTV "creates a full color NTSC display

with all the color and resolution of television. Sophisticated true color video paint, digitizing and image processing

software are all combined into one easy to use package included with DCTV. DCTV™also works with oil popular

3D programs to create full color animations that can be played back in real time.

DIGITAL
A T I O N S

2865 Sunrise Boulevard Suite 103 Rancho Cordova CA 95742 Telephone 916/344-4825 FAX 916/635-0475

©1990 Digital Creations. Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines. Potenls applied for. ( : . ..,,.- .. K ,
I ink :: I u7 on the Header Sen ice ( unl



NEW U C T S

Japanese I

Lesson It 4

SKETCHPAD

ft 24/37

Learning what to

say in a sushi

bar with

Japanese I.

Roma: Kono sakana wa mazui desu.

Pron: koh-noh salvkah-nah wah raah-zoo-ee des

Kana: ZP) 8J5 II tVV 7*3*.
Ens : This fish tastes bad.

-» to page forward
*- to page backward

to return to Lesson Menu

F2 to return to Main Menu

F3 to repeat voice

KONNICHI WA, AMIGA-SAN BASICALLY SPEAKING

1 ou haven't lived until you've

heard your Amiga speaking Japanese,

and now you can make your life com

plete. Japanese I is an introductory

course that will take you through the

rudiments of the language, both spoken

and written (it uses custom characters).

The program is comprised of four

lessons covering basic vocabulary and

expressions. The onscreen written

Japanese shows Hiragana, Katakana, or

Kanji, with each word or phrase also

spelled out in Roman characters. You'll

be speaking Japanese just like an

Amiga in no time! (Actually, while the

program will give you basic pronuncia

tion, we would suggest listening to some

human Japanese to get the inflections.)

$41.95 from Education Tutorial Soft

ware. 10811 Ashton Ave., Suite 209. Los

Angeles. CA 90024. 213-470-6205.

SON OF X

icroillusions has come out with a

scaled-down consumer version of Music

X, their successful MIDI music

sequencer. Music X Jr. retails for

$149.95 {versus $299.95 for the senior

version) and includes a sequencer, bar

editor, filter page, samples page, and

keyboard mapping. The music you cre

ate on it is also compatible with Music X.

PO Box 3475, Granada Hills, CA91394.

In addition to all of their hardware

projects, M.A.S. T. somehow found time

to create Blitz BASIC. This incarnation

of the language is easily the fastest

we've seen around here. Its built-in com

piler will handle 6500 lines of code per

minute, and M.A.S.T. has rewritten the

Amiga libraries for even more speed.

Just a few of the features: commands to

handle IFF pictures, brushes, and anim

brushes; special effects like fade-in/out;

dual playfietds; direct access to the

audio hardware: direct sprite/blitter/cop-

per control, and more. The programs

you develop can be made standalone,

though they do require a runtime library.

List price is $149.95. 1395 Greg St.,

#106, Sparks, NV 89431. 702-359-0444.

BIG CHIPS

w.e haven't been able to ferret out

many additional details or specs, but

Michigan Software provided us with the

bare facts about their new Megachip

2000. Developed by DKB Software, the

device gives the A2000 two megabytes

of chip RAM! It comes with a Super

Agnus chip installed (that's not the Fat

ter Agnus, but the same one that's used

in the A3000) and retails for $450.00.

For more information, contact Michigan

Software, 43345 Grand River, Novi, Ml

48375.313-348-4477.

Dakota is well-known in the PC

market for their graphics tablets, particu

larly the large-scale ones used with

workstations, and now they've released

two models for the Amiga. The Sketch-

Master comes in two sizes, 11.7" x 11.7"

and 12" x 18" {active area - the tablets

themselves are a little bigger than that)

which retail for $449 and $699 respec

tively. They are powered directly from

the serial port, eliminating the need for

an external supply. They support any

mouse operation and come with a pen-

stylus as well as a 4-button cursor puck.

55 Heritage Ave., Portsmouth, NH

03801.603-427-0100.

BLUE CHIP

TTR Development is shipping their

new Sapphire 68020/68881 12Mhz

accelerator, which plugs right into the

slot where your 68000 normally lives. It

works on any A1000, A2000, or A500

and claims to give a 2.4x speedup over

an unaccelerated machine, or up to a 4-

fold speedup with software that enables

the '020's caching capability. Price is

$399. 1120 Gammon Lane, Madison, Wl

53719.608-277-8071.

DTV REVEALED

ay Gross, former editor of AX

Magazine, has written a practical, lay

man's guide to working with video. The

Amiga Desktop Video Workbook cov

ers the field from animation and raytrac-

ing to sound and putting the titles on

your creation. It also tells you how to go

about choosing the right equipment to

get the job done and even includes a

section on running a video business.

Written in plain English (and Jay cer

tainly does know how to write clearly -

we've been reading him for a long time),

the book also includes a disk. The 240-

page softcover book is published by

MicroSearch and retails for $34.95.

9896 S.W. Freeway, Houston, TX

77074.713-988-2818.
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The Animation

Studio is the

only full-featured
animation and
paint program to

utilize state-of-the-art
: eel animation tech

niques that are

for the professional,

yet simple enough

for the novice,

The Animation

/ Studio gives

enhano
full-leng

animated

sequence

M

•Onion

This exclusive Disney featrirfl

lets you1 produce animations by s

through three previous eels. ,.

• Ink & Paint:

tion. Use the dit'^r

more than 4096

allows you to order the eels any way you

want and control

the timing of'each.

• Music and Sound -

Effects: Add sound, .

music, speech and car

toon .special effect*

to ycfur anii

INK AND TAIN!

• Basic &; AdvancedAnimation Techniques:

Learn techniques such as Squ"1

'•'M ■ bctweening, and Path ofActio

fo from rough concept ■

ANIMA11ON TtCHNIQUt.S

: ANIMATION CONTEST-WIN A TRIP

TO WALT DISNEY WORLD! IXtails in '
■.Void in (he states ofVermont and Matytar '

O:\IONSKIN
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NEWS VIEWS

COMMODORE NEWS

\_-ommodore has announced

a $25 rebate for purchasers of Amiga-

Vision. Current Amiga owners can pick

up AmigaVision, an icon-based multi

media authoring system, at a participat

ing retailer. To receive the rebate you

must send in the original rebate

coupon, the AmigaVision warranty card,

and a copy of your proof-of-purchase.

Commodore has lowered the sug

gested retail price of the Amiga 500C

(consumer version) to $599, making it

the lowest priced home computer of its

kind on the market. Retailers such as

Macys. Montgomery Ward, J.C. Pen-

ney, and others may price the Amiga

500C at under $500, which is often

considered the "magic price" at which

consumers will buy.

Commodore has introduced its

entry into the laptop computer market

with the seven pound MS/DOS compat

ible C286-LT VGA notebook size per

sonal computer. The C286-LT comes

equipped with a 80C286 CPU, 12.5

MHz clock speed, 1 Mb RAM, 20 Mb

hard drive, and Microsoft Windows 3.0.

Also standard is VGA graphics on a

crisp sidelit LCD screen, and

rechargeable batteries delivering up to

six hours of continuous usage. Sug

gested retail price is $2999.

ANAMIGA

FOR THE TEACHER

c•ommodore has announced

an AmigaVision script contest for edu

cators in K-12. The educational scripts

must be 15-30 minutes in length and

cover one of the following curriculum

areas: Math, Science, English, Social

Studies/History, Art, or Music. Three

A3000s will be awarded as first prizes

in categories for grades 1-5, 6-9, and

10-12. Second prize is an A2000HD

and third prize is an A500 for each divi

sion. All entries must be received by

January 15th, 1991. Educators with

additional questions should contact

Commodores Susan Bengough at 215-

431-9100.

Teachers and institutional buyers

who purchase any Amiga educational

system before December 31st are eligi

ble to receive a free copy of EZ-Grade,

a computerized method of keeping

track of student data. Questions should

also be directed to Susan Bengough.

ONLYAMIGA MAKES

IT POSSIBLE

AtAtlanta, site of the 1996

Summer Olympics, was assisted in its

bid for the games by the Georgia Insti

tute of Technology, home of the Multime

dia Technology Lab. Georgia Tech

developed a widescreen multimedia pre

sentation of the planned facilities for the

International Olympic Committee using

three videodisc players, three comput

ers, digitized narration and music, three

six-foot long video screens, and a com

puter animated, touch-sensitive 3D

model of the proposed Olympic Village.

All of it was controlled by an Amiga

2500. IOC members were so impressed

with the presentation, some even report

edly brought members of their families

back to see the system.

TOASTER TAPES

I he first volume in a series

of video training tapes on Newtek's

Video Toaster has been released by

TeleGraphics International. Volume

One introduces to the viewer the many

features and capabilities of the Toaster.

The training series is produced for

videographers, production studios,

cable networks or audio/visual depart

ments incorporating Amigas in video

projects. Volume One leads the viewer

through integration and application of

the Toaster for production and editing.

Subjects covered in the first video tape

include hardware requirements, pro

duction switcher operation, digital

effects creation, tips and techniques,

frame store application, linear keying,

and chroma effects. TeleGraphics Inter

national. 605 Dock St., Wilmington NC,

28401,919-762-8028.

.info UPDATE
MOVES & CHANGES

Dr. T's Music Software has

moved to 100 Crescent Road; Suite

1B, Needham, MA 02192. The new

phone number is 617-455-1454.

/ Blue Ribbon Bakery has changed

its name to Blue Ribbon SoundWorks

and also reduced the price for

Who!What!When!Where! utility to $59.

The address is also changed: 1293 Bri-

ardale, Atlanta, GA 30306. 404-377-

1514 voice, 404-377-2277 FAX.

STUFF

/ Anakin Research has updated the

software for their Easyl graphics tablet;

it is now 2.0 compatible, supports over

scan, automatically detects PAL or

NTSC, and is faster overall. Registered

owners can get the upgrade for $24.95.

100 Westmore Dr., Unit 11C, Rexdale,

ON Canada M9V 5C3. 416-744-4246

voice, 416-744-4248 FAX.

/ Aside from the occasional

"ReadMe" file, we don't often see

manual upgrades, but Shereff Sys

tems is sending out new ones to reg

istered owners of their Pro Video

Post. They're working back from

recent purchasers of the video pro

duction package to those who

upgraded from earlier versions. And

it's for free! 15075 SW Koll Parkway,

Suite G, Beaverton, OR 97006. 503-

626-2022.

THE OOPS FILE

/ We somehow wound up with a

wrong phone number for Ricketts,

Inc. in the Nov. '90 issue. The right

number to call for information on their

keyboard products as well as C Ltd.'s

product line is 316-788-9204.

/ We managed to print the wrong

address for DevWare in issue #33. It

should have been 11835 Carmel Mtn.

Rd., Suite 1304, San Diego, CA

92128.617-673-0759.
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ANNOUNCING

POWER PINBALL
THE FIRST PINBALL CONSTRUCTION

GAME FOR THE AMIGA ..•"'

PINBHLL'

■

NEW FROM KARMA SOFT

The wait has been worth it! Power Pinball is

here—and the game will never be the same. Power

Pinball is a truly realistic simulation of a pinball machine.

It reacts with the same snap, the same action. With

Power Pinball, you can take your wizardry to a whole new

level! Just look at what you can do:

• Construct your own one-of-a kind pinball game

• Work with pre-defined bumpers or design your own

• Use your Paint Program to design your own screen

• Import Digitized Sounds

• Create an unlimited number of games

• Swap pinball designs with other program owners

• Includes professional pre-constructed pinball games

You can do it all with

Power Pinball—the absolute

pinball fantasy!

Dealer Inquiries

Welcome

KarmaSoft '

P.O. Box 1034

Golden, CO 80402

(303)277-1241
Circle #130 on [he Render Service Card.



NEWS VIEWS

RUMOR MILL
DISCLAIMER: The following are

among the most entertaining rumors

we Ve heard the past month. They are

presented for your entertainment and

amusement only. Please do not make

any important decisions based on

these rumors, as some will prove to

be inaccurate or just plain false.

Now under development at Com

modore: new Bridgeboards! We hear

that a new fast Turbo XT board is in

the works. We understand it will be

"price competitive" and will come with

a Janus upgrade that will allow it to

run Windows 3.0 and MS/DOS 2.6.

Look for it shortly after the first of the

year. There's a new higher-end board

due farther down the line, too.

Some employees at Commodore

now have Amiga 3500 "Tower Case

3000s" sitting on (or under) their

desks. From what we've been able to

piece together, it looks like the units

have all the slots of an Amiga 2000, a

beefy power supply, plus room for a

couple of 3.5" drives and a couple of

5.25" drives. Should take care of

those who have been complaining

about the wimpy expansion room in

the A3000. Especially those who

really want juiced-up AT compatability.

The first shipment of CDTV units

has reportedly come in from the Far

East and is now in the hands of Seri

ous Developers.

Our sources tell us there are now

two - count'em - two million Amigas in

the field.

You know True Vision, the folks

who make those nifty Targa graphics

boards for MS/DOS machines? Guess

what machine they're said to be

developing graphics boards for now?

Maybe it's just that we've hit a land

mark number again, but - just as we

heard when the Amiga hit an installed

base of one million unils - we again

hear that Microsoft, Ashton-Tate. and

Lotus are interested in doing Amiga

products. We continue to be "guard

edly optimistic" on this one. As always.

Video Toasters are suddenly pop

ping up all over the place. The only

grumbling now seems to be from

dealers who just can't get enough of

them. One told us "If I could get my

hands on a hundred of 'em, I could

sell "em all!"

SEASONS
/GREETINGS!

Top Ten P.D. Games
6 Disk Set for $20!

1. Star Trek

2. Moria3.0
3. Monopoly
4. MechForce

5. Nakamoto
6. Metro

7. Electric

Train

8. Quattro
9. Destination

Moonbase

10. DeluxeBurser

E.w.

PfiOSH

All public domain

sanies from the Premier

Library specially priced
at $3.99 each thru

December

Please add $3 per order for shipping and handling

IPREMIER
COFTWARE

P.O. Box 3782

Redwood City, CA 94064

(415)593-1207
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What can you do with Impression?
Impression is more than just a

snapshot program. It's a package of

utilities that you will soon wonder

how you did without. Here ate some

ot the things Impression can do:

- Save most any display, standard or

non-standard, to an IFF We.

■ Huni through graphics memory for

bitmaps - even after a reboot.

■ Save the display on a time-

sctieduled basis - invaluable when

a program locks out Ihe keyboard..

- Change the palette of any Intuition

screen, even copy palettes be

tween screens.

——^— COHPOHVIHIN

- Use a unique screen blanker

with 6 blank modes

- Incorporate screen saving,

screen blanking, and palette

(unctions in your ARexx macros,

or just use hotkeys to activate

them (ARexx not required).

- Enjoy a user interlace with the

took and feel of Workbench 2.0.

■ Use only those parts of the

package that you like - no

complicated installation!

- And even more!

All for only $39.95

Call or write for info now!

(803)796-8514

1700 Sunset Blvd. Suile 5, W. Columbia, SC, 29169
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NEWS VIEWS

SHOW REPORT

WORLD OF AMIGA,

CHICAGO

Although fewer people usually

make for a more intimate party,

that's not the sort of atmosphere

you want at what's supposed to be a

major trade show. To be fair, AmiExpo LA

was going on the same weekend (Octo

ber 5-7) half a continent away, and

although the Chicago suburbs are my

hometown, even I will admit they don't

give Disneyland much in the way of com

petition.

Harry Copperman, president of Com

modore, gave the keynote address at

WOA. He announced that Commodore

will not be shipping CDTV for the Christ

mas season as originally announced.

They will, instead, test market CDTV in

December in a limited but as yet unan

nounced area, with the full rollout

rescheduled for February-March, 1991.

Copperman cited the non-availability of

supporting software as the major reason

for the delay.

With a reported paid attendance of

only 8400 and less than thirty exhibitors,

there wasn't a whole lot of WOA show on

which to report. Some new products were

being demoed, including Monday Night

Football, which promises to give TV

Sports Football a run for its money, and

Full Metal Planet, the third in the Draco

nian series, both from Data East. Acco

lade's Jack Nicklaus Unlimited Golf &

Course Design should be shipping by the

time you read this. The JNUGCD com

bines a terrific golf game with a Course

Designer that gives you the power to cre

ate any course you can imagine.

Reichart von Wolfshield and Leo

Schwab personally demoed the Disney

Animation Studio to fascinated onlookers.

Gold Disk, Microprose, Free Spirit,

Michtron, Broderbund, Sierra, Merit Soft

ware and Precision rounded out the

major software exhibitors. Hardware dis

plays by Great Valley Products, ICD,

MiGraph, and Xetec attracted many

admiring and wistful viewers. The most

interesting exhibitor, in my opinion, was

TTR Development, the BattleTech Center

people.

If the the AmiExpo LA show hadn't

been such a success, I'd be pretty wor

ried about the state of the Amiga after

WOA. Hopefully, the Hunter Group and

the AmiExpo (now AmigaWorld Expo)

organizers will realize for the good of

everyone that it's not a real bright idea to

schedule two major Amiga trade shows

on the same weekend.

-Judith Kilbury-Cobb

...the "Everything you've

always wanted INSIDE your

A500" ...board.

RAM MEMORY EXPANSION
...2. 4 or 8MB zero wait state tas! RAM inside

leaves your 66-pin expansion port free!

SCSI INTERFACE
...fast, SCSI hard drive interface inside leaves

your 86-pin expansion port free

MATH CO-PROCESSOR
...58881 Math co-processor for programs

using floating point math calculations.

PLUS 4-LAYEfl CMOS BOARD
...low noise. 4-layer board with low power

CMOS 68000 processor and CMOS circuitry

and parts.

NOW, with IK-MATE you have the most valuable expansion
peripherals — on i tlnglB board... Inside your Amiga 500.

IN-MATE also operates in an

A2000. It'll move with you if

you upgrade and free up

scarce A2000 expansion slots.

SCSI FEATURES

• Hard drive may be placed up to 15 feet away Irom

your computer.

• Autoboot and Fasl File System partitions.

• Non-OMA with transfer rates up to 500 Kbytes.

• Supports up 1o 7 SCSI devices including

"Slreimlng Tape" Drives.
• Implements Commodore's Rigid Disk standard

GET THE SPIRIT!

ORDER AND INFORMATION TOLL FREE

U.S. and CANADA - 1-800-433-7572

from SPIRIT
II \J I I I rrrnsoi,v.y ~^te_

NOW, ONLY $549,
WITH FREE BB881 MATH CO-PROCESSOR

AND SPIRIT SUPER DISCOUNT COUPONS!

RAM FEATURES

• Up to 8MB zero wail state fast HAM.

• Autoconfig at boot time,

• Socketed Zip configuration expandable from OK:

1 0 & 2.0MB with 256K x 4 20-pin Zip DRAM

4.0 8 8.0MB with 1Meg x 4 20-pin Zip ORAM

PLUS FEATURES

• Socketed for 68881 Math Co-Processor.

• Uses less than 6O0 ma power with on board CMOS

MC68000 microprocessor and CMOS parts and

circuitry puts tN-MATE well within the power

range ol standard A500 power supply.

• Simple, solderless plug-in installation.

• Includes software support disk with test and

utility programs.

VISA, MASTERCARD & AMERICAN EXPRESS cards accepted with no surcharge. C 0.0. accepted, add $3.50. Shipping and

insurance ext<a. All products shipped UPS 2nd day unless otherwise requested. All prices U.S. dollars, domestic US. sales

only. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. Prices of products containing RAM memory may vary due

to fluctuations in the DRAM market.

Spirit Technology Corporation, 220 West 2950 South, Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 SPIRIT
zCHNOLOGY

Phone: (801) 485-4233 FAX: (801) 485-6957 U.S.A. Sales: (800) 421-6045

AMIGA is a Registered Trademark ol Commodore/Amiga, Inc , AmigaDOS is a Trademark ot Commodore/Amiga. Inc.: AX-S. Oclabyte.

Interlok. Trapper. Fat Trapper, Slot .Machine. MIDI-Star and IN-MATE are Trademarks ot Spirit Technology Corp

ALL SPIRIT PRODUCTS ARE BACKED WITH ONE YEAR WARRANTY AND EXCEPTIONAL TECHNICAL SUPPORT.

TOLL FREE TECH SUPPORT 1-8O0-338-757Z.
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NEWS VIEWS

AMIEXPO,

LOS ANGELES

AmiExpo needed a rousing suc

cess and got one with the prod

uct extravaganza at the Disney

land Hotel in Anaheim the weekend of

October 5-7. There were exhibitors

galore, new products heaped on new

products, and crowds of people looking it

all over. The mood was upbeat, contrast

ing sharply with the previous AmiExpo in

Chicago last summer, and nearly festive.

The Usual Suspects

and a Few New Ones

Probably the most notable trend at

INKMUN TNKS PRESENTS

CO OR
FOR THE

DESKJET, DESKJET+, OR

DESK WRITER (MAC)

COLORS AVAILABLE:

BLACK

RED

BLUE

YELLOW

GREEN

BROWN

GOLD

BURGUNDY

EACH KIT CONTAINS TWO COMPLETE
REFILLS FOR ONLY:

$19.80
PLUS SI .00 SHIPPING. CA RESIDENTS
ADD 6.75% SALES TAX. SEND CHECK .
MONEY ORDER, OR WRITK TOR FREE

INFORMATION TO:

ORANGE BANG

7434 LION STREET

CUCAMONGA, CA 91730

(714)941-4117
PLEASE ALLOW 2-3 WEEKS FOR

DELIVERY

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

DESKJET. DESKJET*. DESK WRITER

REGISTERD TRADEMARK OF

HEWLETT-PARKARD CO

the show was the increasing number of

European publishers, manufacturers, and

attendees. A German company called

Golem is importing a number of their

hardware products, including several 3.5"

and 5.25" floppy drives, some of which

have LED track readouts. Their SCSI II

HD for the A500 plugs right into the

expansion buss and not only provides a

50 or 100 Mb Quantum hard drive, but

also up to 4 megs of 1 Mb DRAMs. The

thing will also let you add two 512K and

one 256K Kickstart ROMs {including

Kickstart 2.0) without having to open up

your A500. They also make the Golem

Sound Mashine fyes, it's really spelled

that way), which permits up to a 56 KHz

sampling rate and works with most exist

ing sampling/ editing software as well as

its own. Golem has even opened a US

office at 421 Hudson, M12, New York, NY

10014.212-727-0548.

Rossmb'ller Amiga showed their

Power-PC board (the one that fits in the

belly slot of the A500), the Tornado high

speed 68000 acceierator, and the

Medusa Atari ST emulator. If you put

these last two together, you get an

Amiga-based ST that runs nearly twice

as fast as the ones Atari builds.

Rossmoller also has a high-density (1.52

Mb) floppy drive, memory expanders, a

switchable Kickstart board, an eprom

burner, and a little in-line box that shows

the currently accessed track for any

drive, hard or floppy. Rossmoller can be

contacted at Neuer Markt 21, D-5309

Meckenheim, Germany. 02225/2061-62-

63.

In addition to their AdSCSI hard drive

controllers and AdRAM memory boards,

ICD [815-968-2228] also showed their

new Flicker Free Video board. It plugs

into the Denise socket and produces full

overscan. 480-fine video output free of

interlace flicker. (Actual maximum resolu

tion is 832x480.) The other notable ICD

product is their AdSpeed accelerator. The

unit they showed me has a 14.3 MHz

68000 sitting on a little board almost

exactly the same size as the chip. It can

be software switched down to 7.16 MHz

if the need arises. Besides their 1.52 meg

high density floppy drive, memory

boards, and other hardware, Applied Engi

neering [214-241 -6060] had their DataLink

series of modems on display. These inter

nal/external modems aren't new. but the

Send-FAX option for them is. What the

thing does is turn your Amiga into a FAX

machine so you can send your FAXes

directly from the screen to any group 3

FAX without having to dump hardcopy

first. The software installs itself as a Pref

erences printer driver, making it as easy to

use as printing a file. Sounds like it will

save some trees.

An outfit called Holosoft Technologies

[619-747-0663] was showing and (pre

maturely) selling a new graphics package

called Graphics Workshop. It was a clas

sic case of being impressed with a demo

by the programmer, but finding out when

I started working with the program myself

that it is buggy, slow, and prone to visits

from the guru. I'm sure future revisions

will fix the problems with the program,

and it's still worth a look.

Stargazers will be glad to know that

Carina Software's [415-352-7328] Voy

ager planetarium software is being

brought to the Amiga. Originally done for

the Mac. the Amiga version looks like it

will be real competition for Virtual Real

ity's Distant Suns. It's very easy to navi

gate, both in time and space, using stan

dard scroll bars and point-and-click

zooming. There are levels of magnifica

tion, optional constellation display, object

tracking, and a large star catalog. It is

also very fast. Look for it early in '91.

Until now, desktop publishing has

been a serious affair aimed at adults.

Pelican Software [203-335-0906] has

changed that with Pelican Press, a new

kid-level package. It is easy to use, but

has enough sophistication to let kids (of

any age - it's too much fun to relegate

solely to the bubblegum and skateboard

set) produce anything from flyers to ban

ners to humongous wall-sized posters.

There's also a paint program to create

your own art.

The first Amiga OCR scanner we've

heard about is coming from Pulsar Inter

national [516-997-6903]. The device is a

hand-held black and white scanner with

15-level greyscale. The trainable Optical

in*
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by Avatar Consulting

Graphics so real,

you'll forget it's only a game!

Dozens ni Dan tic mil s fries

Deuiiied Adventure Screens

Featuring

Demo Disk

'available at most stores,
on CompuServe,

and Bix.

Hime Animated Characters

* 192 Color Arcade Screens

* 4096 Color HAM Mode Adventure Screens

* Photorealistic 3-D graphics

* Stunning digitized music and sounds

* 1 & 2 player action + Computer Demo mode

* HUGE animated characters

* Hard disk installable, runs on all Amigas from 500 to 3000

* 512k of Memory required, 1M strongly advised

.rive seasons have come and gone since the evil

sorceror Li-Kuan ascended to power. Aided by his

use of both magic and some unknown technology, his

reign of terror has gone unchallenged. The destiny of

the world lies in your hands, choose to be martial arts

master Tommy Lee, or the awe-inspiring psionic

monk Master Chi. Together you will use your

combined strengths, wit and wisdom to foil Li-Kuan

and his evil minions.

Ask your local dealer or order direct iovfast same day shipping

Digital Wizards Inc. 2727 Camino Del Rio South #340

San Diego, Ca. 92108 (619)260-1100 (619)562-8697

Visa/MasterCard/Check or Money Order Accepted
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Pelican Press Posters

Desktop

Publishing

Kid-style,

with Pelican

Software's

Pelican

Press

Character Recognition software can be

an enormous help in getting text from

hardcopy into your computer. It generally

takes about three tries during the training

C- Commodore8

jhuYIJXxt
MEMORY CHIP

256K x 4-80 DIP

256Kx4-80Z!PP

256K x 4-80 (Static for A3000)

lMGx 8-80 SIMM

IMG x 4-30 (Static for A3000)

NEW FAT AGNUS

Amiga Mouse

External Hi Density 1.52 MG Dr.

1.5 MG Insider Board w/Mem for A10CX

Keyboard for A1000

A2000 Power Supply

4 MG Base Board (for A500 w/2 MG)

4 MG Base Board (for A500 w/4 MG)

Amiga Janus 2.0

SUPRA

2 MG Expandable to 8 MG

4 MG Expandable to 8 MG

40 MG HardCard

40 MG HD (A500 XP)

GVP

40 MG HardCard Series II

105 MG HardCard Series II

GOLD DISK

Prof. Page

Prof. Draw

Design 3D

Movieserter

X

$8.50

S9.50

SI 0.00

S 79.00

$44.95'

S99.95

S49.00

SI 99.00

) S299.00

SI49.95 i

SI39.00 |

S249 95 i

334900

S29.95

$210.00'

S349.00

S549.00

S699.00

S599.00

3949.00

S39.95

S39.95

S39.95

S 39.95 ]

""Special sale this month while supplies last

AMPEX SYSTEMS INC

3344 Jimmy Carter Blvd.

NorcroSftGA .'0(193

(Unit) 962-4489 (Orders only)

(4114) 263-9190 (Information and prices)

\ in ■ i Systems Inc. Is mi .iimn ;i :■ wtlh Ampex Corporation

process for the thing to learn to recognize

a character and the scanner has a reso

lution up to 400 dpi. A flatbed version is

also in the pipeline.

The next generation of raytracing,

animation, and multimedia software is

coming from Impulse and The Right

Answers Group. Impulse [612-566-0221]

is nearly done with their Firecracker 24

video card and Imagine, a new raytracing

and animation package, looks very good.

They're also working on Foundation, an

authoring system in co-development with

Intuitive Technologies. The guys at The

Right Answers Group [213-325-1311] are

putting the finishing touches on The

Director Version 2, which appears to be a

ground-up rewrite.

Games

I was very surprised at the game

room which had been set up by

MicroPace. the large distributor. The indi

vidual booths were manned by represen

tatives of the game publishers and they

were showing the latest entertainment-

ware. Some of those showing games

were Cinemaware [Wings), Broderbund

(Prince of Persia), Interplay (Neuro-

mancer). Avatar (Heart of the Dragon),

MicroProse (M1 Tank Platoon), Karma-

Soft (Power Pinball - yes. there will be a

revision), Virgin/Mastertronic (Spot), and

FTL, which was showing the nearly com

pleted Chaos Strikes Back, commonly

known as Dungeon Master II.

Psygnosis [617-731-3553] had their

booth on the main show floor, and judg

ing from the number of Shadow of the

Beast II t-shirts I saw around the Disney

land area, were selling bazillions of the

game. The list of what they have coming

goes on and on.

Also Noteworthy

Besides the latest versions of Profes

sional Page and Professional Draw, Gold

Disk [416-828-0913] showed their new

home office collection. Gold Disk Office,

which is a collection of 5 applications

(wordprocessor, spreadsheet, business

graphics, database manager, and page

layout). There's still no firm shipping date

for their ShowMaker. Virtual Realities

[805-545-8515] was running version 2.0

of Vista, their fractal/chaos landscape

generator. Its new Gouraud rendering

method produces some stunning images.

California Access [408-378-0340] had

their Bodega Bay expansion box for the

A500 set up and it will be available in

time for Christmas. Expansion Systems

[415-656-2890] showed their new $99

SCSI controller, the DataFlyer. Spirit

Technology [801-485-4233] had some of

their hardware line on display, but the

newest from them is their Byte 'N'Back

hard drive backup utility, which purports

to fit 935K on a floppy. Dakota demoed

their graphics tablets, Konyo [714-633-

1026] showed their replacement mice,

Progressive Peripherals [303-825-4144]

showed their AppleTalk-compatible net

work, and Supra [503-967-9075] dis

played their latest hardware (their "040

board should be available as soon as

68040s get through the legal barriers and

start shipping in quantity).

On The Off Ramp

I have to admit a certain relief when I

turned in the rental car and got on the

plane to come back to the Midwest. No

matter how many times I see it, I just

can't get used to L.A.'s brown sky and

unlike many Southern Californians, I

don't much want to see the air I'm breath

ing. As for AmiExpo, it gave me a much-

needed optimism boost. - Tom Malcom
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ABACUS BOOKS
Desktop Vdev Bonk
Amiga BK^nnurs Book

Amiga TncksTips Book ■
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Adv Prog Guide Book -

Dnves In Cut Book -
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ACADEMY SOFTWARE
Typing TuTor

ACCESS
Heavy Metal

Leaderooari Dua' Pak
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Worm Oass FC'i

ACCOLADE
Slue Angels .
Bubble Ghost

Fast Break

Fourln S Inches
Foulifi & Inches Team

Hardb.nl II

Harmony

Hsat Wave
Jack Neklaus Go"

J Ncklaus Couise 1 or 2

Grand Pni Ciajt
Mean is

Mean 18 P Courses v2
Shoot Em Up Construction .

Strike Aces

Test Drive 1
Test Drive II

California C-talienge

European Challenge

SuowCars
Muscle Cars

ACTIOKWARE
Acbonware Pnasar Gun

Capone

Creature

pow ... .

ANTIC
GFA BASIC 3 0

PnasarV4 0

ARTWORX
Hnoge 6 0

Centerfold Souarej

Lir*»ord Frertfi

LinVwDrd German

Lmkword Greek
Lmkwoid tlahan

Lmkword Spanish

Strip Poker-II

S Poke-Daia '-3ea

ASDG
Cygnus Ed Pro

BAUOVILLE
Award Maker Pkis
Award Make Dala Sports
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18
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30

IB
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Video Vegas 21

BETHESDA SOFTWARE
Damocles
Dragor* Lar H

Wayne G«eTzhy Hockey

HoeWuy League Sim

27

42

18
30

30

BLUE RIBBON BAKERY
Bars 1 Pipes

Whn'WhariWheroWien1

BRITANNICA
Designasaurus
Jigsa*

BRBDER8UND

Carmen Europe . .
Carmen Worki

Joan ol Arc ...

Omni Play Baseball
Omni Play Horje Racni]

Snutfiepuck Cafe
Katie's Farm

McGee
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60
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24
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30

30

27
30

30
24

84
24

BRODERBUND
Pcbonary

Sim City ...

Sm Terrain Ettor

Space Racer

Stat Wars

Wings ol Fury

BROWN-WAGH
Pen Pni

BYTE BY BYTE.
Sculp! JD Jr

CADVISION INT.
XCad Desgnei II . .
XCad Pro'essanai . .
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. 15

20
24

. 24

90
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90

300

CALIFORNIA DREAMS
Block Out ... 26

Streel BoB
Tunnols of Armagedon
Vegas Gamtwr

CENTAUR
BAD

My Pan:

Wond Alias

CENTRAL COAST
Disk 2 OS*

DOS 2 DOS . . . .
Quarterback

CINEMAWARE
Brain Blaster

Dart side

Dejtnonnoer

Defender ol Tr* Crown

FMaMWl
n Carrie From tr>e Desert

Desert II Da;a Disk
King ol Ctucago

Lords o' The Rising Sun
Rocket Ranger Ttiree Stooges

SD.I
SirOao

30'-'-i-L. 1

The Krntal

TV Sports Basketball

TV Sport) Football
Wings

COMMODORE
Amiga Logo

COMPUTE! BOOKS
AmtgaDOS Rtierence Guide

Amiga Programmers Gutie
Inside A.T-tfjj G'jpru: -,

Elementary Amgj Base

Advance ftri-u Basic

ML PfCMjTniTOrmng Guide

Ktds A tr-w Amiga

1 si of 2nd Booh ol Amiga

CONSULTRON
Cross DOS v4

DATA EAST
Bad Dm»$

Ba!maivArc.ad* or M^v ■?
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North & Sourh

Robocop , ,

DAVIDSON
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Top Font!

DIGITEK
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Kind Wordl v2

DISCOVERY
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DISNEY
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EAGLE TREE
Bulcher .

Dotan; Anr^es

ELECTRONIC ART!
688 Attack SuD

688 Attack Sub Kirts

AltorM Bcsst

Aquanaul

Bards Tale I
Bards Tale II
Bards I or II Hints

Cn«smast« 2000

Cnmage Kng Gm King

Delu.e Plx>-oLati
Detjie Pain-in .

Bgdokan

Deiuie Music Cors^uctwn

Deluiie Prer It
Detune Vi3eo III
Earl Weaver BasoOall

Weaver 93 or 89S1als

Emoire
f-t6Contoal Piiol
F A-ia IRter;eplor

Flood ...

Hound of me staaow

Hunt For Red Od

Impenum

Mavis Beaton Typing

Might s Magic II

Ugh! & Magic II Hints
Nuclear War
Populus

Powerdrom«

Projectyle

Pro Terms Tour
Putt, i Saga
$:arfright

Starfkghf Hmrs

TurBo Outmn

Unreal. . .
Zany Gorl . .

ELECTRONIC ZOO
Benin 1948

BackGokJ

Legend o'Wil.am Tel.

Terms Cuo
Trsaure Trap

Vthmg Cr-iW

ETHOS

Pokei SQrrlare

FREE SPIRfT
Amtkii Dnve A!iQri

Bdjiiev Bear-Fiinn

B^mey Bear School
fj.T i '>..r :,- ; -.

Ooflor *jni

FTL
Dungeon Mas'e*

Dungeon Masle< HinTL

GOLD DISK
ComicSeiref

DesWioo Budge!

Foni S*!-l

Gold Spell-li

Pa9esetEer II

PfOfeHional Dia">
Professional Page

IMPULSE
Turbo Silver

INFOCOM
Anhur Ouesr For EicalCur

Biilllotecn

Journey
Shogun

INNERPRISE
Battw SguatJron

Lost Dutchman s M^ie

GmOuius
Persian Gulf Wemo

Piauqe

INTERPLAY
Battle Cness

Cneckmate

Future Wars
Neurornancer

Neuromancer Kirls

INNOVATRONICS
Can Do

INNOVISION
Broadcast Tnkw

KARA GRAPHICS

KARMASOFT
Power Pintsall 24

KOEI
Sandn Kings China . 36

Gengf.5 Khan . . 36

Romance of the 3 Kingdoms *2

KONAMI
Blades oi Sienl 2?
Double DriOWe . 27
Teenag* Mutant Turtles 27

LATTICE
Latlice C Development Coma 215

Lattice C-P«is Plus 250

LIVE STUDIOS
Futrue Classn: Collections 30

LUCASFILMS

Indy Jones CrusaOe Arcade 16
kvly Jones Crusade GrapTHcs 20

Ir^V Graphics Hints 13
Loon 3B

Mar-iac Mansion I IG

Maniac I Hints 12
Pipe Dream ... .18

Their Finest Hour 3B

Zak McKracken 16

Zali Mckracfcm Hmls . . . 12

MANX
Ajlec C Developer 180
AUK C Prol«5«jnaJ 120

AitK C SI Debugger 60

MASTERTRON.CS
Ckie 2t

Risk . . .24
Scrabdlo . 24
Double Dragon II 54

Magic Jonnson Baskelbaii 30

NV Warriors 30
H<k Davis Soccer 30
Shark Att.ick Got! 24

War In H.aj« Eain 30

MEDIAGENIC

MERIT SOFTWARE
Operation Combal . .

MICRODEAL
Devpac vS
Hisofi Basic Pro

MICROILLUSIONS
Black Jack Acdd#my

Faorylfllo Adventure

Faeryiale Hmls .

Laisr Squad

MyycXJr

Photon Paint v2

MICROLEAUGE
wwF Wresamg

MICROPROSE
3D Pool

Airtjomo Rariger

Dr Doom s Revenge

Pro Soccer

rJ«Jw.r1P«

Red Storm Rising

S.«ni Serv«c

Slum Track Racei

Weird Dreams

MICRO SYSTEMS
Anatyje

E>cel«nc«

Organr^e

Scndbie1 Platmurn . . .

The Worts ■ Platinum

MINDSCAPE
Arcase Megahrts uj

SalancE olFooer 1990
The Colony . .

Gauntlet II

Space Hamer

NATURAL GRAPHICS

NEW HORIZONS
owrile 3 0 1

NEWTEK

OHNITRENO

ORIGIN
Auioduei

MoMna

Ogr«
Omega

OueSJ tor Clues

Ouest lor Clues

Space Rogue
Times 01 Lore

Ultima-1II

Ultima-IV

OXXI
A-TaB. Ill

VideoScap* 3D I
ViOeo Titler

PARSEC SOFTWARE
Operation Spuance

POLARWARE
Ai the Zoo
Dinosaurs Are Forever

Numbers Count

Owisiks Arract

PRECISION

Superplan

PROGRESSIVE
Bauo1 Bandit

CLIMate

Diskmaster vl 4

Dfl Term Pro

Dumap irtjiitws
InlroCAb
Inlro CAD Plus
Micro Lawver
PIX-Male

Uirra Design

PSYGNOSIS
Baal

Blood Money

Capuun Fiu

Ctmrsquesi II

lr'..-i!n-

KKing Game Snow

Stiadow ot the Beast I

Shadow ol :ne Beasl II
8By>

READYSOFT
A Mai II

64 Emulator-11(500 20001
64 EmuSatof-lldOOOl

SHEREFF SYSTEMS
Pro V«3eo GOO

SIERRA
CoOaname Iceman

Codename Iceman Hints

Cowers Becues!

Conquest of Camelol

GokJRush

Heras Quest

Hoy* s Book o! Games 1 a 2

King s Quest a

Leisure Suit Larry 2
Lcsure Suit Larry 3
ManhunlPT He* ¥orv

UanhunlerSan Francisco

Mned Up Mother Goose
PoKe Quest 2

Space Ouest 3

SOFT BYTE

SOFT LOGIK
Page Stream V2 0 IB

SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE
Falcon . . . . 3

falcon Missions . I1

Solaaro n.i,.ii ■

Totni

Welitns

... 21

. 21

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Champons Of Krynr 32

Dragon Stnko . 32

Surgeon Mast Ass1 vl ... 20

Dungeon Mast Asst v2 20

HiBslar . 32

Hilslai Hint Book S

Pool ol Railinnce

Pool Hmls

Second Fronl

Sword ol Aragon

SUBLOGIC
Flight Simulalorll ... 30

Scene Disk 7.9Mil 20
Scenery Disk Hawaiian . . 20

SceneOsk WEuropeor Japan 20

Ml 30

SUNRIZEIND.
Perfect Sound 68

SYBEX BOOKS

TAtTO
Amiga Action Pack

BobtW Bobbie

TITUS
F.*OPufjuitS«n

H<ghv.ay Patrol II

Wftl StreWI

TONY SEVERA
90 Bard Tale I-Hint Disk 1

Heros ot Lance Hml Disk 1

Kings Ouesl 3 Hint Dak . . 1

30 Laisuie Larry I Hint Disk 1

2J Stiadowgale H.nt Dak 1

30 Space Ouest III Halt Disk 1

60 Space Ouest III Br! Dnk 1

46 Zak McKracfcc Hm Disk 1

| UNISON WORLD
42 Prinimaster Plus 2

240 Art Galiory I 4 2 Combo 2

Art Gallery 3 ... 2

Fonts 1 Borders ... 3

* VEGA TECHNOLOGIES
y. Amdtf Amiga 2

27 VIRTUAL REALITY
?* Distant Siins . . t

* VltM . . 6

WILLIAM S. HAWES
1M AHEXX 3

S WORDPERFECT CORP.
%. Wordper-ect 14

Wordper^ct Utirjiy 1

WE CARRY A

COMPLETE LINE

OF

ACCESSORIES

FOR YOUR

COMPUTER

Ask for our

free catalog

for details.

»
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FREE
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TOLL FREE LINE

FOR USA & CANADA
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INTERNATIONAL OHDEHS UETHODSOf PAYMENTS
206-693-1393

Samt HourlAi ADovi

If You Prefer, You May Mail Your Order To:

Software Support International
2700 NE Andresen Road, Suite A-10, Vancouver, WA 98661
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206-69S-0QS9

24-Houri A Day'
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ART: Greffory Conley

CONTINUITY: Mark R. Brown

^liC-^^r^ ^~^4&y^^ t^y'isc^
is as fvappy as

Gregory Conley can be contacted by writing: Gregory Conley. 17320 Laverne Avenue, Cleveland. Ohio 44135
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1. Which of the following products would you most likely

find in a poweruser's AMIGA?

□ A. The Sapphire 68020/68881 Board

Unbeatable Retail Price of $399.00!

-» Fits in the Amiga 1000, Amiga 500 and Amiga 2000 computer systems.

■* Easy installation - Software included to help with installation!

■4 Factory installed 12 mhz 32 bit 68020 and factory installed 12 mhz

32 bit 68881 processors! A true 32 bit accelerator card!

-» Speed increases of up to 2.4 times the speed of a normal Amiga in

integer, 3.2 times the speed in floating point!

-» The smallest accelerator yet - only 3 1/8" x 4 1/4" x 1/2" total size!

-> A full, one year warranty!

■* Used exclusively in the BattleTech Center™!

-> Tested with Xetec, Supra, Cltd, Commodore, ICD, GVP and Trumpcard hard drive systems!

□ B. The Workbench Management System V2.0

Only $49.95!

The Workbench Management System (WMS) is a revolutionary

idea in software for the Amiga! WMS is based on a button concept

where a simple click of a button launches your applications!

"WMS is one of the most simple and elegant systems tor using the

Amiga that we have seen!" - Amazing Computing, August 1990

-» Eight pre-programmed buttons: text editor, calendar, phone book, more!

-» Unlimited programmable buttons - Only limitation is you!

-» Launches multiple programs as fast as you can click!

-» Fully Workbench V2.0 compatible - Works perfectly on the Amiga 3000!

□ C,

-> Automatically adapts for 4, 8, or 16 color screens - Auto-sizes to your screen!

■4 Free updates to all registered users - Free support via our BBS system!

MrBackup Professional
Outstanding Value at $44.95!

MrBackup is the first full featured backup system for the Amiga utilizing

the full potential of the Amiga! With over 60 AREXX™ commands and

streaming tape capability, MrBackup gives the user the power to reach

beyond standard backup capabilities!

H D

-» Will backup to floppy, Streaming Tape or any other Amiga device!

-» Full AREXX™ integration - Over 60 usable commands!

-» Has full built in file compression to save disk space - User selectable!

-> Has been tested with the Commodore A2090A, A2091 and others!

•* Compatible with versions 1.3 and 2.0 Amiga operating systems!

MrBackup SCSI tape drive Kit A variable - call for pricing and drive sizes!

o m

ij-riiy-35 ti,n;a arwsc

H-Jun-SS 17:1S;B m
IHcHfl 12:23:49 -—rod
81-Sep-9t 81:53:15 mi

wet

For more information on these and other

Products, contact TTR Development, Inc.

(608) 277-8071 Voice

(608) 277-8072 BBS

(608) 277-8073 Fax
J S2O

V/L. 5j! 1 9
(6O8.) 277-8O7I

Circle #11? »n the Reader Service Card.



The BattleTech Center
by Jeff Lowenthal

Join Jeff as

he tries out

the BattleTech

Center's

high-tech

Amiga driven

battle

simulators.

The exterior of a MechWarrior cockpit 'pod'.

have sal in the future, i have lashed out with

fearsome laser weapons, engaging huge robots

in combat. I have controlled my own lowering

robot using both hands and both feet, using

dozens of controls and multiple video screens.

All for only S6.00 for ten intense minutes.

Located in a downtown mail along with '"['he Baja

Beach Club"." La Maison de Nicole" and similar yup-

pified enierprises. the BattleTech Center makes this

experience possible. It's brand new. and you've never

experienced anything like it.

The brainchild of Chicogoans Jordan Weisman and

Ross Babcock. BattleTech Cenler is the result of a

dream and years of planning. Ten years ago. they

started the FASA Corp.. which stands for "Frcdonian

Aeronautics and Space Administration." FASA devel

ops and licenses board ami computer games, including

some based on Star Trek. Success in that area helped

finance a spin-off company. ESP Corp., formed to

develop BauleTech Centers. During 1991. they expect

to open seven more centers in the United States, with

an eventual total of 150. The concept has also been

licensed to another company for development in

Japan.

This multi-million dollar investment in gaming sim

ulation may represent the entertainment of the 90s as

much as the video arcade did for the 80s. Make no

mistake - despite similarities, this is not just a glorified

videogame, but a simulator. Its production values

bespeak the kind of planning Robert Heinlein did for

his science fiction universe, which helped make his

books classics of the science fiction genre. Like Hein

lein's books. BauleTech is based on solid ideas, with

out which all the technology and flash would be mean

ingless.

The military and the airlines have had simulators for

years, of course, and they arc technological triumphs.

But they were buih with virtually unlimited budgets,

while BattleTech Center was brought in for under S3

million, including R&D. with about S750.000 going

for hardware. As a business it needs to turn a profit for

its owners just like the arcade. One way they'll do this

is selling lime to people like you and me. Another is

by selling franchises once their offering is registered.

If you're lucky, they'll build one near you.

Just what is BattleTech scenario? Imagine you are

living in the 31st Century, a time when battles for

galactic real estate are fought with enormous "Battle-

Mechs." 35-50 ton war machines built in the image of

man and capable of incredible destructive force. But a

machine, after all. is just iron, and needs intelligent

guidance and strategy to prevail over similarly power

ful units.

That's where you and your fellow MechWarriors

come in. Playing in teams of four, each of you controls

the movement and firepower of your "Mech: the

machine will prevail or perish by your skills.

Okay, so you've seen computerized battle simula

tions before on your box at home. But BaitlcTech is so

different that as I write this there is no competition

whatsoever i'or the experience at home or anywhere

else in the civilian domain. This is gaming/simulation

on a grand scale. To begin with, there are 16 individ

ual cockpits, configured so four teams of BattleWar-

riors can play at once, four-on-four. in two separate

games.

BattleTech can be reconfigured for various scenar

ios, with quite different environments; weather, day or

night, visibility, etc. There are various kinds of

"Mechs. with different capabilities, so players of

uneven ability can be matched by appropriate choice

of "Mech.

More important, the hardware can be configured to

play an entirely different game with, say. spaceships,

rather than 'Mcchs. In fact, a space fighter game is in

the can and wilt be introduced later. The cockpit stays

the same, hut the controls do different things. So.
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The crests of the five empires, each ruled by a single family.

HOUSE MARIK

unlike arcade simulators such as Atari's

Hard Driviti. BattleTcch Center can evolve

into new experiences, limited only by the

imagination of the designers and program

mers.

It's unlikely to be limited by the hard

ware, which includes 16 networked Amiga

500 boards, one for each cockpit, plus two

more computers per pod. The 500s run most

of the game code and the secondary display

screens. Custom graphics cards. 68020

accelerator boards, and a variety of other

hardware, combined with a library of 19.000

3D graphic images, provide the power to

make this thing real. The main display even

varies as a unit moves away, duplicating the

fogginess you see at long distance in real

life.

In addition to advanced hardware, the

entire Center provides an environment

designed to lake you into the 3 I st Century,

complete with video newscasts from the

future and a physical layout I call "early

spaceship." Once inside your cockpit, you

slide the canopy closed, locking out the pre

sent for ten minutes of truly frantic action in

the future. While ten minutes may not seem

like a long time, when the exhilarated play

ers emerge after a game they are ready for a

break.

Let's hack up a minute and describe the

environment. BattleTech Center is a money-

making enterprise, run by people who want

to recoup their investment in all this hard

ware. So the first thing you see on entering

is a sales counter manned by people wearing

military-like BattleTech uniforms, complete

with designations like "Sergeant Jones."

They are surrounded by T-shins. software,

and videotapes for sale. There is a Battle-

Mecll Operations Manual, which 1 recom

mend. This gives you a great deal of infor

mation on the equipment at your disposal,

opposing 'Mcchs. the "story." and so on.

If you want to play, you have to pay from

S6 to SS. depending on the lime of day. for

what they call a "half-hour experience".

What this means is you book a half hour, but

only ten minutes of that is actual baule sim

ulator time. The other 20 minutes is devoted

to watching a training tape explaining how

the hardware works and conferring with

staff or teammates. By the time you read

this, the tape will have been replaced by an

interactive video disk presentation, provid

ing even more information. You will want to

spend some lime planning with your team-

males now. because once in the game the

action is fast. These may be three friends, or

strangers who are booking time when you

are. You can also get help and advice from

the BattleTech trainers. If you've seen the

tape and played

before, you can

use all the time

to question them

on techniques

and strategy.

They know

what they're

talking about,

too. I watched as

manager Gerry Stenson.

with over a thousand

hours experience, took on

three novices at once, dis

patching them without raising

a sweat. "It was easy," he said afterward.

That's at least partially due to the time it

takes to familiarize yourself with the many

controls and options available. You

wouldn't expect to

drop into an F-1S and

be an ace instantly, either.

A nice touch, mainly for

crowd control 1 think, is a

set of 16 video monitors at the

end of the corridor where you

wait to enter the "launch area." Here

you will see the same main screens the

current players are seeing, allowing you

to watch the action from all points of

view at once. This will be helpful in get

ting a feel for what real play is like. Also,

it will keep you from getting bored while

waiting. Peak periods may require

wailing up lo two hours for

your turn, though you don't

have to wait right there. Your time is

reserved because you've paid for it. so you

could browse around the North Pier mall

complex and return just before your time

begins.

Impressed so far? Wait till you lower

yourself into a cockpit and slide the canopy

closed! Suddenly, you're light years from

the trendy mall, transported into the battle

zone. Your cockpit (or "pod") is the Mark III

version, refined after putting thousands of

people through earlier versions at events like

the Consumer Electronics Show.

Here's what you'll see: A 25" main video

screen, which shows an "out the win

dow" view of the battlefield,

including the sky and astronomi

cal objects like moons. A sec

ondary screen directly

below, controlled by

the Amiga, pro

vides long and

short range

scanner infor

mation. The

short range

scanner is a

radar-like color dis

play with your unseen

'Mech at the center,

revealing who is in your area -

friends are in one color, enemies

another. The long range scanner is a

satellite view .with terrain and ID infor

mation on "Mechs. including your own.

You choose the display you want by Hipping

a switch. Also available are displays giving

damage information, armor status, and a

help screen.

A joystick falls under your right

hand, with three buttons. Rather

than controlling movement, as

you might expect, this is the

aiming device for your

weapons. It controls the posi

tion of crosshairs which you

lock on to your target.

Once locked, you get

a transponder-like
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Facing off

with a

powerful

MechWarrior.

ID which will be the handle selected by the

player controlling the "Mech in your sights.

Firing before you are locked-on will waste

ammunition/energy, and you'll miss.

Because you have so many weapons

available, they can be configured as to

which buttons fire them after you've had

some experience.

For beginners, the strategy is simple: as a

rookie, it's suggested thai you climb in and

fire away, saving the fancy stuff for later.

To your left is the throttle controlling the

speed of your 'Mech. When specially

enabled by a switch it can also allow you to

move backwards. Another switch lets you

"torso-twist" so you and your weaponry are

facing in one direction while moving in

another. "Not recommended for rookies."

says manager Stenson. Under your feet are

two pedals (which are used together to con

trol the direction your "Mech travels.) Push

the left one. you go left, push right, you go

right. Press neither or both, and you go

straight. My unit tended to drift a little, but

that's easily cured. The units take a lot of

abuse from hyped up players, requiring

ongoing maintenance, which they get regu

larly.

Surrounding the video monitors are

numerous switches, buttons and LED read

outs. These identify your weapons and pro

vide necessary data like when they are

recharged and ready to fire, and how much

ammunition remains. Red. green, and blue

buttons allow you to chose which button on

the joystick will fire which weapon. Press

ing the green button next to a weapon's indi

cator means that the green button on the joy

stick will fire it. Using this programming,

you could place most of your weapons on.

say. the red button, and every time you

pressed it, they would fire together.

Bui remember: this is a simulation, and

the weapons recharge at different speeds.

You can't fire until they have recycled, so

blasting everything together may be bad

strategy since you could be left defenseless.

Defenseless, you'll get hit. When you do,

you'll know it! You'll see swirling flames

coming at you, and your cockpit will shud

der thanks to a powerful low frequency

speaker under your seat. Four channel sound

adds lo the realism. Your video will break

up. and you'll know you're in a war.

If you're lucky, your Mech will survive,

possibly minus an arm or leg and its associ

ated weapons. This naturally reduces your

effectiveness, so you want to avoid being

hit. If you're hit enough, your 'Mech will be

destroyed, but you won't die. You'll see

yourself eject and you'll be reinstalled in a

new "Mech. though one of lesser power.

You'll still be able to move around, but you

won"! be able 10 inflict as much damage.

You will gel ail of your ten minutes of

action.

A row of buttons above you controls

"advanced features." One advanced feature

is "heat mode." When it's enabled, you must

consider that firing armament of such enor

mous power will create heat, which needs to

be dissipated. Firing too often increases the

heat, and may cause you serious damage,

especially if you ignite your ammunition

stores. Heat mode isn't recommended for

beginners, bin advanced players use it as an

additional challenge. Other advanced fea

tures keep the game challenging for experi

enced players.

And what's this thing on a flexible tube?

It looks like a microphone, and ii is. It's

there so you can communicate with your

team, to coordinate your attack on the

enemy. Only one person can talk at a time.

so restraint is necessary. There's also a pos

sibility thai you may be able to descramble

your opponent 'scommunicaiions. but this

too is for experts.

If you're getting the idea that this is super

hardware, you're right. But the secret to Bat-

lleTech is not only equipment, it's concept.

One reason computer games become boring

is your ability to eventually memorize what

will happen, and start winning easily. Here

is the difference between BaltleTech and

everything else: this game is never ihe same,

because each unit can act independently.

Tiiere is no possibility of learning a pattern,

since there isn't one. It's your wits against

the enemy, who may be fantastically skilled

and/or totally unpredictable.

BaltleTech is as varied and interesting as

its players. New as it is. there are already

people booking game after game, building

their skills, assuring you of real competition

whatever your experience. And you do have

a chance, even against experts. The manager

told me that some experienced players lose

because they arc arrogant and come up

against a fighter with natural talent who

beats them.

As to who can play the game, anyone

familiar with systems like Nintendo will feel

at home, though BallleTech is obviously a

much richer environment.

Its popularity seems assured. Three weeks

after opening in August, the center was aver

aging more than 300 players a day, with no

advertising! As you read this, tens of thou

sands of ' Mech jockeys will have dropped

into those cockpits, matching their reflexes

and strategy against very determined oppo

nents. Players range from teenagers to adults

out for fun. Some book parties, taking over

the whole center for an hour or two.

BattleTcch is not a cartridge on your

Commodore 64. It's not cheap, but real

gamers won't care. All they'll want to do is

play! And. if you have upwards of S800.000

to invest, you could be a franchise owner

yourself. I wouldn't wait too long though,

because this is going lo be BIG!

And if you do open a BattlcTech Center...

how about Idling me play free?

BattleTech Center

453 East Illinois Street

Chicago, IL 60611

(312)-836-5977

Rates:

Monday-Friday Noon-6PM

$6.00

Monday-Thursday after 6PM

$7.00

Friday after 6PM and all

weekend $8.00
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Use QUARTERBACK
to save your Data.

Use QUARTERBACK TOOLS
to save your A

Have you ever deleted the wrong file (or

worse yet. ALL your files) with a slip of

the finger?

Have you seen this awful message: "Error

validating DHO"?

Then you need QUARTERBACK TOOLS,

the fastest and easiest way to recover

your lost files on any AmigaDOS volume.

QUARTERBACK TOOLS also optimizes the

speed and reliability of your Amiga hard

disks and floppy disks by:

• Repositioning your files to optimum

locations on the disk, eliminating file

fragmentation, and consolidating disk

free space.

• Searching the entire disk for errors

and marking bad areas "out of

service."

• Curing validation problems; finding

and fixing corrupted directories.

QUARTERBACK

TOOLS runs on any

Amiga using either

the old or new filing

systems, and runs

with new and old

Workbench

versions.

QUARTERBACK TOOLS., nowthisis

nodonkey!

And to close the barn door before the

horse escapes, use QUARTERBACK the

fastest and easiest hard disk backup

program for the Amiga.

Other useful products from Central

Coast Software:

Mac-2-Dos for transferring Macintosh

files to and from the Amiga.

Dos-2-Dos for transferring MS-DOS/

Atari files to and from the Amiga.

Central Coast Software • 424 Vista Avenue. Golden, Colorado 80401

mm (303) 526-1030 • Fax (303) 526-0520
^•C Dealerinquiries Welcome

VISA

Circles 116 mi the Reader Service Gird.



TOASTER

TALKby Benn Dunnington

N othing in the Amiga community these days seems

to be causing as much excitement or as much

confusion as the release of NewTek's Video Toaster.

These pages are offered in hopes of adding to the

former while subtracting from the latter.

The Video Toaster is really several products rolled into one, any one

of which Ccould it be duplicated) would sell in the PC or Mac markets for

more than the Toaster's list price of $1595 . These modules may be used in

dividually or with various degrees of integration (depending to a large de

gree on what type of video equipment you have available). The Toaster

includes a Production Switcher, Digital Video Effects Generator, Character

Generator, Color Processing Engine, Dual Frame Buffers, Paint Program. 3D

Modeler, and Animation System. All of these modules process 24-bit im

ages (for 16 million colors) at full RSI 70A broadcast signal quality. Cool stuff

to be sure, but what can you do with it all?

There are several levels of use the Toaster offers depending on your

needs and equipment; a video or animation professional will only need to

stick the Toaster into the middle of his/her existing system to begin using

the full power of the Toaster. The average Amiga user, however, with the

typical home video setup (one or two VCRs and maybe a camcorder) will

not be able to do any serious video editing, titling, or even animation with

out additional significant hardware purchases. The Toaster (like all video

switching devices) requires input signals to be synchronous, which home

video gear is not (without a $2000-33000 frame synchronizer). Live video

from your camcorder is usable, but what you tape with it is not (unless you

own the Sony V5000 shown at right). You can tape anything you like from

the Toaster onto your home deck; you just can't go the other way around.

Even with synced video sources you will very likely also need calibration

equipment or services to get everything "tuned" to acceptable values.

Want to do an animation? Again, unless you have the patience to sit by

your Amiga and manually record a few frames of each of the possibly

hundreds of images which will be produced over several hours or even

days, you will need something you don't have: a single frame controller

(Si000 to S5000). So what can you do with a Toaster right out of the box?

Well, you can design, save, and preview 3D animations in wireframe

mode, create incredibly cool hi-res overscan ]6 million color static images

with the 3D modeler/animator software, edit these images or paint from

scratch with the paint program, do switcher effects between live camera

(or LaserDisc) input and your framestored image from above, present

framestore siideshows, and do character generation over your live cam

era or framesfored image. Any of this can be recorded to your home

video deck. To do more, you will need more gear. Today, that means a

big dollar investment; over the coming months it will start to become rea

sonably affordable.

This is not really a shortcoming of the Toaster, which is unques

tionably a landmark product for both the Amiga and video marketplaces.

The Video Toaster has created a whole new 3rd party market that didn't

exist a month ago. You can expect to see vendors in the months to come

responding with a stream of low-cost products to work with the Toaster

and other high-end Amiga video products, This is just the beginning, and

.info will keep you .informed as developments occur. -BD

« ■ ■ * m m

At $2700 list, the Sony CCD-V5000 may
seem pricy, but with its built-in time base

corrector, this HI-8 camcorder is currently

the most economical way to get taped

video into the Toaster. With HI-FI stereo
sound and a host of dazzling digital ef

fects, the V5000 is any videophile's

dream come true! Look for a full review

in the next issue...

The nation's first Video Toaster Show will

be held Friday, Nov. 30 from 9-5 at the

Minneapolis Hyatt Regency. The show is
free to the public and will feature 6 free
seminars and exhibits from JVC, Pana

sonic, NEC, Hitachi, 3rd party Amiga

companies, and NewTek. For more info,

call Alpha Video (612)881-2055.



OASTER

SNAPSHOT

M's November 1st, the first thousand NewTek Video Toasters have only

been in the hands of eager Amigaphiies for about three weeks, and Ken

Duncan's one-man home-based advertising company, Ad-Market

Productions, Inc., has already completed production of its second

television ad to feature Toaster digital video effects (DVEs). The clients are

reportedly delighted with the finished results, and Ken has landed six more accounts from

other customers who have seen the two eye-popping spots! "It's incredible," says Duncan, slipping

easily into his best tenor commercial speaking voice (Ken does most of his own studio voice-overs). "The Toaster has

already paid for itself, and I haven't even had a chance to try the modeler or the paint modules yet!"

Though Duncan has been producing TV ads from his Amiga-equipped studio for the last 2 1 /2 years (his clients

have included everyone from McDonald's to local computer stores), he feels that the Toaster will radically change

the rules of the game, allowing him to compete agressively, delivering product near or equal the quality of

established production houses more quickly and at a fraction of their cost.

In addition to the Video Toaster, Duncan also makes frequent use of Shereff Systems' Pro Video Post Kara

Computer Graphics' Kara Fonts. JEK Graphics' Pro Fills, and the ever-popular Deluxe Paint III from EA.

EDIT

MON.

PROGRAM

MONITOR

REC.

DECK n

A-B

EDIT CONTROLLER

A

DECK )

SYNC OUT

TBC IN 1 TBC OUT 1

TBC IN 2 TBC OUT 2

GENLOCK OUT

Ken Duncan's Video Suite (shown here in a simplified

block diagram with a proposed single frame controller)

is basic, functional, and compact. Building around 3

Sony 5800 series 3/4° tape decks and an Abner edit

controller. Ken has managed to

find some very good deals on

much of his equipment. Nonethe

less, what you see diagrammed

here represents approximately

$40,000 in additional gear beyond

the Amiga and Toaster. The single

frame controller (necessary for cre

ating any Lightwave 3D animation)

adds another SI000 to $5000 to the

total cost. -BD

PREVIEW

MONITOR

SWITCHER

SCREEN

AMIGA

2XXX

TIME BASE CORRECTOR

GENLOCKED

CAMERA

NEXT ISSUE: .info video expert OJ

Sands takes a closer look at the

Video Toaster's technical specs!
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The main editing/presentation screen of Elan Performer 2.0.

Sshhhhh! We're in the middle of pro

duction.

"Camera two... Loosen the shot and

include the .sensor assembly. Good,

now tilt up a bit. Ready on Two...

Take Two! Readyfor his graphics.

Show graphic A... Now! Ready Graphics B... Wait,

he's skipping to C. Show C! What'.'! Now he wants B!

Show B! Where's he's going with this? Where's the

script? Omigod! He's going to the middle of the

script. Hang loose. Graphics! Ready to show graph

ics Q. Show Q! Now show Ml Keep up Graphics!..."
Need random

access to still

frames and

animations?

Listen as OJ

tells you how.

Wliai you have jusi overheard is a typical studio

lecture production from the director's viewpoint.

Non-professional talent is often unpredictable and

rarely slicks to the script. Even the most talented lec

turer rarely delivers the same presentation twice.

Coping with such uncertainty during a live show is

ulcer-building unless you have the ability to be quick

on your feet. Using Amiga graphics for such a pro

duction can raise production values, but unless you

have a reasonable way to display ihem they can

cause more headaches than not. The key to using

graphics in a live show is (he ability to randomly

access the graphics. Unfortunately, most Amiga pro

grams allow you to put together a sequence of pic

tures for display but do not allow you to change the

sequence of display (at least not quickly).

Enter Elan Design's Performer, now in version 2.0

and newly WorkBench 2.0 compatible. Elan Per

former is for live presentation purposes such as

boardroom lectures, point-of-purchase sales, and any

other presentation that needs the ability to select any

picture or animation from a group quickly and easily.

Just what the average TV studio needs.

Elan Performer will accept Amiga graphics in all

the standard IFF modes and resolutions including

overscan. With EP2.0 you can also use several of the

newer 24 bit formats, like the Commodore RGB24

file, Newtek's new 24 bit file, and Impulse's RGB8

and RGBN formats (none of these display in 24 bit

color, of course, but are converted to HAM images

for display). It will also accept and allow cueing and

controlled playback of animations in ANIM OP3 and

OP5 formats, RIFF, and now MOVIE format as well.

EP2 is incredibly simple to use. The user interface

is a screen consisting primarily of a load/save

requester and a representation of the Amiga's key

board. Select the desired image from the requester,

click on LOAD and then click on the key you wish to

assign to it. A small window displays the parameters

Of that picture: its file type, display time, and color-

cycling on/off. Animations load in the very same

manner. ANIMs may be set to loop once, continu

ously or a prcspccificd number of times. Compressed

ANIMs may load and decompress so you can play

them in reverse if needed. The playback speed of an

ANIM is not only assignable but is controllable

"live" during playback.

Animations

Elan Performer really kicks butt when it comes to

displaying the preloaded images and animations.

With all your imagery assigned to keys on the key

board you can keep track of where they are (which is

made quite simple using the preprinted keyboard lay

out sheets included with the program) and access

them as desired. There are three methods of display:

Automatic Sequence. Manual Sequence, and Direct

Play modes. Automatic Mode sequences the images

automatically as they appear on (he keyboard, left to

right, top to bottom, and displays them for the prese

lected time. Manual Mode displays them in the same

order, but timing is controlled by the mouse and key-
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board. Direct Play mode displays images by direct

keypress. Animations call up jusi as easily.

In fact, controlling animations is one of the Per

former's strong points. Animations are run forward

or in reverse as needed, if they are loaded as uncom

pressed animations, which does require more

memory. You use the mouse to advance the ANIMs

in either direction and to control the playback speed

as well (speeds can also be preprogrammed). ANIMs

may splice together or split between keys as desired.

Looping ANIMs can be set to continuously loop or to

loop a set number of times.

And if 101 keys aren't enough for you, EP2 can

define keys as "environments." redefining the key

board when activated. You can have an image repre

senting each topic and, when asked, delve further

into that topic by entering (hat "environment," press

ing the appropriate key. This will give you control of

an almost infinite number of images and animations.

Keys can also be doubly defined by using both the

normal key and the "shifted" key as well.

ARexx Power

For power users. Elan Performer 2.0 boasts a large

set of ARexx commands, allowing other programs to

access EP's graphics display power. It allows EP to

access other programs, too. In the same vein, you'll

find that EP 2.0 ships with two new support pro

grams, Recorder and MIDI, both programmable via

ARexx. Recorder will playback your sequence of

images and animations with the same order and tim

ing that occurred in a live presentation. The MIDI

program allows control of your images in synchro

nization with external MIDI devices such as a

sequencer or MIDI instrument. (Both programs

require the ARexx language written by William S.

Hawes, which is not provided with EP2.)

Applications

Elan Performer is what I like to call a "crossover"

program. By that I mean n is usable for a variety of

tasks. With its ability to display ANIMs and pictures

EP2 will find itself used for many applications. The

most obvious is the "live" presentation. Whether in

the boardroom or in an exhibit booth, EP2 will per

form admirably, dazzling the audience with rapid-fire

randomly selected imagery, directed by you.

Somewhat less obvious are its uses for television.

It's the perfect answer for chaining together those

graphics you need for a taping session. Why edit in

each image individually when you can place them

with only one edit, selecting them on the fly? What a

great time saver! You can even use a picture of all

Color Zero to provide a blank image through which

to "see" the video (using a genlock, of course).

Don't forget to chain together your animations

with EP2 as well. Making smaller ANIMs to chain

together later is a technique used by many of us with

no more than 5 1 2K of chip RAM. It's particularly

useful if you're animating in hi-res! ANIMs needing

Workbench release, 4175784 free

Elan Performer 2.0 provides many graphics control tools,

including a MIDI keyboard controller!

editing, reversal, or intermixing with still images arc

perfect for the Performer.

Another perfect bin somewhat unusual use of EP2

is for Master Control at your TV station. The master

control operator controls the station breaks, commer

cials, newsbreaks. PSA's, etc. Our local low power

TV station is using Amiga graphics for the station

breaks and program bumpers. Using EP2 allows

them to access all their graphics and animations

whenever they need, even if their needs change at the

last minute.

The manual for the Performer is easy to follow

and understand, and is quite accessible. Although the

Performer is primarily a WorkBench-based program,

it may be run from the CLI. The manual documents

all the necessary commands to carry out the control

functions you require. If Elan Performer 2.0 has a

weak spot it is that all transitions between images

and animations are cuts. There are no slides, pulls,

reveals, checkerboards, etc. that make up the usual

set of Amiga graphics transitions. One reason for this

is the annoying but necessary palette change that

occurs when two dissimilar pictures try to occupy the

screen at the same time. But for those of us designing

graphics with identical palettes, such transitions

would not only work welt but would make for an

attractive presentation. Perhaps a later version could

offer optional transitions.

Would I use the Performer1? I would. I have, and 1

will again. 1 use it for my own lectures as well as

those of others. If being in control is your need, then

Elan Performer 2.0 is your program. It's smooth,

quick, and very capable. Its animation control is

rarely found in other programs. It's a program you'll

find on my studio Amiga's hard drive (*nuff said).

ELAN

PERFORMER 2.0

$149.00

($49.95 upgrade)

Elan Design

PO Box 31726

San Francisco,

CA 94131

415-359-7212
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by Judith Kilbury-Cobb

ime was when all most

kids wanted for Christ-

mas was a Barbie Doll, a

set of Tinker Toys, or a

box of 64 Crayola

crayons. In this age of

electronic instant gratification, kids are

much tougher to impress. Now it's

"Mom. I gotta have a Nintendo!" or

"Dad, I get me ' Nightmare on Sesame

Street' for my GameBoy!" With all the

schtocky software and gimmicky gar

bage out there, what's a parent to do?

When it comes to choosing quality

learning programs for your kids, parents

should primarily be concerned with

function. Good kids' software should, at

the very least, hold a child's attention

and keep the little tyke occupied for an

hour or so, while being somewhat more

interactive than watching "Brady

Bunch" reruns on cable. At best, it

should reinforce or help them practice

something that might even be of use to

them in school. Ideally, kids software

should promote creativity and enhance

problem solving skills. Kids, of course,

are primarily interested something

altogether different, that being Fun.

Happily, for both parent and child,

there are quite a few new Amiga pro

grams available this holiday season (be

your holiday Christmas, Hanukkah. or

the Winter Solstice) that kids will love

playing with and parents won't feel

guilty about giving them. In other

words, software that is good for the

little urchins! No alien blasting or ore

slaying allowed. If nobody says the

word e-d-u-c-a-t-i-o-n-a-l out loud, the

kids might not even notice they're

learning something. Sort of the way my

mom use to hide cooked carrots in the

smashed potatoes hoping we wouldn't

notice we were eating something

healthy.

MAKING A LIST AND CHECKING

IT TWICE...

Tops on the list of must-have kids'

software is anything from the Where

in...fs Carmen Sandiego series by

Broderbund. The first three in the series.

Where in the World..., Where in

Europe.... and Where in the U.SA... are

learning games which underscore geo

graphy awareness and problem solving

skills, cleverly disguised as mystery-

adventures. The idea is to catch the

nefarious Carmen, who swipes national

treasures for fun, by deducing where her

hideout is from clues given in the course

of the game. All three games come

complete with a handy reference book,

such as the World Almanac and Book of

Facts which is included with Where in

the World is Carmen Sandiego.

The most exciting and the newest of

the series. Where In Time Is Carmen

Sandiego, explores world history

between 400 A.D. and the 1950s. It is

packaged with the New American Desk

Encyclopedia. In this adventure, Car

men could be hiding anywhere (or is it

anywhen?) from the Dark Ages to the

Jazz Age. Using his or her trusty lime

machine, your child jumps from one

era to another, at the same time

developing a familiarity with histor

ical events and a sense of historical

perspective and continuity. And these

games are great fun! They are excel

lent for kids in the middle primary

grades (although the younger ones

may need some adult assistance)

through high school.

Free Spirit Software's Barney

Bear series will be adored by younger

kids. Barney Bear's adventures are

recounted in Barney Bear Goes to

Space, Barney Bear Goes To School,

Barney Bear Visits the Farm, and

most recently (and timely). Barney

Bear Meets Santa Clans. Bright.

colorful, attention grabbing graphics

illustrate each game. Young children

can easily manipulate the point-and-

click interface to play counting

games, alphabet games, and repeat-

the-pattern sound games, or just listen

to interactive stories, all without

much adult participation. Each game

includes a satisfying collage of ani

mation, music, and color to stimulate

young minds - great for pre-school

through mid primary age children.

Also high up on the list for con

sideration is My Paint, a full featured

kids' size painting program by

Saddleback Graphics. Ten minutes of

parental instruction is all it will lake

before pre-liierate kids are

demonstrating their artistic Hair with

zeal. Older ones will have no problem

with the manual. Two disks of color

ing book pictures all ready for colori-

zation by your little Ted Turner are

also available separately. Alphabet



ABOVE: Where in Time is

Carmen Sandiego

FAR RIGHT: My Paint

RIGHT: Barney Bear Meets

Santa Claus

Fun is terrific for Rids

learning their a-b-c's and

Majelix Characters

incorporates phonetics and

early reading skills into the

painting fun. The paint

program features intuitive.

easy to manipulate tools for

drawing and coloring with a changeable

palette of twelve colors. Sound effects

and music are also included. Clicking

on the sound icon while coloring the

picture of the cow will cause il to

"Mooo" at you. Aspiring Picassos will

be enthralled for hours. And the best

part? No more neon pink tempera paint

on beige carpet! Terrific for pre and

primary school-age kids.

Good bets for older kids are Math

Odyssey and World Odyssey by

Polyglot Soltware. Math Odyssey offers

drill, repetition, and practice of math

fundamentals. Pieces of a scrambled

puzzles are revealed as a reward for

correct answers. Problems are generated

at random or parents can create a

specific game to exercise identified

weaknesses in their kid's math ability.

World Odyssey quizzes kids on world

geography, with maps focusing on

slates, countries, and entire regions.

Points are scored by correctly unjumb-

ling a mixed-up map and answering

questions about that specific area. Kids

can create their own maps and edit

questions to design their own game.

Upper grade school through junior high

age kids will enjoy these two.

Ready Robot Club is a new

bi-monthly disk magazine, available

only by subscription, especially for kids.

Developed for Signs Etc. by D. Knox

with parental concerns firmly in mind.

Ready Robot comes on multiple disks

and is stuffed with all original interac

tive stories, music, songs, appealing

graphics, and learning games that will

fascinate kids from kindergarten

through sixth grade.

WHO'S BEEN NAUGHTY AND

NICE?

The level of excellence in programs

aimed at kids is higher than ever before.

Look for bright graphics, interactive

action, lively music and sound.

and a fun theme when choosing

software for your children, and

they won't be disappointed.

They'll have fun learning

computer literacy and devel

oping their creativity by playing

learning games: you'll get a respite

from Super Mario Brothers and some

much needed peace of mind and quiet.

KIDS SOFTWARE

Broderbund Software 17 Paul Dr. San

Rafael, CA 94903 800-521-6263 Where

in Time is Carmen Sandiego?'$49.95

Free Spirit Software P.O. Box 128

Kutztown, PA 19530 215-683-5609

Barney Bear series $34.95/ea.

Saddleback Graphics/Centaur Software

4451-B Redondo Beach Blvd. Lawndale.

CA 90260 213-542-2226 My Paint

program - $49.95 Alphabet Fun and

Majelix Characters coloring disks -

$24.95 each

Polyglot Softwaremie Other Guys P.O.

Box H Logan, UT 84321 801-753-7620

Math Odyssey. World Odyssey

$49.95/ea.

Signs Etc. by D. Knox P.O. Box 628

Carmichaek CA 95609 800-634-2952

Ready Robot Club $48.00 for a six issue

subscription, $28.00 for three issues.

Article produced with Saxon Publisher.
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It is that time of year, when Jeanne Dixon makes her predictions for the

coming twelve months ("Michael Jackson will run for the Senate..."), the TV

commentators evaluate the president's last 365 days in office ("All things

considered, Jim, I think he was still a wimp..."), and magazine editors choose

the best (fill in this blank) of the year.

You'll find that many of .info's Top Twenty-Five

Games of 1990 are also reviewed in this issue. This isn't

really too surprising, since the Holiday Season is when

game companies do their best business; consequently,

they often introduce their best games late in the year.

Our list is heavy with titles that make use of the

Amiga's special graphics and sound capabilities. This is

intentional. Though many fine games have been ported

to the Amiga from MS/DOS originals, we prefer to give

the laurel wreaths to those companies that are dedicated

to wringing the full potential out of our favorite machine.

After all. if we wanted to play MS/DOS games, we'd get

an IBM clone. Likewise with Nintendo games. NES

games lack depth, mostly involving maze-running and

object-grabbing. When you own a real computer, you

want your games to involve a little more challenge.

Though some of our favorite games appeared on other

platforms first, these Amiga versions have all been

properly Amiga-tized. Pay particular attention to the

names of the companies behind these titles. The odds arc

good that once they've done one great Amiga game,

other good games will follow.

On the following pages is a gallery of .info's

favorite games of 1990.

JAN 91
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© Shadow of the Beast II [Psygnosis] was unanimously

voted our Top Game of 1990. This Great British com

pany has consistently produced Amiga games with

excellent sound and graphics and challenging gameplay.

Great work!

© Drakkhen [Data East! made our list by providing col

orful and realistic multi-character adventure gameplay,

complete with convincing passage of time.

© Typhoon Thompson [Broderbund] features diminutive

but extremely realistic animation. Highly innovative,

© The Immortal [Electronic Arts/ made our list by virtue

of its unique 3D perspective animation and addictive

gameplay.

© Prince of Persia [Broderbund] is the second of two



of 1990
9r - '

Broderbund titles to make our Top Ten. Excellent graph

ics, animation, and gameplay.

© Braintilasters: Xenon II [Spotlight/Cinemaware] fea

tures frenetic action and striking graphics. An arcade

classic.

© It Came From the Desert [Cinemaware] is an enter

taining take-off of Fifties science fiction films.

© Ishido IAccoladej is engrossing and challenging, with a

highly satisfying "look and feel."

© Pipe Dream [Lucasfilm] is simple enough for kids but

fun enough for adults. A good "play with me. dad!" game.

© Bandit Kings of Ancient China [Kocij is just one of

three innovative wargames for the Amiga introduced by

this new Japanese company in its firsl year.
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THE WORLD'S LARGEST DISTRIBUTOR OFAMIGA' PRODUCTS

Summer Heat!
Great Valley Products:

• HC/40Q s449.0fl

• HC2+0/40 S499.flfl

\HC2+2/40 s699.fl0

Supra:

• Wordsync40Q s459.fl0

> Wordsync80Q W9.00

> Wordsync105Q s709.00

> SupraRAM 2000/2MB $239.Q0

We will not be beat on tbese items!
Prices good through 9/30/1990.
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Live —A2000..

Call tor pioduct 3-aiiab

AMAKIN

Easyl-AIOOO

Easvl-ASOO

£asyl —WOOD -....

APPLIED VISIONS

FbJTLreSoLr'j fATOOCi.

FntureSMind ASGO/2QO

ASDG

.,.1JX-1 DO Scanner w/SW

Multi Port Serial Catil
««.'ScarilaO ..

CALIFORNIA ACCESS

t CA-BBQ 3 5" Drive......

cm;en
»,-r 2J-Pm Cofcr Printer....

DIGITAL CREATIONS

• SuperGenSC

V

Call

.369

..359

. 399

...144

....95

...779

Call

...Call

..109

...Call

639

Call

«i«!SuperGen2DOOS ... Call

New products coming soon!

he
MIDI lor A500/A1000'

A2000.... 58

EXPANSION SYSTEMS

(..■BaseBoardCK

m.'BaseBoarcMMB

134

174

..■154

Tool Bo- install

n»'A500 Powef Suppty

GOAMIGO!
Disk Head Owner ....

30 Disk Case-.-
IrnageWnisrl! Gaels..

Printer Cabte
MorJsm to1"

Mouse Pad
Sony Cables

FkkerFlxer Cables

Custom Cables _

CQIO DISK

EM

15
.. 10

. Call

.20

20
10

.Call

. .Call

...Clll

nVPioSwn InStock!

GOIOEN HAWK TECHNOLOGY

s.-'vid; o:-3 =:-:•

•■•(MIDI Gold Insider ...

GRAVIS

>■•! Mouse Stick

H..iSwilctiStick. .

Tfistxsljoystki!

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS
68030 Acceptors for

A2OO01
?BMH:."6B2.4MB...

Wf 40MB OuarHijrr:.

VW 80MB Quantum..
26MHr ic/ ifs?lfj

3iS0MHs — A\f3ism

Impact SCSIfflAM *or

A2000:

ImpaciD/Q

A2000 Hard Cards-

HC2M00
HC2-S0C

HC2.IMJQ

Streaming Tape

Removable Media

H HIT EX

Ea

n

S3

37

1.799

2.189
2.489

.719

...204

Call

..499

..699

743

..Can
Call

...Call

X-Specs3D jm

Call tor productmiahW\ ■

HEWIETT-PACMRO

««t(Oesk|e;t

■™!painliel

««iUs«rj3t Seres III

Oeskiet printer timer j

ICQ INCORPORATED

italAdlWM 52010K)

iMAdRAM 520 (4MB)

«.JAdRAM560i2M3l......

iHtA(IRAM2080

Cal

Call

Cal

135

.444

..259

mJMyantaaeHD Controller 14!

r o -v

INKWELL

Unfit Pen

IVS
Memory Boards

Trump Card 500

Trump CarO 2000..

-': ' .:■-"■■-■■ ; ii

KETEK

Comrrand Csntsr

MAGNI

Magm 4000

99

Call

-Call

Genlock InStodi

Magm 4000-S ..... InStocMf

MAXIMUM

n..'Voke (or Flight Simulalo

MICROBOTICS

SUrtwarfl II [AIDTJO] ok

M501 i«A500

OUp(nZUU01 Uftr-

S Up (A20C0) 2MB
Uirrl [.--in !fi' ^linn-Hara rfarne ror a^uuu.

No Drivfl

Wish 40MB Quantum.

W.:n 60M6 OusMura

WM05MB Quantum .

MICK0WAY

" Fleiier Rtt'
Genlock Uparade.. ..

PAL mvoommsl

MICRQDEAl

MIDI Interface

MICROSPEED

Amtrack Trackball

MIGRAPK

HIMET1CS

» Amigen Gerloa

Audio Dijpfcw

MIDI ln:ertacs lor

MITSUBISHI

D'^rpc^dScari Monitors

Great for video!

NEC

MultiSvncMonilors

.78

.239

.99
ma. lay

..can

93a

G69

.899

999

..Call

409

....31

Call

can

Call

...65

.Call

Call

We tots aHitie tight caues!

NERtXI

...ifftfiki Desktop

ni-tNsiiki Image masffii

PACIFIC PERIPHERALS

SuDsvSem 500

Subs^tem 5 GO l.v3.5

FAnA5Unft*

(•■fWVlSGQCanien

Variable Iris Lsn-:.

11801 Primer

119tlPrinlM

1124 Printer

PASSPORT DESIGN

nwiMIOI Interface

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS

■n'Cordtess Mouse

mo nun
Pajm fuf Mi Jai nutter

919

.Call

,.;i9

.355

Call

239

n

Call

Call

Call

Call

WA

31

15

PROGRESSIVE PERIPHERALS

Fjamt Grab her C.x\

Pro Gen Genlock;

OUANTUH

FioD'iveBOS...

ProOrtve 1055

RO 1 L PRODUCTIONS

ii-'ProDraw In

SAFESK1N

Clear Keyboard Covers.

Specify Amiga model

SHARP

JX-450S;;-

3J9

549

.699

f«*t

...19

849

Call

A RL

SONY

1302 Mil IH Scan

SOUTHERN TECH

My-TMousi.. .

BscKm Stock'

SPIRIT TECHNOLOGY

OK Spirit Board/Aim

CKScint Board /A300

15M3 Spirit Board

Hard Disk Interfaces .

ST/1H frllCRGHICS
? NX1000 Raritbow ...

HXtOOO Black

fWtmmStiHii

SUNRIZE INDUSTRIES

Perfea Sound

SURFSEDE
Master 3A3.5"

SUPRA

E

Call

42

...Call
CM

...429

.. Call

,239
..190

es
...Call

..129

2400zi InterrailMOOOl 139
A2000 OK BAM Board 159
A2000 2MB RAM Board 239

A2Q00 V/ofds-ync ComnHiei:

.". ■ ._ \-'- j ;■■;

With BOMB Ouanlum

W 1iBMB Quantum

EilernaMJMB Remo

(incl. com roller) .

Hard DrMS lor A1000

20MB
30MB

40MB

80MB

44MB Removable. .
SCSI Interface (AtOOOl

Hard Drives for A5CO

*i-! XP30v.nln51?K

bit XP40*ith512K

■,.i XP20 with 2MB .
Mi XP40 wiilh 2MB

44MB Removable....

SCSI Interiace JAjCOf

2MB RAM tor A5O0...

TECHHICOVER
Cover torA500

CovertorAlOOO

Co-;«r lor A2OO0

unco
Trackball -

VIDTECH

Scmlock

Scaniock Povttr. „

VISUAL AURALS

XETEC

FastCairJ Plus
Wiltt 40MB Quantum

With BOMB ausntum

Widl105MB0uanti]fl

FastTraS. A10O0

Fas1TrakA500

RAM Module IotAIOOC

RAM Module to'A5OO

Taoe Dri'/es

We stand behind trie

459

...659

.709

able
1.039

599
.679

.789

1.034

..'209

..639

...729

779

..B79

.1,169

....189

275
(U

H
.17

17

39

799

....69

....178

.189
....569

..,.789

...899
329

329

...99
99

.. Call

hardware we sell wltn

lull warranties and

intelligent, informed

support. We all own and

use Amigas, and we can
help make sure you get

Ihe right equipment

■■•'Products are new and In

• Products had not been

released a! press time.

^ Products have been

marked down in price.

White They Last!
E Deluxe Photolab

with

purchase

of Deluxe

Video III

95 uu

Supra
Corporation

2400 Baud Modem
with Cable $ -jnn oo

#UN AMIGA PRODUCT SALES!



GRAPHICS
Ammator/1 mages 57

■'Autoscriot 35

■PE Graphics 126
Board Masler 74

Butcher 2.0 25
Calligiapher 69

Comic Setter 69

Comic Setter Data Disks 25

Design 3D 69
Oigl-Droid 74
Digi-Mate III .31

■ Difli-Pmnt 3.0 62

Digi-ViewGo!d4Q 129
EanPerlormer 2.0 99

Font-Works 67
Frame Grabber SW 74

> imagine 239
Interchange *0
I rterchange Object 15

IrterFont 82

Vode!er3D 59

Pnoion Paint II 99
Pnoion Paint Expansion.. .23

■iptiatcnvidegEOLP Call

Purnate M
Prmi Master An

Gallery 1 or 2 20

Puni Mister Fantasy 22
Prim Mastr Fonts Borders..24

Prinl Master Plus .—33
.'RESEP S6

Scanlab Call

Sculpt-An i mate 40 3931
Tubo Silver Terrain Disk....22

Tuno Silver 109
Ti_rso Silver Conversion.... 15

TuOo Silver Video 30
VidGen 99

Videoscape3DE.O 122
-'Vide a Scape Promotion 56

I Wrap Session 59

VIDEO
Abacus Desktop Vid Book

Animagic
Arimalion Studio
Anmolion

Broadcast Titler

Caiiqan Consumer
■i.iGiedil Text Scroller

Dlrji-Works 30
Dlrecior

Director Toolkit

Dl-eaor Video Tulonal

Easy ruler

Fauavision
Liflhls Camera Action

Movie Setter

Movie Setter Daia Disks
PaseFi'Ooer Tix

Pro Video Gold
Pro Video Gold Foms(ea)

Pro Video Posl
«.• i Bcjne Generator

• SlrawMaker
Super Prompt

m-!"TitePage

TV Graphics
TVShow

TVTeit Professional

ViCeoEHects30

Viceo Titur v1.1

CAD
*!•'3D Professional

Draw 2000
Home Builder's Cad

Hone Builder's Choice..
Hone Builder's Library..

Hone Builder's Ptint

InlroCAD
IntroCAD Plus .

»■■'Professional Draw 2 0..

Structiired Clip Art
Uma Design

X She" Pro
X-Cad Oesigner

X-Cad Designer Pro

AHJ & FONTS
Ml 600 Amiga Fonls 37
■■■'Airships 32

Airera.it Pics 36
Alois Fonts (each) 15

• AtnioaEciFl S2

AnnZoo 34

Architectural Design 24

AsJ-as Fonts 64
BirrJPics 25
ChnaPics .27
Clip Art Disks 1-8 [each)...15

Desktop Art i si 23
E-Clips 74

l-'EPSCiipArt 26
•-'For Bit's Sake .,.._ -16

Future Design 24

• GEN Animations 37
Human Design 24

Kara Anim Fonls I .32
KaraAnimFonis2 32

Kaia Headlines 1 or 2 53

Maps Pics 44
Masterpiece Fonts 149
Microbot Design ~.,2t

■'.'Pic-Maoic 65
PiMlScnpl Fonts 1 54
P]ifiScnplFonts2.3or4..47

Pi>tlScript Ornaments .....47
PliflScnpl Sampler 47

Planets 29

•,•'. Pro Page Outline Fonls... 129

*-•■ Quick Art 27
Sei Fonts 2$

Starshms 2OSD 30

»!•'■ Story Book Capitals 36

Studio Fonls .32
Subheads 55

Hi-lSuperClips 2
• Vermont Seasons 59
• World Symbol Library 34

Zuma Fonts 25

.129
..106
,.,.34

,178

BUSINESS
Advamage. . .

H..'BGCalc

Budgeieer... ,.,
Critic's Choice ...

Desktop Budget
Easy Ledger iss

«i.! Home Account; B3

Investor's Advantage 79

Nimbus 1.3(NewVersmn).99

PHASAR4.0 61

Publisher's Choice 139
«■•! Seal One 106

Secures Analyst 56
Service Indusiry

Accounting 274

Take Slock ,. 34
The Accountant 189

Tne Works! Platinum .......199
Hi.!Time Waste Management.. 56

■-iTopFormll 62
WordPerfect Lorary 93

WORD
PROCESSING

AND DTP
City Desk 2.0 134
CygnusEO 67

»..:£xctllence!2 0i1MB] 159

Kind Words 2.0 74
Micro Text 25
Page Setter M 79

PageStream 129

PageSlream Fonts teach).. 27

•■•' Page Stream Fouls (Mai)
Images) 28

• PageStream Forms 26
Pen Pal 99
Pro Templates 38

Professional Paje 1 3... 189

ProFonts (eacti] 56
ProEciipl .33
ProWnte3.0 109

»■■! Scannery 174
Ecnoole1 Platinum 99

«••! UltraForms lor Pagestream 56

«..!UUraForms for ProPage.. .56
WordPerfect (Updaledll...179

COMMUNICATION
A-Talklll i New Version) 70

Baud Bandit 35

B3S-PC 106
Online! Plalmum 66

SKylme 99

GAMES
3D Pool V
4th 4 Indies 30
AS Zoo 28

n.-lAlterTheWar 36

AirBorneRanger 36

Alien Legion 36
mi.iAll Time Favorites. ,42
KI.IAMC. 36

Amiga Kirate..- 24
■..(AMOS 70

Andromeda Mission 28
APB 31
Aquaventure... .29
Archipelagos 29
Arena _ 15
Art 01 Chess 24
Art of Go 42

Astern 56
Astraraih 36
Auto Duel , _ 28
Baal 20

■■■'Bad Company 36

Bad Dudes 31

Ballistn 22
ii-'Bandil Kings of Ancient

China 56

• BarDanan II 29
Barbarian 27
Bard's Tale 11 43
Batman me Movie 31
Batman 34
Battle Chess 34
Battle Squadron 29
Battleship 20

• Beam 23

Bermuda Projtcl 31

Beyond Dark Castle 41
Black Shadow 25

i..r Black Tiger 36
■-^Blades of Steel 32

Blitzkrieg/Ardennes .42
Blood Money 28

Blood Wyeh Oala Disk 18

Blood Wych 36
Blue Anoel 69..- 28

■ !•' Blue Angels 36
Bobo 24

Ni''6oing the Game, 31

BombBuslers 23

Bombuzal 29
Breach 2 34

Breach Scenario 19
Breach 29

Bride of the Roboi 31
Bubble Ghosl 29

Buffalo Bill 36
.'CaWation 25

California Games 23
Capone 28

Cas'.ai Fin 21
Carrier Command .....33

Casino Fever 26
C^nlerlold Squares 2*

' Cnanots of Wrath 27
'Ciinese Karate 31
CvonoQuesi 34
C icus Allracllons 29

C'own-O-Manla 28
1 Cade Name Iceman 42

'■ Colonel s Befluest 43
'Colorado 36

Colossus Chess 27
Combal Course 27

Conflict Europe 36

'Corporate Raiders .31
Corruption 31

Cosmic Bouncer 21
Cosmic Pirale 37
'Cosmo Ranger 36
Courtroom.. 38

'Crackdown 36
Coss Academy 26

Crash Garret! 27

Crazy Cars 27
■Crossbow. William Tell. 31
Crossword Creator 35

CrysUl Quest 36
Cjber Comolei 25
Cycles 59
Daily Dbf Horse Racing.. .24

'iDamocles 31
Danger Freak..,. 24

i1 Darius 35
.! Dart Century „ 32

■ Diyot Ihe Viper 35
Deep Space 21

■'Offenders Of the Earth 35

Detonator 23
Distant ArmiM 31

DueBomder 37

Demmalor 29

Dcmmoes 18
OcuDle Dragon II 31
Or Doom's Revenge 31
Dragon Spirit.. 31
Dragons Uii II ....47
Dragon's Lair 38

Dragonscape 31
■ 'Drakkhen 41
Dungeon Masler Asst 24
Dungeon Masler Editor 2*

Dungeon Masler Hint Disk. 15

Dungeon Master 29

Dungeon Ouesl 31
■iDyterO? 29

Eliminator 28
■lErrpernr ol Ihe Mines 37

•'Enjncialor 17
•'EsfimoGames 28

Ercpein Scenery 20

Eiolon 28

EyeofHorus 29
F40 Pursuit.. 31
FafryTale 29
Fa ton Scenery 20
Falcon 34
Famous Course Disk 17

fast Break ...30
FemmeFaialeData 17

FemmeFalalt 28

Feid IB
Fienoish Freddy 35
Fignier Bomber ...44

Final Mission 25

Fire & Forget 27
Fire Brigade.,.. 33

■'Firil Contact 36
First Person Pin ball 36

Fish 31
Fl'ghi Simulator 2 32

■■Foci's Errand 37
Forgotten Worlds 29

FormulaOne 21
Four In One 22

Fright Night 28

Galactic Invasion 19
Ganymed 22"
Garfieid's Winter Tale 36
Garlield 36
Gemini Wing 29
Genius 29
Ghouls & Ghosts 29
Gridiron 30
Gunship 37

.'Hardball 2 .36
■ Heatwave 33
- UeflRalMf , 35

■'Hero's Quest 42
Henesolltie Lance .29
High Steel 28

•' Hockey League Simulator.. 31

Hole In One Courses 15
Mole In 0n< 25
Holrvwood Poker 25
Holmes 37
Hometown USA 29

HoneyMooners 29
iHolRod 36

He, es Ec-cVof Games....28
Human Killing Machine 28

i-'Hyperforw 35
I Ludicrous 25
Indiana Jones (Doom). ...28
Inlestation 29
Insanity Fight 29
I n le rnallonal Socce r 28

'Iron Trackers 31
JNicklauS Cot.se Disk2...18

JNicklausGoK 37
Japan Scenery 20

Jaws 29
Jetsons 29
Jet 35
Jigsaw PuHlemama 25

Jinks 21

Joan ol Arc. 31
Joker Poker 33

Journey 34
Jug.... 27
KawBKiill 28
Kennedy Appicacn 30

■'Kit) Gloves 36
King Arthur 37

■ r Kings Quest IV 41

Kingdoms of England 32
.'Klax 29

Kljtyll Force .31
.' Kursk Campaign .43

Lancaster 31

Lancelot 29

Laser Squad 31

Last Duel 28
Laslinca 28

Leamernecks 29
LED Storm 29

Legend of Diel 36

Legend 29
■'Legend of Sir Fred 36
■! Leisure Suit Larry III 44

Licence to Kill 29
Liesure Suit Larry II 34

Lombard Rally 29
Lost Dulchman Mine 35

■'Magic Candle 39
Magic Johnson Hoops

(1MB! 28
lorMolion 27

I Ma la Storm 43
MiHhunler2-llewYork....35

Maniac Mansion 34

Ma role Madness 19
Mean IB 27
Menace 24

Metropolis- 31
■' MicroLeague Wresllmg 29
■'MidAinler 36

Millenlum2.2 37

Mind Roll 22
Mission ConBaI 35
Moebius 38

M omenlum Check 25
•' Moscow Campaign 43

MTB Barbarossa 46

MTB Central Germany 46
New York Warriors 35

Netv Zealand Slory 36

Night Hunter 29

NightDawn 25
Ninu Mission 18

North iSoulh 34
Obligator 30

Oil Shore Warrior 29

Omeoa, 36
Omm Play Basketball 37
Omni Play Hcrs^racing.. . .36

Operaiion Clean Slreels 23
■ IQperaiion Combat 29

■■ IQoeration Overlord 56

Dae r a; i on Woll —ffl
Oswald -28
Out Run 34

PO.W. 28
P47 ThundertJOll 35
PacLand 29
Paladin Scenanc 19
Paladin 29
Papemoy 36
Pa ran ora Com pit i 32
Persian Gulf Inferno 39

Personal Nighlmare 29

Phantasm , 24
Phaser Gun ._ 45

Phobia 37
Pictionary , ,...,..35
Pioneer Plague 27

■iplague 29
PlaneldfLust 29
Platoon 31

Pockei Pockets 29
Poco Man 31

Poker Solitaire 24

-PoliceQuest II 42

I Pool of Radiance Call

Populous Worlds OiSfc ... 21

Poslman Pat ..29
PownSlruggle 59

Prison , 28
ProFoclballSimjIalor 27

Project Neptune 27
■•'Pursuit to Earth .59

Oi< 27
Quarli ..36
□uesl For Time Eirds 36

Quesironll 35

i.(Raider 24

Rambo III 27
Rampage 27
Realm ol ihe Trolls 37

Realm oil he Warlock 25
Red Heat 39

i-'RedSlormRising 43

RealFtsh'n 32
Renegade 28

i-'Rennaisartce 27
Return To Alianlis 19
Revenge oIDeferder 27

Rick Danrjerous 37
Ringside 29
Road Raider 27
Robo-Cop 36
Rock Cnallenge 27
Rocket Ranger 33

ger

Roll Out 27
if' Roller Coasier Rumble 30

Romance of 3 Kingdoms.. .46

«.pi Rc-mmel at El-Alamemr .....,*3
nmi Rommel ai Gazala 43

RVF Honda 31

SintaParavia 22
S:ary Mutants 27

Scenery Disk 7 or 11 18
Scenery Disk 9 20

N.-i Sea Haven Towers 25
Seconds Out Boiing 21

Se> Viwns From Space 29
Snseow oline Bsast 29

i..i Sherman M-4... 36

Shutflepuck Cafe 29
Side Arms 29
Side Show 31
Sidewinder 2\

Ml Sidmon 49
Slertt Service 24
Siicon Dreams 25
Sim Cily Teirain Editor 17

SimCily 31
Sky Chase .28
Sky Fighter 19

Sfcytoill 14
Slayoon 29
Slpstream 17
Snake PH 24
Snoopy 36
Soccer Match 27

Soldier 2000 3E
Soldier of Light 36
Solitaire Royale 22
Sorcerer Lord 28

Space Acs 39
Ecace Culler 20

Ecace Harrier 2 38

Scace Harrier 38

Space Racer .....!1
Space Ranger IB
Space School Simulator... .21
SHceSlaiion .....16

Spherical 29
Spin World .25
Spitting Imaoe 29

i..! Spy us.Spy! 18
Star Goose 29
Star Ray 31
Stsigar 31
Stclisi Crusade.... 41
Stock Market Game 19

Story So Far 29
Slteel Flghier 29

Strider 29
Stnp Poker Data (each] 15

Stnp Poker II 28
iw'Stryx 23

Stun I Car Racer 34

Sua Battle 34
Super Scramble 29

Synapse 24
TA.C.L 74

K.-iTatole Tennis 28
TalaSpm 37

Tanglewood 21
Tank Attack 21
Targhan _ ,.36

Targis 21
Te(hnoCO0S .34
Teenage MuianiNinia

Turtles 31
Tele Eos 21
Telsgames ,. .26
Telewarll _ .27
Telawar .29

«n!TMnlsCup 31
Ter-orpods 2i
Test Drive ii Data (each]. ..16
Test Dme II Muscle Cars. .55
Test Drive II 30
Tetra Quasi .27
Tetris... - 25

«.■! Theme Park Mystery 36
i»!Tntrd Courier _ 36

Three Stooges 31
Thud Ridge., 34
Thunder Soy 28
Tirre&Magik 31

Tin Tin on the Moon 36

Titan 31

»i-!To ihe Rhine 36
K..:Tom&Jerry2 2B

Tom S Jerry 23
Transputer - 24

■'Treasure Trap 29
Triad 36
Triple X 29
Tnvia Pursuit 29

•-Turrican ., 29
Tvii'ighl Zone 29

• 'Typioon Thompson 28

Ultima IN 29
Urn ma IV ....39

Uncer Sea Commando .......34
Uninvited 31
Universe ill 35
Vampire's Empire 1?
Vette Call
Viglanu 29

•'VrnUi' 24
Virus 21
Vonei 29
Vulcan 29

War In Middle Earth 35
'■Wamead 36

Warlock 28
vVavne G'elzky Hockey 34

'<WefiH5 29
Wnere Sleeping Gods Lie ..36

White Death 39
■'Wile Streets 33
Willow ,.,. 28

■iWmgsolFury 27
Win iWalker 31

Wordpto.... 25
>..' Worta Championship

Boning 31

World Class Course Disk.. .15

Wold Class Leader Brd... .29
World of Flirjhl 109

World Snooker Billiards 22
World Trophy Soccer 28

Xenon II 39

Xenophobe 36

ZanyGolt. 19
Zero Gravity 21
Zoom 20

EDUCATION
Adv.ofSmbad 35
Aesop's Fable (Unicorn) 33
Aesop's Fable (Hilton) 19

All About A/nenca .42

Animal Kingdom 35

Araoian Nigtits ...35
Ai The Zoo 31

«!■! Barney Bear Call
«.-: Barney Bear 2 28

Cardiac Arrest 49

ChKken Little 19
i..!CLAS 99

ConSoundTrallon 30

Deiwe Help Call
Designasaums 34

Dinosaurs Are Forever- 29
Discovery Data Disks 15
Discovery Malh .....25
Discovery Spell 25
Distant Suns 51

•.■'EasyGrade 47
Fust Letters anrj Words 29
First Shapes 29
Fraction Aclion 33
GiadeManager 69
Inteiiitype 19
Jigsaw 2%

Kmderama M

Learning Curve 55

L i n kv/ord Lang Lages 24
Linle Red Hen 19

Logic Masler 26

Magical Myths 36
Matchli ?9

PMiMalh Slater Plus ,...36
Malh Wizard 35
Malhamalion,, 59

NutriFai ....43

Opposite; Attract 31
Reads Rhyme 33
Read-A-Rama ......33
Recipe Fai ..., .28
Talking Elory book (each)..24

Thiee Bears 22
Tmee Little Pigs 19

Tnp (w/Allas] 35
Ugly Duckling 22

«■•' Where in Europe 35
Where in The USA 35

Where In The World 30

Word Master 35

DATABASE
DBManV

DataRetneve

OataRetrieve Prol
n-Wail Shot Plus

Martode*
Micro Base

Microfiche Filer Plus

Nag Plus

Superbase Personal 11
SuperbaseProf.3

WhoWhatWhereWhen

PROGRAMMING
AC Basic lv13j . .. 134

AjC Fortran 199

Addison Wesley Manuals .Call

Amiga Machine Lang 24

ARexx 36

AssemPro 72
Aztec C-Dev (NeivVer!)....199
Benchmark C Library 71

Benchmark IFF Library 71

Benchmark Modula-2 134
Benchmark Simplified 71

C++ -...-279
C5.0 ,....199
CAPE68K 65

DevPac Amiga 67
DSM Disassembler 44

Eitend 29
HiSott Basic 115
InDvaTools [New Version) ..57

J-Forth (New Version) us

L Debug 76

Lint 85
Magellan |NewV«sion)..129

Modula2 . . ., 179
Module 2 Debugcer 88

PowerWmdowsJ.5 63

Eoflware From Hell 56

Source Level Debugger 82

TiEdPlus 57
UllraCard SI
W-Shell 36

MUSIC
AMAS 135

• AmigaEings I!
Audio Masiei 2.0 ..,.,. 63
Bars £ Pipes 199

Hi-'Barsi Pipes Music Boi 45

ni.'Biisi Pipes Inlernals
Sound Kil 45

«•■! Bars A Pipes Rules for

Tools 45
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Fifteen More of the Best

antes of 1990

There was no end of games we felt

deserved some mention this year, but we had

to content ourselves with a lTop 25'. Here are

1990's other best games.

11 Wings [Cinemaware] is a unique cross between a

simulator and a Cinemaware-trademark "interactive

movie".

12 Future Wars fInterplay]. Graphic adventuring is

maturing under Interplay's hand, and this one's plot

is thoroughly engrossing.

13 Ml Tank Platoon [Microprose] is accurately

detailed, and the only true simulator to make our list

this year.

14 Chamber of the Sci-Mutant Priestess (Data East]

is a different sort of graphic puzzle game with moody

graphics and a terrific feel.

15 Harmony {Accolade} is weird and wonderful - that

rare beast, a truly new and innovative game.

16 Nuclear War [New World Computing]. Somehow.

New World managed to make a serious topic -

nuclear war- fun!

17 Battle Squadron [hinerprise] is a great arcade

shoot'em'up with tasty graphics and good gameplay -

everything done just right!

18 Pirates! [Microprose] is much better than the C64

version; this adventure really works on the Amiga.
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19 Day of the Viper [AccoladeJ is tasty sci-fi maze

running that hooked most everyone who played it.

20 Duck Tales [Disney} is cute but still challenging,

with a lot of variety and impeccable Disney graphics,

21 Neuromancer [Interplay} is our favorite story

brought competently to the Amiga screen.

22 Aquanaut (Miles Computing] is an interesting

adventure with a good story and a 'Sea Hunt" theme.

23 Keef the Thief [Electronic Arts}. Humor. Humor.

More humor. Three good reasons to like this

entertaining adventure.

24 Tunnels of Armageddon [California Dreams}

features dramatic 3D flying action that almost pulled

Tom's eyeballs out.

25 Colonel's Bequest [Sierra]. It's sad in this day and

age that the simple innovation of making a game's

protagonist ./ema/? is enough to set a game apart.

Otherwise, a good solid Sierra game.

Harmony

That's it! Those are our choices for 1990, Of

course, we've stiil got a bit we'd like to say

about games and gaming, so listen up! In the

next couple of pages, we'll share some of our

individual insights into the crazy world of Amiga

gaming in the first year of the last decade of the

Twentieth Century.
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INMASTERTRONIC,INC.

18001 Cowan Street,

Suite A, Irvine, CA 92714
714-833-8710

magine,ifyou will, a universe that holds only a small

- group of planets. Each planet, a barren shell waiting

to be given life. Imagine further, that within this

universe there exists the forces of good and evil.

1 Having onlya single Starbase to workfrom,you set out

in ships of your own design, and use them to colonize
the barren planets. You must also recruit, train, feed
and arm a galactic force to protect these colonies from
the evil clutches of your unseen foe, who starts at the
other end ofthe universe, but draws closer with each
passing heartbeat.

Strategies are needed to meetthe many challenges you

will face as you strive to become a great leader. Taxes

have to be imposed to raise money to build a stunning ,
array of equipment... all the way from a spy satellite /
to a hydroponic plant. Mining operations have /

to be set up and maintained to obtain precious

minerals. Farms need to be established to
feed your growing populous. .

Even while you are establishing that delicate /

balance called life, an evil and scheming /
dictator is gazing malevolently atthe /__ J
whole universe with greedy eyes.

He schemes to conquer and
.' control. Confrontation

is unavoidable. \

Available for Amiga, IBM and Atari ST computers.

' Suggested retail price $49.99.

IOVtRLORD and Virgin Maitertronic are trademarks of

VirginMaslertronic International Int.© 1990.

All rights reserved. Designed and programmed by P ROBE.

< irclc \»\y\ on ihc Reader Ken ice < ant.

SCRHNSTAXENFROW

L»'*_ AMIGA ft IBM VGfl



PERSONAL
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BENN'S RAMBLINGS &

RAVINGS ON GAMES

I.n my seven plus years of publishing .info I have

seen and played literally thousands of computer

games. Here are my friendly tips to game companies

for getting top consumer and editorial acceptance for

their titles:

> Always ship at least two or three copies of every

game which you submit to a magazine for review.

This way the Publisher can take a copy home without

hacking off the Senior Editor, plus a spare is available

in case Pepsi Syndrome or some other disaster should

befall the original.

> Games should, wherever possible, allow options for

both solo and multiple players. Multi-machine

options are also great.

> Always allow the player the option to skip through

opening and closing sequences. No matter how artis

tic they may be, we all gel tired of them after the

213th run-through.

> Provide some means to save or restart a game from

whatever hard-fought level we dweebs may have

attained.

> Games should automatically recognize and configure

for multiple drives if the user has them. Being hard-

drive installable also earns extra points.

> Many games would benefit from allowing user con

trol of colors.

> Always add construction and edit modes when possi

ble.

> Design your title to multitask (some folks like to keep

a spreadsheet going in the background in case the

boss walks by).

> Keep your copy protection friendly, and leave the disk

copyablc. And please, no more protection based on

dark paper with dark lettering! Argh!

> Don't underestimate the value of a great sound track.

> Don't spend big bucks licensing from celebrities and

movie blockbusters if you can't follow through with

decent gameplay as well!

MARK'S OPEN LETTER

TO GAME PUBLISHERS

we are tired of seeing the same old games

over and over again, and we think consumers are. too.

Here, for free, are some great ideas that could rejuve

nate gaming if only you game publishers will pay atten

tion!

First off, we need more simulations and mind

games and fewer adventures and arcade shoot'em'ups. I

mean, let's face it: if you've played one adventure and

one shoot'em'up, you've played 'em all. Not that you

can't create good arcade games and good adventures -

you just need to be a little more creative about it. Give

us lots of variety. At least make them nice to look at!

And how about a reason to be blasting all those aliens

or hacking up all those monsters? How about working

in the ecological consequences of all that carnage? Let's

see some depth to these games! Make us think!

As for simulations, we've seen plenty of simula

tions of real-world things like race cars, airplanes,

tanks, and ships, but how about simulating complex

systems like economics, politics, physics, mechanics,

architecture, and ecology? Sim City and Balance of

Power were good starts, but let's see more.

Original mind games like Ishido are also good

computer fodder. I'd like to see some games where you

had control over the rules. Gamcboard and playpiece

design are also nice touches. These games should

always be able to play against themselves, with statisti

cal record-keeping so you could examine the results for

insights into strategy. And mind games get us into

another interesting and almost untapped gaming area:

Artificial Intelligence (AI).

Opponents that learn are much more interesting

than opponents that play by rote. But I don't think I've

ever seen an Amiga game with an opponent that learns

as it plays.

We've got lots more ideas, but the bottom line is:

Be Imaginative! Don't just do what the other guy has

done. Give gamers a real value for their money, and

they'll spend lots of it on games that carry your label.
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OPINIONS

the state of Amiga gamin

TOM'S PERSONAL

TOP TEN

O Powermonger (beta)

© Brainblasters/Xenon 2

© Typhoon Thompson

© Tunnels of Armageddon

© It Came from the Desert

© Prince of Persia

© Ishido

© Neuromancer

© Pirates!

© Nuclear War

personal favorites of the past year aren't

necessarily the best of the year, but each has some qual

ity that keeps me coming back long after I've finished

reviewing it. Above all, I seem to be into motion this

year. Typhoon Thompson and Tunnels ofArmageddon

deliver it with smooth and fluid grace, while Xenon 2

has some of the best vertically scrolling arcade action

ever. Day of the Viper moves through the passages of a

maze and does it very well (the game itself is no classic,

but everyone 1 know who has played it has been hooked

by it). Yes, I know Powermonger hasn'l been released

yet. but it lets you move and rotate the most interesting

game display I've ever seen. You can bet on the release

version appearing on my list next year. Of the remain

ing games, Ishido is the first truly innovative

boardgame I've seen in years. Prince of Persia has

wonderful animation and a lerrific feel. Neuromancer is

based on my favorite sci-fi novel and for that reason I

forgive its faults. Pirates! not only plays very well, it

gives me a great sense of swashbuckling. I like the

lunacy ofNuclear War. It Camefrom the Desert pays

homage lo one of my favorite movie genres: 50\s sci

ence fiction. If there's one thing thai has become evi

dent in the past year, it's that games are lightyears better

than they used to be. I can hardly wait to see what's

coming next.

JUDITH: THE YEAR IN

ADVENTURE GAMES

.his was a vintage year for all varieties of

adventures and genres. Many truly exceptional titles

were released, from traditional role-players, through

frenzied arcade action, to interactive graphics-quests.

and strategic brain-teasers in abundance - more than

enough lo keep a reincarnated elf busy for several more

lifetimes. Most of my top picks made it somewhere into

the Top Twenty-Five. A few of my personal favorites

didn't, attributable to my quirky tastes, no doubt. Three

that didn't make it but that are worth checking out arc

Hillsfar, Damocles, and The Jetsons.

Nol that I don't have a few quibbles, though. There

are several things I'd like to see more of (or. in some

cases, less of) in 1991. More imaginative themes is first

on the agenda. Granted. Good triumphing over Evil is a

universal literary device but maybe we could find a new

agent for Evil. Something that truly deserves all that

malevolence (say. perpetrators of environmental may

hem or the Energizer Rabbit). Wizards, a sadly misun

derstood group, must be getting near the top of the

Endangered Fantasy World Species list at the alarming

rate they're being gleefully slaughtered. As for quest

goals: No More Girlfriend Rescuing! It's insulting to

the collective intelligence of women (many of whom

DO play adventure games) and reinforces an outdated

stereotype that girlfriends can't walk and chew gum al

the same time without getting kidnaped by some lurk

ing Evil Entity. Given a longsword and a destiny to ful

fill, there's no telling what women could accomplish!

1 think there's plenty of room for more adventures.

and more simulations and mind games. How about

more simulations and mind games within adventures, as

in Space Rogue orThe Fool's Errand! One of the rea

sons that we've seen a proliferation of adventures for

PCs is that it's about the only game type that can't be

done as well or belter on the console game systems. But

don't settle for EGA graphics, IBM non-sound, and

poorly ported programs. Keep the adventures coming.

but keep them entertaining, keep them original and

imaginative, keep them challenging, and adventure

game lovers will keep playing with their Amigas

instead of selling out to Nintendo and clones.
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Incredible Very Good Average Awful Drek

-,-, * * ** i kirk **-& -k-k *

Loom is splendidly cinematic entertainment,

but that's to be expeeted from Lucasfilm.

The plot is entertaining, if a little saccha

rine, but that's also to be expeeled from

Lucasfilm. Loom is much less an adventure than a gen

tle graphic novel on disk. There aren't any substantive

puzzles, nor is there any actual danger {you can't get

killed off). What it does have is charm, good writing,

and more charm. As Bobbin, the last of the Weaver's

Guild, you go a-questing for others oi'your kind, who

have turned into swans and flown away. You collect

magical, musical 'drafts' (spells) along the way, which

is the mosl innovative thing about the game.

So why don't I like Loom any belter than I do? It's a

straight port of the IBM version. The shoddy EGA

graphics frequently come off as garish, and the anima

tion is so bad thai I felt like I was playing the game in

a vat of January molasses. Characters don't so much

move as swim. The music is well done, but very slow

lo respond, given thai you're using a musical interface

lo control the game. If you can put up with these prob

lems. Loom is richly rewarding, particularly for begin-

nina adventurers. - Tom Malcom

LOOM

Lucasfilm/EA, 1820 Gateway Drive

San Mateo,CA 94404,415-571-7171

THE IMMORTAL

Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Drive

San Malco. CA 94404. 415-571-7171

Easily one of the lop quests of the year. The

Immortal is a gorgeously illustrated, beauti

fully orchestrated, and wonderfully ani

mated arcade adventure. The plot is a varia

tion on your basic rescuc-the-missing-menlor theme.

(What is it with mentors and girlfriends, anyway?)

Mordarnir has disappeared into the depths of a particu

larly nasty dungeon and only you can save him.

The unique three-quarter slant perspective gives

realistic depih to ihe terrific graphics, which make use

of a spectacular palette of somber browns, deep scar

lets, and other moody hues. The Immortal's world is

populated by gaggles of charmingly animated deadly

denizens with which to do real-time battle. The anima

tion is killer, with music so good that you'll actually

find yourself listening to il rather than wishing you

could shut it off. Games can be resumed with pass

words given after every completed level.

While not quite another Dungeon Master. The

Immortal has enough arcade-action to keep your joy

stick finger constantly twitching and enough knotty

puzzles to satisfy ihe mosl puristic of role-players.

Resoundingly recommended! - Judith Kilbury-Cobb
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Broderbund is taking game animation lo

new levels and Prince of Persia is a

prime example (their Typhoon Thomp

son is another). Going the opposite

direction from the ever-larger sprites used in

most arcade games, the figures are small-scale,

but the animation of them is so well done, and so

human-like, that they are positively alive with

personality. Designer Jordan Mechner reportedly

studied old swashbuckler movies to come up

with the realistic motion, and the research has

paid off in a game that is not only fun to play, but

even more fun to watch.

The plot is standard Arabian Nights fare, with

you thrown into a dungeon by an evil vizier. Your

mission is to escape and rescue a princess who is

held captive in a tower high above. The game

itself isn't anything we haven't seen before, but

the execution is exemplary. It is more puzzle-

than combat-oriented, so you'll exercise your

wits as much as your joystick skill. My only wish

is that the backgrounds had been made a little

more detailed and varied. As arcade action games

go. Prince ofPersia is certainly one of the best, if

only for the animation. - Tom Malcom

mW

PRINCE OF PERSIA

Broderbund, 17 Paul Drive

San Rafael, CA 94903,415-492-3200

shadow of the beast ii ikikikikik
Psygnosis, 2150 Executive Drive

Addison, IL 60101. 312-620-4444

What can I say about Beast I!

except that it's Psygnosis at the

height of their powers. The

stunning parallax scrolling of

Beast I has been scaled back a little, but only to

allow better and faster animation of the crea

tures populating the game. The graphics are,

simply put. the best I've ever seen in any game.

So is the music.

Play is, in the typical European tradition,

mindbogglingly difficult and it's very easy to

get killed off. There is a switch to turn off the

end sequence, but I still think it takes too long

to gel back into the play (though at least it's

quicker than in Beast /). The action is furious

when creatures come at you, but I don't have

that feeling of impossibility that struck me in

Beast I: instead. I keep coining back for another

try. Still, it will take a long time to master the

game. Psygnosis has also added dialogue to the

game and you"re given various keywords and

hints by the characters in it. If you only buy one

arcade game this year. Shadow of the Beast I!

should be it; you'll be amazed, challenged, and

delighted. - Tom Malcom
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Ishido is one of the classiest boardgames

ever done on a computer. I've been play

ing an unreleased version of Ishido for

nearly a year (it was originally to be pub

lished by Epyx, but fell into limbo for a while

after Epyx restructured). Developed by Michael

Feinberg and produced by Brad Fregger, Ishido

is a game of placing stones of diffemt shapes

and colors on a board according to a set of

rather elaborate, but simple to learn, rules. It has

something of the complexity and strategic ele

ments of chess, but is built around playing the

stones in ways to gamer the most points. A little

taste of eastern mysticism has been wrapped

around it; there's an oracle you can question,

Adding immensely to the game is that several

boards and different sets of stones are included,

and there's an editor to make your own stonesets.

The editor allows 16 colors for stones and 16 for

the boards; I'd rather not be that restricted, but

I'll put up with it. All of the sets are pretty

enough that if they were real, you'd have them

sitting out on a coffee table to admire. I expect to

see a lot more even more beautiful ones. A per

fectly elegant classic. - Tom Malcom

ISHIDO

Accolade, 550 South Winchester Blvd.

San Jose. CA 95128, 408-985-1700

I Gold
$ Provisions
& Soldiers
$ Town Builders
I Castle Builders
8 Food Producers
I Specialized Labor
I Horale
I Econonic Pone?
$ Defensive Strength
I Offensive Strength
| Training

Orders 8

156 # Genghis Khan seens to have Moved fron
i/ country 1 to country 3,

GENGHIS KHAN ikikikikik
Koei, One Bay Plaza, Suite 540

1350 Bayshore Highway, Buriingame, CA 94010. 415-348-0200

One of the most feared names in his

tory comes alive right before your

eyes in this exciting Koei wargame.

Set in Twelfth Century central Asia,

Genghis Khan recreates the Universal Ruler's

unification of the Mongol tribes. It follows his

efforts to build an empire that eventually

stretched from Southern China, across Asia and

Russia, and all the way to Eastern Europe.

In the tradition of Bandit Kings of Ancient

China and Romance of the Three Kingdoms,

Genghis Khan is a sophisticated simulation. It

even has elements of role-playing - such as

choosing character point-of-view - thrown in.

Excellent graphics and animation, and super

sound and music augment the best and easiest-to-

understand wargaming game system yet devised.

After you have conquered the Mongol tribes,

you can try your hand at world conquest, testing

your wits against the likes of Richard the Lion-

Hearted or Shogun Minamoto. This game's two

scenarios (with five levels of difficulty for one to

four players) should keep you happily plundering

and pillaging for the next decade.

-Judith Kilbury-Cobb
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Sullivan Bluth Presents

VII

j

Be theiirst to play the all new Don B^^.

animated adventure! Dragon's Lair II: Tim<

Tfansf>6rtedsby;a humbling old time

phine, you Begin the rescue mission. But
Ju must hurry, for o\ce the Casket of Doom
has opened, Mordroc will place the Death Ring

upon Daphne's finger in marriage and she will

be lost forever in the Time Warp.

FreadySoft Incorporated, 30 Wertheim Court, Unit #2, Richm<

previous anicnated adventure.

"Dragon's Lair II: Time Warp" rs'a trademark owned by

Bluth Group, Ltd.; <c'199O Bluth Group, Ltd.; use'tr"

under license from Sullivan Bluth Interactive Media,

Inc.; Character Designs ©1983 Don Blulh; ©1990 alt

audio, visuals and concept - Sullivan Sluth Interactive

Media, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED; Programming

©1990 ReadySoft Incorporated.

L4B1B9 Tel: (416) 731-4175 Fax: (416) 764-8867
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DRAGON LORD

Spotlight/Cinemaware, 4165 Thousand Oaks Blvd.

Westlake Village, CA 91361. 805-495-6515

1 his is one of the most original strategy-adventures I've
seen in a month of Moondays. Dragon Lord sets you the

task of recovering the pieces of a magic Talisman while

playing mother hen to twenty dragon eggs. No kidding,

you have to hatch them. Graphics and music are killer.

Spcllcasting is practically a game in itself; all the ingredi

ents and methodology involved in cooking up spells would

do Wolfgang Puck proud. Gameplay, for up to three play

ers, is complex and involving, although heavy on the strat

egy element. Don't miss Dragon Lord

-JKC

UNREAL

UBISoft / EA, 1820 Gateway Drive

San Mateo. CA 94404, 415-571-7171

J ust once I'd like to see the princess rescue the hero. Your

girlfriend has been kidnapped by the prerequisite evil

entity; while recovering her (though with the alarming fre

quency that these ditzy females disappear, why you'd want

her back is beyond me) you'll encounter stunning 2D and

3D interlace graphics, great music, and frantic gameplay.

Zoom over tree tops, under arches, and through monsters

on the back of your trusty dragon as the landscape screams

by you in 3D perspective. The side scrolling 2D levels

remind me of The Plague. A fast-paced arcade hack-and-

shoot'cm up. -JKC

GLOBULUS

Innerprise, 128 Cockeysville Road

Hunt Valley, MD 21030, 301-785-2266

rVn obsessive descendent of Q-Bert, this cutish game has
fine graphics, fine sound and music, and some very clever

twists on the theme. The animated boards are very tricky

and arc unique in the fact that many of them are much

larger than the screen, with the scrolling done so expertly

that for a long time I didn't even notice that the board was

moving around. The only problem I have with it is that the

passwords seem to change with each reboot and 1 get rather

tired of playing through the first levels (I've made it as far

as the 14th!). Fine payability.

-TM
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HARPOON Preview

Three Sixty. Inc., 2105 S. Bascom Avenue. Suite 290

Campbell, CA 95008, 408-879-9144

l^auded by reviewers the MS/DOS world over and
eagerly anticipated by Amiga wargamers. Harpoon is a

military simulator that pits the mighty sea and air power of

the USSR against the combined NATO forces in a simu

lated final showdown at sea. The early version we played

with looks killer. There are lots of gadgets, read-outs, and

weaponry: subs, boats and aircraft types galore: multiple

scenarios for destruction: and more technical detail than

any game has a right to. Look for a full review in an

upcoming issue.

-JKC

SEARCH FOR THE KING Preview

Accolade) 550 South Winchester Blvd.

San Jose. CA95128, 408-985-1700

J_lcsigned by Steve Cartwright (with tongue firmly in

check), Les Mauley In: Search for the King marks Acco

lade's entry into graphic adventuring and has nothing to do

with European royalty. The game has you as a dvveebish

character tracking down "the world's greatest and most elu

sive entertainer" - sounds suspiciously like Elvis to me.

Traveling around New York, visiting a circus, and finally

going to Las Vegas (where else'?), the game's puzzles must

be solved the way Les would go about them, which isn't

necessarily the most sensible or logical, though it is cer

tainly the funniest. - TM

SPOT

Mastertronic, 18001 Cowen Street

Irvine. CA 92714. 714-631-1001

Preview

A have been begging Maslcrtronic for a beta copy of this

for nearly a year and they finally took pity and let me play

this still incomplete and delightfully animated variation on

Petite. It stars the licensed red 7Up Spot, who moves the

pieces in all sorts of ways, like moonwalking, roller skat

ing, and pole vaulting. It's done fast enough that gameplay

isn't slowed down at all, and the computer plays a game

that's challenging. There aren't many games that make me

smile every lime I see them, but Spot is certainly one that

does. Great stuff for kids and adults both.

-TM

Sip, there is 1 new

Surface contact

fron 2X88

at a bearing of

Hetliod: CZ

^J'/JiJ zuz.' 'i'ilZ JM
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Kins's Pawn Opening

POWER PINBALL

KarmaSoft,POBox 1034

Golden. CO 80402. 303-277-1241

Lower Pinball is a good timcwasler. bul it still isn't the

ultimate Amiga Pinball Construction Set we've been

dreaming about. There are five machines included on the

disk, and while I think they could have been belter done, I

do expect to sec some interesting player-made machines

after this game lias been out for a while. The construction

mode is workable, but has a few awkwardnesses. I'd also

like to be able to have more than one set of Ilippers and

different screen resolutions: I'm sure future revisions will

have far more options. A little disappointing, but still worth

playing. -TM

BAR GAMES

Accolade, 550 South Winchester Blvd.

San Jose, CA 95128.408-985-1700

M. he most blatantly sexist game I've ever seen, I'm sur

prised Accolade had the nerve to publish it. The obvious

appeal is to adolescent boys, and with the double-whammy

allure of scanty clothing and a setting in a forbidden place,

it will doubtless prove irresistible, but there's nothing here

much racier than lots of cleavage - it's strictly PG-13 stuff.

The live independent games. Liar's Dice. Air Hockey,

Wet 'n Wild, Pick-Up Artist, and Last Call (sliding beer

mugs) aren't bad, but have all the depth of Vanna White.

The graphics are decent (or indecent, depending on your

point of view) and the sound fine. - TM

CHECKMATE

Interplay Productions, 1575 Corporate Drive

Costa Mesa. CA 92626. 714-549-2411

Just when you thought you'd never need another chess

game. Interplay (the Battle Chess company) has done it

again. Checkmate has more features than you can shake a

pawn at: an exhaustive manual, fast play. ELO grading, and

computer opponents from easiest simian through toughest

tournament. Absolutely everything can be tweaked to your

liking. You can even design your own pieces! No more send

ing away to the Franklin Mint for all those nifty bul expen

sive little Civil War generals: Make your own! If you've

never played chess before, or even if you consider yourself

an expert, check out Checkmate. - JKC
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DUCK TALES

Walt Disney Computer Software

3900 West Alameda Ave.. 23rd Floor

Burbank, CA 91505, 818-567-5360

.L/isney's Duck Tales is a natural for a game, and they've

managed to give it the unmistakable Disney flavor. The

game itself is a series of arcade sequences which you guide

Scrooge McDuck and the nephews through in a quest to

make Scrooge the richest, and thus Dime Magazine's Duck

of the Year. The arcading, which includes vine-swinging and

ledge-climbing, strikes a good balance between being easy

enough to do if you practice ai it. and hard enough to keep

you interested. There's also an oddly educational stock-

market section to it. Good authentic Disney fun. - TM

DINO-WARS

Digitek Software, 8910 North Dale Mabry. Suite 37

Tampa, FL 33614. 813-933-8023

Jail strategic conflict, part arcade bite "em up. part educa

tional game, Dino Wars is an interesting combination of

three separate modules, tied together with a dinosaur

theme. Battle encounters are animated with large, nicely-

illustrated dinosaur figures, fleshed out with loud roaring

and growling sound effects. Joystick control is quick and

responsive. The boardgamc section challenges you to

recover a kidnaped dino-egg, and the animated encyclope

dia will fascinate anyone interested in dinosaurs. An inter

esting concept, but one whose novelty unfortunately wears

thin inside an afternoon or two, - JKC

CODE-NAME: ICEMAN

Sierra, PO Box 485

Coarsegold. CA 93614. 209-683-6858

ikiki?

(_• ode-Name: Iceman, by the author of the Police Quest

series, is a graphic adventure/submarine simulation thriller.

You play a navy Commander out on a tropical holiday.

Wouldn't you know that an international crisis would come

along and spoil it? A world-wide oil shortage has every

one's dander up. {Is this beginning lo sound familiar?)

While the sub sim sequence doesn't come close to Red

Storm Rising standards, it is fairly detailed and has lots of

authentic feeling gadgets. Iceman has good plot, but the

slow animation, slower gameplay. and poor graphics left

me cold. - JKC
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Microprose, 180 Lakcfronl Drive

Hunt Valley, MD 21030, 301-771-1151

VJnce again. I have to give Microprose credit for making

this port an Amiga game instead of a converted PC game.

As a submarine warfare simulation based on Tom Clancy's

bestseller, it is very detailed, very complex, and very

involving. The controls are complicated to learn, bin an

included keyboard overlay helps immensely: I was able to

start being torpedoed and sunk in a matter of minutes. The

cat-and-mouse strategy required to outwit your Russian

opponent will keep you coming back for another try, and

the several scenarios and skill levels give the game depth.

Good stuff. - TM

WINGS

Cinemaware / EA, 1820 Gateway Drive

San Maieo, CA 94404. 415-571-7171

1 he original Wings was a 1927 silent epic that won the

first Academy Award. It is set during World War I. and

casts you in the starring role as a flying ace doing air battle

against the German Red Baron types. Cinemaware isn't

calling this one of their Interactive Movies, but instead a

"Personal Combai Flight Simulator" that is every bit as cin

ematic. It comprises a couple of very good arcade-type

pilot-qualifying sequences and a terrifically flyable flight

simulator. There are over fifty missions that will test every

fragment of your nerve. Great Cinemaware stuff. - TM

DRAGONSTRIKE

SSI / EA, 1820 Gateway Drive

San Mateo. CA 94404. 415-571-7171

UragonstrVce feels a little like a page out of Dragon Rid
ers of Pern by Anne McCaffrey. The fractally generated

landscapes are appealing, but sound effects are limited to a

few wheezes, explosions, and death knell music. Aggravat

ing])' ponderous animation spoils the fun of dragon riding.

Twenty missions are included. A dragon combat simulator

is certainly a novel idea, but so were mood rings. Unfortu

nately, the novelty wears off about as fast as ii took a mood

ring to turn your finger green.

-JKC
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IMPORTED GAME SPECIALISTS - DOMESTIC TOO -
MULTI GAME PACKS - MANY GAMES ONE LOW PRICE

Hollywd Collctn 39.95 MILESTONE 39.95 SUPER QUINTET 29.95 Precious Metal 37.95

ROBO COP - QHOSTBUSTERS II

INDIANA JONES LAST CRUSADE

BATMAN THE MOVIE

SPHERICAL-HARD & HEAVY

GRAND MONSTER SLAM

CIRCUS ATTRACTIONS

HUDDLt UrHJo I -YVHKLUUft O

QUEST-CHAMONIX CHALLENGE

PASSENGERS ON WIND I & I!

CAPTAIN BLOOD

SUPER HANG ON

CRAZY CARS - XENON

COMMANDOS 29.95 Prem Collection II 29.95 GIANT PACK 29.95 All Time Favorites 39.95

ACTION SERVICE

WANTED - SKRULL

WARLOCK'S QUEST

BAAL

MENACE

TETRIS

CUSTODIAN

MERCENARY-ELIMINATOR

BACKLASH

Ikan Warrior s-Thundercats-8ombjack

3eyond The Ice Palace-Live And Let Die

Buggy Boy-Banieships-Space Harrier

BOUNCER-PACCIE-DIABLO

BACKGAMMON-INVADERS

OTHELLO-SWOOPER +3

SUPER SKI-HOSTAGE

OPERATION NEPTUNE

BUBBLE GHOST

TEST DRIVE

MEAN 18-FAMOUS COURSES

HARD BALL

ARCADE IMPORTS

Altered Beasts 34.95

A.P.B 19.95
Chase HQ 34.95

cyberball 27.95

Fighting Soccer 29.95

Galaxy Force 34.95

Gemini Wing 27.95

Ghouls & Ghosts 34.95

KLAX 22.95

Last Duel 21.95

Last Ninja II 34.95

New Zealand Story ..24.95

Op. Thunderbolt 34.95

Pacmania 24.95

Plotting 34.95

P.. Robot Monsters.27.95

Shadow Warrior 34.95

Super Wonder Boy..34.95

Time Soldier 34.95

Toobin 24.95

Turbo Outrun 34.95

Xybots 29.95

MORE IMPORTS

Advancd Ski Simultr.27.95

After The War 27.95

Airborne Ranger 34.95

AMOS 69.95

Bangkok Knights 34.95

Battlcmastcr 39.95

Bloodwych 34.95

Data Disk 1 24.95

Sudokan 22.95

Castle Master 34.95

Chess Player 2150...34.95

Colossus Chess X.... 34.95

Conqueror 34.95

Corporation 34.95

Custodian 24.95

Days Of Thunder 34.95

Dogs Of War 24.95

Dominator 24.95

Dragonflight 39.95

Dragon's Breath. 39.95

F-19 Stealth Fightr.39.95

F-29Retaliator...34.95

Fighter Bomber 39.95

Misson Disk 29.95

Final Countdown 29.95

Fire 29.95

Fire & Brimstone 34.95

Flimbo's Quest 34.95

Flood 34.95

Full MetalPlanete ....34.95

Fusion 34.95

Ikari Warriors 14.95

Immortal 34.95

imperium 34.95

Indy Jones - Action 24.95

Iron Lord 34.95

Ivanhoe 29.95

Khalaan 34.95

Last Ninja II 34.95

Mad Prof Mariarti 24.95

Magic Fly 29.95

NO Excuses 29.95

North & South 34.95

Oriental Games 34.95

Populous 31.95

Promised Lands.... 19.95

Final Frontier 8.95

Quart2 34.95

Quest For Timebird.. 34.95

Resolution 101 34.95

Rorke's Drift 34.95

Sherman M4 Tank....34.95

688 Attack Sub 34.95

Sleeping Gods Lie...29.95

Sonic Boom 29.95

Starblade 34.95

Tank Attack (deluxe)29.95

Thunderstrike 34.95

Tin Tin on the Moon29.95

Turrican 27.95

Tusker 34.95
Warhead 34.95

Wierd Dreams 34.95

Xenomorph 34.95

DOMESTIC

A-10 Tank Killer 34.95

Bar Games 34.95

Blades Of Steel 34.95

Blue Angels 24.95

Carrier Command 19.95

Chambers Of Krynn.34.95

Dragon Strike 37.95

Dungeon Master 24.95

D. Master Editor 17.95

QIODUlus 22.95

Heart Of Dragon 34.95

Hoyles II Solitaire 24.95

Ishido 37.95

Kings Quest IV 39.95

Legend Of Faerghaii 27.95

Loom 44.95

M1 Tank Platoon 39.95

Might & Magic il 34.95

Plague 34.95

Pool Of Radiance 37.95

Prince Of Persia 27.95

Red Storm Rising 37.95

Shadow Of Beast II.. 39.95

Street Rod 27.95

Unreal 37.95

Wings 37.95

Wings Of Fury 27.95

SPECIALS

Archipellagos 19.95

AxelsMagic Hammer 19.95

Balance Power 1990 24.95

Ballistix 14.95

Black Cauldron 24.95

Black Lamp 9.95

Black Magic 19.95

Borodino 24.95

Cloud Kingdom 14.95

BEWARE OF GREY MARKET VIDI-AMIGA.

The only legitimate units for sale in the US are those containing

registration caids from COMPUTER GAME SERVICES Only these

are entitled to warantee service and upgrades Don't settle for
less. Legitmale ViDis are the only ones we sell. Be safe not sorry.

DEALERS contactusif youarehaving trouble finding the real thing

Conflict in Europe ....24.95

Corruption 14.95

Data Storm 19.95

Demon's Tomb 19.95

Dragon Spirit 19.95

Eliminator 9.95

Emperor Of Mine 19.95

F/A-18 Interceptor... 19.95

Faery Tale Adv 19.95

Fast Lane 19.95

G.Nius 19.95

Galactic Conqueror.. 19.95

Hell Raider 19.95

Kid Gloves 14.95

Knight Force 19.95

Limes & Napoleon... 19.95

LED Storm 19.95

Microprose Soccer ..24.95

Motorbike Madness. 14.95

Nord&Bert 19.95

Onslaught 24.95

Outlands 19.95

Pacland 19.95

Pandora 9.95

Phantasielll 14.95

Power Drift. 19.95

Prince 19.95

Prospector 19.95

Questron II 14.95

Rainbow Warrior 19.95

Renegade 19.95

Return To Genesis 9.95

Rick Dangerous 24.95

Rebel..Chickamauga 19.95

Roadwar Europa 14.95

Roller Coaster Rmblr24.95

Shuffle Puck Cafe....22.95

Sim City 24.95

Slayer 19.95
Space Sta. Oblivion. 19.95

spidertronic 19.95

starbreaker 19.95

Stargliderll 24.95

Star Wars/Empire 24.95

Steel 24.95
Stormlord 19.95

Switchblade 19.95

Thunderbirds 19.95

Time 19.95

Titan 19.95

Tower Of Babel 19.95

Turbo Cup 19.95

UMS 19.95

Virus 19.95

Wanted 19.95

Whirligig 9.95

MISC HARDWARE

CONTRIVER MOUSE49.95

Supra 2400 Modem 114.95

1MPORTEDMAQAZINES

AMIGA FORMAT(aisk) 8.95

CU AMIGA (disk). 6.95

RAMPAGE (Z disks)... 9.95

AmigaComputing(aisM8.95
AMIGA ACTION 6.95

THE ONE 6.95

ACE 6.95

Comptr+VideoGames6.95

RA2E (Games Mach) 6.95

ZERO 6.95

AMIGA USER 6.95

subscriptions available

LOWEST PRICES

if you find a lower price

wo will beat it

and enclose a free S6 95

Genesis/Neo Geo

Turbo Grafix in stock

back issue CALL

LYNX IN STOCK
come visit our store at

1839 E. Chapman

Orange CA, 92667

SiorBHoursNoon-6 Mon-Fn

(714)536-1234

Mailorder Hours9-6Mon-Sat

(714)633-8189

ORDER LINE INQUIRIES & CA. ORDERS

(800) -443-8189 (714)-639-8189
NO EXTRA COST FOR CHARGE CARDS Hardware shipping - call for quote.

Software shipping-$3.50. For 2 day air add $1.75 per title. COD orders add $3.75

COMPUTER GAMES + • BOX 6144 • ORANGE CA 92667 • (714) 639-8189
Circle #! 19 on the Reader Service Card.



■ info Back Issues
$5.50 Each $6.50 Each outside USA.

NOW Available on MICROFICHE! $5.50 each $6.50 outside USA.

#2 INFO 64, Winter 1983/84
Guide loC64 prnducis. Koala pad. Flexidraw,

UllraBASIC-64, Home Accountant vs. C.P.A.

#3 INFO 64, Spring 1984

Produc! Round-up: 1000 product listings f'orC64.

Superbase 64, Commodore LOGO. C64 Forth.

Model Diet. Computer Mechanic.

#6 INFO 64 Spring 1985
Color Gallery! C64 hard drives, Intro to Assembly

Language. COMAL 2.01. The Prim Shop.

Whither C/PM.

#9 INFO Dec/Jan 1985/86
Expanded C64/I28, Amiga color gallery. Guide to

C12H software. Network Wars. 157I Disk Drive

Survival Guide.

#10 INFO May/June 1986
Monitor Roundup! C64 word processors. Multi-

plan for C64/C128, Amiga BASIC. Tips & hints.

#11 INFO Aug/Sept 1986

Product Roundup issue: over 1500 hardware and

software listings for C64. C12S and Amiga.

#12 INFO Nov/Dec 1986

Graphics report: C64/128 and Amiga painting,

CAD. drafting, video animation, tools and utili

ties. Idea-processors. 8 bit business software.

#13 INFO Jan/Feb 1987

Games issue: CIS4/CI28 and Amiga games. 8-Bit

business and application software (pan I).

Telecommunication networking. Amiga Music.

#14 INFO Spring/Summer 1987
Product Roundup issue: over 2000 hardware and

software listings forC64. C128 and Amiga.First

look at the A500 & A2000 systems.

#15 INFO July/Aug 1987

Jst Annual C.H.U.M.P. Magazine! Commodore &

Amiga Survival Guide, Anne Westfall interview,

TDI Modtila 2. Supra Hard Drive.

#16 INFO Sept/Oct 1987

Graphics Renaissance! GEOS Update. C128

BASIC compilers, Microtroil. Fontmaster, Amiga

500. Sidecar. Genlock, Multi-tasking.

#17 INFO Nov/Dec 1987

ANNUAL GAMES ISSUE! GEOS Update, 16/32

bit comparison. C128 ROM upgrades, B.E.S.T.

Accounting. Word Writer 3, DIGA!

#18 INFO Jan/Feb 1988

Desktop Publishing & wordprocessors (parts I),

Virus diagnosed. Geos Update. C64 Powerful

Canridces. C128 Superpak II.

#19 INFO Mar/Apr 1988

Desktop Publishing & wordprocessors (parts 2),

Leo Schwab interview, GEOS Update, 1CT hard

drive. Digital SuperPatc2, Thoughtform.

#20 INFOMay/Jun 1988

Desktop Video: Titlers, genlocks, conveners, C64

slide show programs, GeoStuff, AmigaDos 1.2

Bugs. Joel Hagen tutorial.

" #21 INFOJul/Aug 1988
Second Annual C.H.U.M.P. Magazine! Jay Miner

interview. Easing The Upgrade Path. GeoStuff,

Virus prevention. Over 40 8 & 16 bit reviews.

#22 INFO Sep/Oct 1988
Digitizing. Mac VS. Amiga, GeoStuff. Over 50

reviews forC64, C128. and Amiga computers,

INFOmania Game Tips! BRYCE debut!

#23 INFO Nov/Dec 1988
ANNUAL GAMES ISSUE! OVER 100 GAMES

IN COLOR!! INFO Mania Game Tips. New Prod

ucts. News & Views.

#24 INFO Jan/Feb 1989
Amiga 3D Graphics Round Up. Reichart Von

Wolfsheild interview. GeoStuff. SuperBasc Pro.

Spcctrascan, Sky Travel.

#25 INFO Mar/Apr 1989

Amiga Animation Round Up, Rodney Chang

interview, C128 T.H.I.S., GeoCalc 128, Dr. Term

Pro, AC/BASIC, Microfiche Filer Plus.

#26 INFO May/June 1989
Paint Program Round Up, Loren Lovhaug inter

view. Removable Mass Storage, 1581 Toolkit,

MicroLawycr, WillMakcr, Pen Pal.

#27 INFOJul/Aug 1989

3rd Annual C.H.U.M.P. Magazine! Dale Luck

interview, Sound & Music, Fractals. GeoProgram-

mer, Silentwriter LC890, Transcript.

#28 INFO Sept/Oct 1989
Video Boot Camp! High-End Amiga Expansion,

Gail Wellington interview. 3D options, Home

Town, Viking I, A-Max, Anti-Virus. V.I.P.

#29 INFO Nov/Dec 1989
Annual Games Issue! Chris Crawford interview.

SFX Sound Expander, The Write Stuff 128,

Toshiba ExprcssWriter 301, RawCopy, Mac-2-

Dos.

#30 INFO Jan/Feb 1990

Amiga DeskTop Publishing Tools, LOGO, A59O

Hard Drive, Dual Serial Board. Abacus Books,

Twin Cities 128 book.

#31 INFO July 1990
Amiga 3000. AmigaVision, AmigaDOS 2.0,

R.J. Micai interview. Ray-Tracing, COMAL 2.0.

TV*Text Pro, CanDo. CrossDOS, FractalPro.

ScanLab !00.

#32 .info September 1990
First issue of monthly All-Amiga .info'. Turbo Sil

ver brush mapping. Laurence Gartel interview.

Page Stream 1.8. Power PC Board, introducing

CDTV. all new .info Technical Support section by

Sullivan and Zamara.

.infoback issues
$5.50 Each ($6.50 outside the USA)

U.S. funds only! Credit card, check, or

money order only. Make payable to .info

Publications. Card # or payment must

accompany order. We do not bill.

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

VISA 3 MCD Expiration date

Card#

Signature

Please circle the issues you would like.

2 3

14 15

22 23

30 31

6

16

?A

32

9 10 11 12 13

17 18 19 20 21

25 26 27 28 29

33
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$6.50 X

TOTAL =

Mail to:

.info Publications

705 Highway One

Iowa City, IA 52246

Use the tear-out

order card
or

Charge By

Phone with your

VISA

or

MASTERCARD

(319) 338-0703



BRYCE BUYS AN

ART: Gregory Conley

CONTINUITY: Mark R. Brown

ue just sold oui

last copy of *info\

T ,

■teU

3x fesm^' ^=^^

GOSH!

I should have just subscribed!

That way I wouldn't have to miss a single

keen, feature-packed issue of the new

all-Amiga monthly -info!

Only $26.00 for a full year!

That's over 40% off the newsstand price!

Check out the nifty subscription card.

Gregory Coniey can be contacted by writing: Gregory Conley, ] 7320 Laverne Avenue. Cleveland. Ohio 44135



COMING SOON
The following games have been announced by

the game companies listed. Games that had

been received in our offices at presstime have

been marked with an asterisk (*).

Accolade: Elvira. Mistress of

the Dark, Stratego, Search for

the King, Altered Destiny. Bar

Games*, Jack Nicklaus Unlim

ited Golf Jack Nicklaus Course

Disk3*,Ishido*

Broderbund: Where in Time is

Carmen Sandiego*, Prince of

Persia*

Data East: ABC's Monday

Night Football. The Dream

Team, Full Metal Planet

DigiTek: Dino Wars*, Tie Break

Tennis*

Disney: Duck Tales*. Arachuo-

plwhia, Dick Tracy

Electronic Arts: Magic Fly,

The Immortal*. Chuck Yeager's

Advanced Flight Trainer 2.0,

Block Racer, Indianapolis 500*.

DragonStrike* (SSI). Second

Front* (SSI), Overrun* (SSI),

AD&D Pool ofRadiance (SSI),

Buck Rogers: Countdown to

Doomsday (SSI), AD&D Curse

of the Azure Bonds* (SSI),

Loom* (Lucasfilm), The Secret

ofMonkey Island (Lucasfilm).

Wings* (Cinemaware), TV

Sports Football 11 (Cine

maware), Dragon Lord* (Spot

light), Arcade Fever Action Pak

(Spotlight) Nightbreed (Ocean),

The Untouchables (Ocean), The

Lost Patrol (Ocean), Billy the

Kid (Ocean). Battle Command

(Ocean), BAT. (UbiSoft), Pow-

ermonger (Bullfrog). Pick 'N

Pile (UBISoft)

Electronic Zoo: XipftOS, Black

Gold, Spherical, Berlin 1948.

Kahlaan, Treasure Trap

Infacto: Overdrive*

Innerprise: Turrican*. Time

Guardian. Aviators

Interplay: Checkmate*

Intracorp: Bill & Ted's Excel

lent Adventure

Karmasoft: Power Pinball*

Koei: Genghis Khan*,

Nobunaga's Ambition

Konami: Super C. Kings of the

Beach

Live Studios: Thunderstrike

Mastertronic: Wonderland,

Spot, Spirit of Excalibur. Super

OffRoad, Overlord

Microprose: Ml Tank Pla

toon*. Railroad Tycoon

Psygnosis: Beast I!*, Matrix

Marauders*. Anarchy*, Lem

mings, Tempus, Aquaventura.

The Keep. Fire Stone. Turbo

Buggies. Carthage. Planet

Busters, Barbarian II, Gore,

Awesome, Pitggsy

Readysoft: Wrath ofthe Demon.

Dragon's Lair II: Time Warp

Sierra: A-10 Tank Killer

(Dynamix)

Software Toolworks: Loopz

(Mindscape)

Spectrum Holobyte: Vettet,

Stunt Driver. Flight ofthe

Intruder. Tank

Stratagem: Terran Envoy*

Taito: Castle Master, Day of the

Pharoah, Kiwi Kraze (formerly

tilled New Zealand Story).

Operation Thunderbolt, Puzznic

Three-Sixty: Harpoon*, Mega

Fortress. The Blue Max

GAME

TIPS
Here are some secret "side

doors" and "back doors" to

your favorite Amiga games.

Share your "secret tricks"

with .info readers! Send to:

.info Game Tips, 705 High

way 1 West, Iowa City, IA

52246

Drakkhen: To get bazillions

of experience points, go to

Prince Haaggken's castle

(the one with the draw

bridge that splashes you.)

Make your way past the

bats, past the first fireplace

with the trap to the second

fireplace. In front of the fire

place is a switch that acti

vates a door two or three

rooms farther on in the cas

tle when you step on it.

This door leads to a water

fountain. Looking into the

fountain transports you to a

room filled with water that

has a never ending supply

of water monsters. Take

your best weapon and

armor with you. Set your

character on 'auto kill' and,

if he or she is able to hang

in there, you can leave the

character in the room for

several hours or all night

killing off zillions of mon

sters. Do this for each of

your characters and you'll

easily be able to kill the

giant dragon.

- Jon Bertrand

Beast II: For unlimited

energy go right up to the

first being you encounter

(the guy in front of the

woods.) Ask him about ten

pints. This will activate the

cheat mode and you'll have

infinite energy.

- Tim Hodson

The Killing Game Show:

Need a map? Boot up the

game; when it tells you to

'Fire to Continue' don't

press the fire button. Just

hit the HELP key to see the

map of level one section

one. It will show you the

map onscreen. Then hit the

ESC key or fire button to

exit map. Do the same

thing on level one section

two, and so on.

- Darren Grady

Thanks and a tip of the

.info chapeau to Fred

Selker for the following

.info Game Tips.

Afterburner: While play

ing type together in elec

tric dreams. Then try hit

ting the following: < to go

down a level, > to go up a

level, G for more mis

siles, T for fewer missiles,

N for extra lives. Fly to

the top of the screen to

avoid missiles. Slow

down on levels 8 and 17

to avoid rocks. Go full-

speed to dodge infra-red

missiles.

Clown O'Mania: During

the game, press HELP for

more jumps and shots. It

will not register until one

is used. Use as many

times as you like.

Datastorm: After loading,

wait for the high score

screen to appear, Hit F10

to view a message.

Elite: Type sara as your

password and hit

RETURN. Get to the

hacker screen by pressing

* on the numeric key pad.
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Shay Addams' --^

iventure rvoad

pholo by Tom Ives

Adventures From France

y ilic boatload they arrive, yet

more new Amiga adventures

shipped over daily from Europe.

The most intriguing new immi

grants hail from France. Interplay

imported a single title. Future Wars, while

the more ambitious Data East picked up a

few French adventures and slapped a stick

brand name - 'Draconian" - on them.

Drakkhen is a multi-character quest that

combines the "move your character around a

room" aspect of Sierra's animated graphic

adventures with the "helplessly watch your

character get slaughtered by a pack of drag

ons" aspect of SSI's role-playing games.

Drakkhen takes place on an imaginary

island whose citizens are dragons. One of

whom challenges you to recover the usual

batch of magic gems in order to prevent the

usual disaster from wiping out the usual-

well, you see where this is going. At least

the monsters and your four-member pany

are inventively displayed, with a sort of 3D

view that shows the monsters and your party

onscreen simultaneously. And the graphics

and sound effects certainly render this

among the best-looking Amiga quests.

But. however, and hold onto your hard-

earned dollars ami senses - Drakkhen was

apparently written by someone familiar with

the definition of draconian: unnecessarily

harsh and cruel. Your characters get wiped

out moments after you enler the first castle,

then they get slain again the minute you

resiore a saved game, (hen they gel clob

bered just before you sail the disk out the

window. It's one of those unforgiving quests

in which you spend forever building up your

characters. Sure, there are some neat tricks

for building up your team, but nobody plays

adventures to kill and be killed. So despite

its pretty face and the fact that a lot of other

Future

Wars

reviewers just love it. Drakkhen is a loser to

anyone lacking a masochistic streak as wide

as the Grand Canyon - the kind of game that

will wind up on the shelf halfway through

the expedition.

Daia East also brought over Psi-Mutant

Priestess, a far more intriguing graphic

adventure with an interface consisting of a

human brain - yours! - upon whose lobes

you click to invoke various actions. Your

goal, as a psychic mutant named Raven, is to

rescue your girlfriend from a pack of evil

mutants call prolo/orqs (which I maintain is

a twisted European pun on "Zork") and stop

the demented god Zorq from conquering a

futuristic Earth. There's plenty of action

along the way. bul nol the sort that demands

hard-core arcade skills. Instead, you'll exer

cise your logical prowess to solve puzzles

ranging from the simple lo the simply

inscrutable. Those psionic powers are often

handy, for many puzzles have alternalive

solutions: this lends Psi-Mutant the air of a

role-playing game without hit points to

worry about. Rapid-fire animation and a

one-hour lime limit intensify the drama.

Future Wars takes place in the future... or

was that the past? Another animated adven

ture with an original and quest-friendly

interface, it features some of the finest art

work ever to grace an Amiga quest. The plot

is more original than most time travel games

and is conveyed most Imaginatively. You

stumble across a time machine that propels

you into the pivotal role in a war between

humans and Betelgeusians - all the way

from the Middle Ages to the remote future.

The artwork is really artwork, and the

illustrations more closely resemble paintings

on a wall than the cartoons we're accus

tomed to seeing in animated adventures.

Superimposing click-on menus over the pic

tures, the interface is novel and intuitive

(there goes thai word again!). Top it off with

a sound track filled with rock tunes. Grego

rian chants, and digitized noises, and Future

Wars makes the grade as an exciting new

entry in the animated adventure field - my

favorite this month.

One quick note: The Amiga versions of

King's Quest IV and Police Quest II have

shipped, both requiring a lull meg.

Shay Addams, "the world's foremost

expert on adventure gaming™," is the pub

lisher of the excellent gaming newsletter

Questbusters ($18/yr., $24 Canada, $32

Int'l., PO Box 5845, Tucson. AZ 85703). He

also owns more computers than you can

shake a stick at, so he may occasionally

mention a game he has played on the Mac

intosh (ick!) or even on an MS/DOS com

puter (retch!).
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AMERICAN PEOPLE/LINK
The Amiga Zone and The Amiga Zone Pro are American Peo

ple/Link's Amiga support sections. Each Tile's access number is

lagged with either "AZ" or "AZPRO" lo indicate which section it

can be found in. (For information on signing up for People/Link,

call 800-524-0100.]

24-BITCONF.LZH [23880/AZ]

If you're interested in the emerging 24-bit graphics products for

[he Amiga (and who isn't?) you'll waul to grab this edited Iran-

script of a live conference held in the Amiga Zone in July 1990.

Taking questions and talking about their new 24-bit-capable hard

ware and software products were reps and execs from ASDG.

Impulse. NewTek. Digital Creations, and Hash Emerprises.

JAMES SHOOK ART

Each issue 1 like to feature the work of one Amiga anist and this

time it's the very talented James Shook. STILLLIFE.LZH

124276/AZ]. LANTERNS.LZH [24275/AZ]. and MAR-

BLE.LZH [24277/AZ] are three of his recent Turbo Silver ray-

iraces. SrillLife (shown) combines custom-made objects, IFF image

mapping, and Silver's built-in textures, fused to create a vignette

suitable for hanging on the museum wall of your choice.

MANDELBUTZ.LZH [24322/AZ]

MaiulelBIiiz is a new Mandelbrot set generator by Nico Fran

cois, author of PinverPacker. Probably the fastest one I've seen

yet, it is my easy to use, and fun to watch. You are given simple

yet complete control over zooming, color palette, degree of calcu

lations used, and oilier features.

CENTURION

AmigaWorld's Lou Wallace created this full-disk, editable,

playable demo to show off some of AmigaVision'i capabilities and

give you some excellent example code as a jumping off point for

your own creations. The "newspaper" front page (shown) is a

clickable interface which brings up various text articles and pic

tures. These two files (CENTURIONI |2294/AZPRO| and CEN

TURION [2295/AZPRO]) should be downloaded. JOINed into a

.ZIP file, and unpacked with PKAZip. AmigaVision required.

TOBIAS'S STAR TREK

This is an extraordinary new graphical Star Trek game by Tobias

Richter of Germany. Take the Enterprise and her crew on an adven

ture through the galaxy. Entirely mouse controlled, this game has

terrific imagery and sound effects. The turbolift zooms you to dif

ferent decks on the Enterprise, and the shuttle and transporter are at

your service too. Query the computer, gel healed in sick bay. and

blast the bad guys with phasers and photon torpedoes. Save and

load games in progress. You'll need four files for the complete

game: TOBIAS-TREK1-1.WRP [24631/AZ]. TOBIAS-TREK1-

2.WRP[24632/AZ|.TOItIAS-TREK2-I.\VRP[2463.VAZ]. and

1 OBIAS-TREK2-2.WRP [24634/AZ].

-Harv Laser [CBM*HARV|
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GEnie
GEnie is General Electric's commercial online information ser

vice. GEnie's *Siarship Amiga* software library has over 8000

files available for downloading. For information on signing up for

GEnie. call 800-638-9636.

BAXTER'S CLASSICS

Rob Baxter has created some fantastic classical music scores

which can be played in the background as you multitask. No digi

tized sound is used - all the instruments have been created with Syn-

thia. AMIGADEUS.LZH [89891 features "A Little Night Music"

and the Rondo from "Horn Concerto # 4" by Mozart. Bach fans will

find CLASSIX2.LZH [89881 more to their liking as it includes

Brandenburg Concerto #5. Badinerie from Suite #2 in B minor, and

"Air on a G Siring" and Gavotte from Bach's Suite #3 in D Major,

along with Pachelbel's Canon and Giguc and two pieces by Handel.

KEYMAPED11.LZH [8978]

Tim Friest has put together an excellent keymap editor (shown)

for the programmer looking to implement special keyboard com

mands and the explorer who just wants to linker around the edges.

The documentation outlines the program's abilities and discusses

the shortcomings of using modified keymaps while making a good

argument against hardcoding key response modifications within

programs rather than using more flexible custom keymaps.

MAC SOUNDS

Bruce Twambly's PLAYMACK.LZH [8992] is a CL1 utility for

converting Mac sound files to Amiga 8SVX format. The archive

file also includes FreqChange, a CLI command for changing the

sampling rate of a 8SVX sound file. Downloadable Mac files are

usually "stuffed" as well, so you'll need UN-SIT.ARC [6010]

{stuffed Mac files have a ".sit" suffix) to de-compress the files

before converting to Amiga format

DATARLE10.LZH [9087)]

Datqfile 1.0 (shown) by Mike Dissinger (SIO shareware) is a very

simple flat file database which is easy to use primarily because there

are so few options. Each record is limited to 20 fields of 32 charac

ters each, with up to 500 records per file. Datafile has modem dialing

support as well as search, son. and basic print functions.

THREE GAMES

Both MIDDLE-EAST-MADNESS.LZH [8934] and

DESERTSHIELD.LZH [9083] (shown) are Shoot'em Up Con

struction Set creations based (son of) on the conflict with Iraq. In

Mania, you are a Rambo-type grunt with an endless supply of

bazooka rounds, working your way into Iraq to destroy oil wells,

tanks, helicopters, planes, sheiks, and ultimately ihe running dog dic

tator Hussein himself. In Shield you fly a jet with the intent to do

essentially the same kind of damage. TURRICAN.LZH [9121] is a

demo for a coming commercial project that follows the spaceman-

wiih-a-raygun runabout motif. There are some nicely crafted graph

ics and a fair-io-mk!dling background music track here. Bui I sure

wish somebody would enable the ESC key and allow for clean exits

on these suckers. - Don Romero
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SCORE: 84350 TIME: 113

DISK COLLECTIONS

SOFTWARE EXCITEMENT

Software Excitement's offerings include many programs and

compilations by Terry Fike, who has devised unique opening

screens complete with ShoWiz effects and music. He has also

done many conversions of European software, some specifically

produced for SE. Purchasers of SE disks may call for free techni

cal support. And this policy may be important to you: "All digi

tized sounds and pictures are 'G' rated. Your children are impor

tant to us and we want you to be assured of the quality of our

selections."

SE#176

Pete Kerckhoff's GalacticWorm (shown) has occupied my kids

for weeks. The concept is simple: make your worm as long as

possible by eating sirawberries which each add one worm seg

ment. Eating a rock loses one segment, and crossing over your

worm body ("tying it in a knot") causes you io die. This game has

an appeal similar to thai of Tetris, which also looks "easy."

SE #253

No 800K disk could contain even a small percentage of R.

Buckminster Fuller's ideas. But this disk provides a slideshow of

colorful graphics (example shown) which present some of his

major ideas, often showing how they relate to forms in nature.

This disk is a natural for science fair presentations.

SE #200

These are basically interactive test programs for spelling,

states, and math. The spelling quiz speaks the words, and you can

modify the list, making separate entries for correct spelling and

Amiga pronunciation. The math test module is more elaborate

and attractive, and includes tutorial information which the student

can peruse before taking the tests.

SE#78

Peter's Quest (shown) is the answer for the youngsters in your

house who love their Nintendo io death. It has the feel of NES

games, is challenging, and even has voice synthesis. As Peter,

your task is to collect hearts Daphne has left along 19 screens

while being abducted by the bad guy. You must avoid obstacles

like porcupines while searching for hidden objects useful in your

quest and the final battle with her captor.

HOW TO ORDER

Here's where to buy this great stuff: Software Excitement,

PO Box 5069, 6475 Crater Lake Highway, Central Point. OR

97502, 800-444-5457 (Orders only). 1-4 disks = S7.00/each. 5-14

= S6.00/ea. 15+ = S5.00/ea. Packing and handling, add S3.00 per

order, shipping by best method included. MasterCard and VISA

accepted. Catalog free.

- Jeff Lowenthal
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NEWORDERLfNE/

Intel-Computing, Inc. 1-800-800-9177
2112 Sandy Lane, Dallas, TX 75220 • Customer Service: 214-556-9666 • FAX: 214-556-2336

Deutschland Inc.

Schdncbecker Str. 55-57 Telefon: 0202/89155

5600 Wuppertal-2 Telefon: 0202/89304

InterConiputiiig France

34, Avenue des Champs Elysees

75008 Paris Phone:(l) 42821603

MEMORY
8-UP Memorycard-2MB

8-UP Memorycard^lMB

8-UP Memorycard-6MB

8-UP Memorycard-8MB

Starboard II for A1000

with512K

with 1MB

with 2MB

M501 512K with clock

ICD ADRAM

2MB

4MB+501 trade-in

4MB (no trade-in)

6MB+501 trade-in

6MB (no trade-in)

249.95

339.95

429.95

499.95

219.95

269.95

399.95

69.95

239.95

359.95

399.95

559.95

599.95

DRIVES
California Access

AIR drive external

Master 3A

Internal 3.5 drive for A2000

Cutting Edge MAC drive

for use with AMAX

99.95

109.95

109.95

89.95

179.95

~ Sma/ier <& FasterQuantum Drives
Quantum Hardcard 50MB

Quantum Hardcard 105MB

HardFrame SCSI Controller

499.95

799.95

175.95

Kf Supra Corporation

For the AM/GA 500:

40MB XP

wiih512K

with 2MB

80MB XP

with 512K

with 2MB

For the AM/GA 1000:

Supra 40MB Quantum

Supra 80MB Quantum

Supra Wordsync card

699.95

799.95

849.95

949.95

649.95

899.95

149.95

COMMODORE

SYSTEM PACKAGES

We customize AM/GA 2000 and

AM/GA 3000 desktop video systems

to meet your individual needs.

Call and talk to one of our system

specialists to get the best price for

your requirements.

AM/GA TRADE-INS ARE WELCOME!

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS INC.

GVP 68030 - 28 / 68882 / 4MB

1599.95

• with 40 MB hard disk 1599.95

GVP 68030 - 33 / 68882 / 4MB

1849.95

• with 40 MB hard disk 2249.95

GVP 68030 - 50 / 68882 / 4MB

2299.95

■ with 40 MB hard disk 2699.95

We carry the full line of NEW

GVP hard cards. Please call

for exact details.

Our selection of software is

too lengthy to list. Please call

for exact titles & prices.

SORRY, NO GAMES.

GovernmentandSchool

Purchase OrdersAccepted

VIDEO
Digi View 4.0

Digi Works 3D

Color Splitter

Flicker Fixer

Framebuffer with 1MB

Magni 4004S w/ remote

MiniGen

Neriki Imagemaster II

Panasonic 1410 w/ lens

Panasonic 1500 w/ lens

Panasonic Vari-Lens

Polaroid Freezeframe

Sharp JX-100 Scanner

SuperGen

SuperGen 2000

VIP Video Interface

129.95

79.95

119.95

469.95

699.95

1549.95

189.95

1699.95

199.95

299.95

49.95

1599.95

749.95

669.95

1549.95

99.95

AsahvaysweAavetAemost'customerfriendfy'terms:S/ff$4£Sin coat. USA; SSO.OOmin. order;
AtASTWCARDd V/SA withNOcreditcardfee; in TexasaddSJS% Sa/es Tax. S/2.00shaping to
APO/FPO addresses. RMA#required'on ait'returns. Ail'prices subject to change.

Circle #120 on ihe Rentier Service Card.



PRODUCT REVIEW by David W. Martin

GVP Impact Series II

SCSI/RAM Controll
f you are a long-time

Amiga 2000 owner

you've probably had the

opportunity to collect a

lot of Internal cards to fill

its slots: memory expan

sion, a hard disk controller,

maybe even a Bridgeboard.

You may have even come 10

realize that there are only a

finite number of slots in

there. What do you do when

you reach that point? Look

for multifunction cards to

replace the cards you own.

Combining two cards into

one is easy nowadays, espe

cially with ihe multitude of

SCSI hard drive/RAM con

troller cards available.

Recently I traded in my

orphaned C. Ltd. Kronos

SCSI card for the new GVP Impact Series II

SCSI controller with 8 MB RAM expansion.

This card freed up a drive bay and an Amiga

expansion slot. (Perhaps my A2000 does

have infinite .space after all!)

Installation

Installing the Series II (SII) was easy, fol

lowing the simple directions provided by

GVP. I only needed a phillips screwdriver to

open my A2000 and mount my hard drive to

the SCSI card. I plugged it in, closed up ihe

A2000. and away 1 went. Total installation

time was less than IS minutes.

Much to my surprise, the drive booied

right up. I had previously Formatted the

drive using a Microbotics Hardframe card.

Both controllers use the same rigid disk

block (RDB) standard, so there was no need

lo reformat. (Note thai using a disk optimiz

ing program such as B.A.D. docs not remove

autobool capabilities on a RDB drive like it

does on others.)

RAM Expansion

The SII supports more than one hard disk

drive, as well as tape drives. CD-ROMs, etc.

The 8 megabyte RAM expansion on the SIf

uses 1x8 1 MB SIMM modules that make

mm

PI SH! -Ml 1
WM lip 3W !H

GVP's easy-to-use setup software

installing memory a snap. You simply plug

the SIMM in (it only fits one way) and away

you go. The SIMMs are also relatively inex

pensive - usually around $70-$8Q per meg.

Set Up & Documentation

The SII was simply incredible during the

final stage of installation: formatting and

partitioning. These two items were so easy

to do using the included FastPrep software

that I had practically nothing to do! A few

mouse clicks and specifying ihe number of

partitions I wanted made the job quick and

easy. If you don't like the results you get

from automatic mode you can try manual

mode. Advanced users can fine tune the data

or even create their own using [his mode of

operation.

While the SII manual was quite accurate

and easy to understand, il did not give com

plete information about all the advanced

parameters available in manual mode. A

glossary of terms and some other things

would make the manual mode much easier

to use.

Performance

The SII performs reliably and quickly. It

initially took longer to boot than my old

Kronos card, until I massaged

some of the boot parameters.

Then il booted quite speedily.

I ran benchmarks which indi

cated highly competitive data

access speeds. More impor

tantly, it impressed me with

quick real-world perfor

mance.

Support

Perhaps the nicest thing

about [he SII is the support

you get. GVP's technical sup

port people arc very helpful

and they return your calls as

rapidly as possible. I person

ally got the chance to experi

ence GVP's support effort

when I needed to update the

EPROM in my Quantum hard

disk to get my new controller

up and running. The new EPROM was sent

to me via overnight UPS (at their expense,

and they had no idea that I was writing a

review!) Once I installed the new chip, disk

drive and controller worked fine. I hope oth

ers are having the same experience I have

had with GVP.

Conclusion

The Impaci Series II SCSI/RAM con

troller is a great choice if you're looking to

free up a slot by combining a RAM expan

sion and SCSI controller in one slot. Its easy

installation and setup makes it a very good

choice for beginners. The Impact Series II

would make a marvelous addition to any

one's expansion card collection. I'm glad I

made the upgrade.

IMPACT SERIES II

SCSI/RAM CONTROLLER

$239.00

Great Valley Products

600 Clark Avenue

King of Prussia, PA 19406

215-337-8770
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ESTABLISHED

1967
Retail Outlet, Penn Station, Main Concourse

OUTSIDE USA & CANADA CALL | (Beneath Madison Square Garden) NYC, N.Y., 10001
OR WRITE TO:

i_rooklyit N.Y., 1

CAVMH *71QfiO0

.. www TgEgagsBSSr i
EXTENDED HOLIDAY SEASON ORDER HOURS: Mon-Thurs 8:30am-8pm / Fri 8:30am-3pm / Sat CLOSED/Sun 9:30am-7pm (ET)

NO SURCHARGE FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS / WE INVITE CORPORATE AND EDUCATIONAL CUSTOMERS
RUSHSERVICEAVAILABLE/TOLL-FREETECHNICALSUPPORT

THE LOWEST PRICING - LIFETIME TOLL-FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT & EXPERIENCE, COURTEOUS SERVICE!
AMIGA COMPATIBLE

PERIPHERALS 8 ACCESSORIES
AIRDRIVE INTERNAL DRIVE FOR A-30CG $99
AMIGA 10O0 MEMORY
& ACCESSORIES .AVAILABLE
AMIGA 3000 33 Bit Momoiy IN STOCK
AMIGA APPETIZER SOFTWARE (Word Process
Muse, Paint. Game. Tutorial Program) -$39
AMIGAVISION SOFTWARE....: S59
AMIGA 1MB FATTER AGNUS CH1P(8372A)....S94
AMIGA 500 POWER SUPPLY §66
AMIGA 2000 POWER SUPPLY (iwTrado-in) $99
AMIGA 1.3 ROM(B850) $39
A-MAX MAC Emulator (or AMIGA $109
A-MAX EMULATOR 2 $139
A-MAX ROM. $149
CUTTING EDGE Mac Corrpatble

Onve for A-MAX 5149
AMIG-A-TOSH PLUS $239
APPLIED ENGINEERING
1.52 MB H1-0ENSITY DRIVE »89

BASEBOARD
Memory Expansion lor A-500

{usesA-501 E«pansion Slot) ■

OK . S109 1M3 $1
5iac $139 ae $219

2MB Daughter

1 BAUD BANDIT 2400 EXTERNAL MODEM. $99

^l S127
3.5" DISK DRIVE $95

CALIFORNIA ACCESS

$299
(BODEGABAY) EXPANSION

bOU. TURNS Y'OUR

CHINON INTERNAL DHIVE FOR A-2000. $79
COLOR SPLITTER $109
(COMPUTER EYES PRO DIGITIZER (VGA) $329
DENISE EXTENDER \a FLICKER FIXER $119
DIGITAL CREATIONS 0CTV DC-10 $449
IDIGIFEX ACCELERATOR 16 MHz.
lor A-5QQ2CO0. $199
FUCKER FIXER $355
FLY HAND SCANNER 3"

ICD AD-RAM 2080
OK 5139 4MB $339
2MB $229 6MB $419

Manny Eipansai

Aa

8MB $529

FRAME GRABBER $519
FRAME GRABBER 266 $569

■ GENLOCKS
AMIGEN $89 / PROGEN $339
MINIGEN $189 / OMN1GEN701 $1369
SUPERGEN.S599 / SUPERGEN2000S..S1339

MAGN14004 OR 4O04S w«ONTROLLER...$1449
NERIK1 GENLOCK S1469

NERIKI DESKTOP $879
VIDTECH SCANLOCK $729

EASIER 3A-1 3 5' DISK DRIVE $88
■ MASTER 3A-1D $129

MEGA-MIDGET RACER (25 MHz.) $639

MICROBOTICS Memory Upgrades lor A-2000

8up OK $129 Bup w/6MB CALL
6c W/2MB -..$239 Sup W8MB CALL
Sup W/4M3 $359

! PANASONIC 1410 WLENS $199

PERFECTION DIGITIZER $199
PROGRESSIVE PERIPHERALS 512X

EXPANDER FOR A-5OO $57

PULSAR A-500 PC EMULATOR BOARD $498

SHARP JX 100 Color Scanner
w/Software & CAfes S689
SHARP JX 300 $1589

SHARP JX 450/730 CALL
VIDTECH V1DEOMASTER. CALL

Z. commodore

COMMODORE 64-C

COMPUTER

l$d. Si QO95
(a$(995valije) v | ^ /

COMMODORE 64-C

COMPLETE PACKAGE
CcmmodixeCMC
C-1541 Disk Drive

Commodae
Cdoi Priniw
■12"Momior

Same w?CotorMonitor...S439

5339

AMIGA
3000

ALL MODELS

IN SrOCKI

AMIGA 500 COMPUTER
■Amiga 500 Computer
w.'Built-in Disk Drive

System Software

AMIGA 500
RGB COLOR PKG.

WE HAVE MANY ACCESSORIES FOR
YOUR COMMODORE 6J 126 & 128D

Amiga 500 Computer
w/fluilL-in 3.5*
Disk Drive
Mouse
RGSCdcrMonilff

■SysiBtn Sorrxaie

5669
C-1571 Disk Drive-... _...- CALL
C-1M1 II Oiik Orive. _ .1149
C-1750 RAM Expands* - CALL
EiceWeralor PlusFSD-2 Disk Drive S118

COMMODORE 128-D COMPUTER
with built-in Disk Drive

w/FREE 1350 MOUSE

(a S39.9S value) 5329
UPLETE PKG

5379

c AMIGA 500 $700^
;i084RSBColor Monitor f Vf^/

AMIGA 2000 COMPUTER
■1MB Expandable to 9UB
Built-in 3.5" Disk DrivB
Mouse ■ SvMemSot"«.T6

128-D COMPLETE PKG.

Cwnmodcxe C-I2BD w/Buil l-ifl Disk Drive
1350Mouse ■CommodoreColor Prinler
12'Monitor ■ BoioflODiskaites

Ssmepkg. available with RGB color monitor

Hagnavox B762-13"RGB Color Monrlor (225

Magnavox 8702-13" ColorComposite Monitor.(174

M249
AMIGA 2000 RGB COLOR PKG.

M399
■ Amiga 500 Computer with

Built-in 3.6" Disk Drive
. Mouse ■ RGB Color Honilw
■ System Software

A-1950MULTISCAN Monitor ....(549

G
AMIGA 2000

n 064 Cola Monitor
S 1 C 1 0

I J I 7

(AMIGA 2500/30 $3299) (k COMMODORE $970^ (,
1084RGBCcJorW=nitor *■/ *J\JAMIGA 2000HD M799

AMIGA 500/2000 HARD DRIVE PACKAGES
Includes Cable & Software!

SEAGATE

DRIVE

SM2SN-I
HJMB.28MS)

sr-mN-i

ST277H
(60MB, 555T

(6OMB)

QUANTUM
H0MB)

QUANTUM
(60MB)

QUANTUM
(IDiMB)

QUANTUM

OUANTUM
(210MB!

DRIVE
PRICE

S234

S249

S275

S339

S269

S329

S359

S325

s499

S549

S859

$999

s105

S335

5349

S375

S439

S369

S429

S459

S425

S599

S639

5929

sI069

SCSI CONTROLLERS
~D GVP T1U 11*^1

S125

S354

S369

MOO

S449

S389

s454

M89

S444

S599

S669

S969

S1119

M55

S384

S399

S425

S489

5419

s479

s509

S475

S649

S699

S999

s205

5434

1442.

5539

S469

1523.

S559

S525

S699

S749

S1179

S204

5420

MSfl.

MZQ.

S539

5459

!525_

5559

S525

1695,

5749

11049

S1169

ASK

|EXP.TO2UB,'

s209

S414

5435

5475

S524

5539

5499

s708

5749

51049

51179

5269

M84

s510

S536

5594

S615

S589

S7S9

S799

s1099

51249

S529

S545

S569

5635

5655

S619

S789

S839

51129

S1269

HARD DRIVE CARD PACKAGES AVAILABLE - CALL

AMIGA PERIPHERALS
A-501 EXPANSION DRIVE __ S14B
A-1010 DISK DRIVE t129 I
A-1011 DISK DRIVE S1G9 .
A-2010 INTERNAL DRIVE - (119
A-590 HAHD DRIVE $469
A-2232 MULTI-SERIAL PORT ADAPTOR...™.S319
A-1950 MULT1SCAN MONITOR -.$543
A-2300 GENLOCK $249
A-2038D BRIDGEBOARD H89

A-2286D AT BRIDGEBOARD —$1079
A-2620 ACCELERATOR BOARD $1199
A-2630 ACCELERATOR BOARD $1499
A-1680 MODEM $&5

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS
2BMHz. 68030 ACCELLERATOR FORA-2000...$W9
GVP 3001 KIT (28 MHz.) wtfSCQO, 4MB, 68882.S1429
GVP 3001 KIT WCuantum 40MB $1763
GVP 3001 KIT w^Ouantum BOMB,.
GVP 3033 KITJ33MHL)w/68030L4MB,6&eeZ.!

1999
1G?9

GVP 3033 KIT ^Quantum 40MB $1969
GVP 3033 KIT w/Quantum BOMB J2189
GVP 3050 Kit (50 MHz.) vrf6SC30,4MB, 68882...S2469

GVP 3050 Kit wiQuantum 40MB -.$2799
GVP 3050 Kit wOanlum 80MB $3029
GVP A-500 HD+ SERIES II 40MB $579
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD IN GVPI

suptts

NEW SUPRA 50QXP
^JARD DRIVES

B12K EXPANDABLE TO 9MB

512K20M&,,.»M 512K, 105Mat879 2MB,4MB K»
512<«MB...i628 2Ma,20MB...»M 2MB, IQ5M8.SM9

NEW SUPRA 5U0RX
S12K EXPANDABLE TO 1MB

Thin, compact Ihnto your Bus Pol PHI ']'
o!A-X0butJh«»otierperfr#3> UtlllU
to be ccmeclad through Bus
SUPRAMODEM 2\&i EXT ERNAL wiCABLE *105
Z400ZI INTERNAL »114

SUPRA RAM 2000
0K 4119 *MB KM 8MB UX
2MB .SIM 6MB. -»»

SUPRA RAM 500 513K

EXPANSION (or A-500

SUPRA 3.5* EXTERNAL DFWE t«
SUPRA WORDSYNCSCSI INTERFACE. H05
SUPRA UP, INTERNAL TAPE wSCS! -.[679
SUP3A44REXTERNALTAPE(noSCSI) t7M

PRINTERS
HEWLETT PACKARD

HP DESKJET PLUS $669.95

HP OESKJET 500 $S49.95

HP LASERJET IIP wTwar. 5939.95
HP PAINTJET $989.95
HP LASERJET 111 vwTowr. $1639
HP PAINTJET XL tfTonar. $1699

CITIZEN STAR
NX-W00II. tU9.9S
NX-1000

RAINBOW. $199.95

PANASONIC
J

GSX-140. #85.95
G$X 200. 1179.95
COLOR OPTION KIT

lor CSX Ponta-CALL

EPSON
LX-8KL—$199.95
FX-8S0. $349.95

NAS
KXP-11B0 JI49.95
KXP-119L.....S229.95
KXP-1124......S289.95

CANON BJ-130E

BROTHER HR-5 BO Col. Thennil PrinUr $49
NEC MULTISYNC HID UONITOR.... S64S

Ccr Dliod check bank _
call before submitting P.O's. No additional surcharge IwciedilraidDrjlets Non-coBfiedchecksmuslwai! 4-6 weeks lo« clearance. Pncesandanaiiabiiiry subjecl

TRADE-IN YOUR USED COMMODORE OR AMIGA EQU PMENT ?t.|CanadianotdeisplcasecalltwsWpinqtates).^;condrJa¥SNe»lDayAiravaiablcwilhe»!racriarges. APO FPOoiderspeaseaddlO^shippifigihandhng
™.«M.SrinniMM™nE (ovel Si2MW°n, oveiSMD-K.). All ATOTPOwdetsaie shipped fiist class ptioiityaii. All wdws can be shipped Ai.Eipress-calHw details. D.C.ft #8lBZJ3. Amiga
FOR ANEW, Bfclltn MUUtL! LALLrlin UtlAILb! isaiegislcrcdtiadcmaikofCommodoie-Amigainc.



PRODUCT PREVIEW by David W. Martin

The AMIGA

.info takes a

preliminary look

at UNIX on the

Amiga.

A beta version of Open Look for Amiga UNIX.

n August, MicroSearch of Houslon hosted a show

ing of Commodore's UNIX operating system for

the Amiga. The demonstration, hosted by Stephen

Sinders of MicroSearch, was directed mainly lo

NASA employees. In addition to UNIX. Com

modore representatives Dave Bruss and Kathleen

Kerndt of the Federal Systems Group also displayed

Amiga 3000 systems, ArtugaVisiotl, and networking

solutions for Amiga computers. The following is a sum-

mar)' of the information presented. As UNIX on the

Amiga is currently in its beta testing cycle, the specifi

cations mentioned here may change before Com

modore's next showing of UNIX, planned for the Fall

Comdex Show. We'll updaie you in our Comdex report

next issue.

Multienvironment Computing

The "Three Ms" of Amiga power computing are:

multimedia, multitasking, and multienvironment. The

first two terms are in common usage, but it's mullienvi-

ronment capabilities - the ability to run software created

for more than one computing platform - that make the

Amiga a truly powerful professional computer. If you

own a Bridgeboard or ReadySoft's AMar// Macintosh

emulator, then you're already into "multienvironment"

computing. A multiple environment gives the user the

benefit of a larger software base while providing com

patibility with existing or planned systems and net

works. UNIX is the latest operating system to be added

to the Amiga's menu of available computing environ

ments. Commodore's UNIX product is based on

AT&T's UNIX System V (that's a Roman numeral "5")

Release 4, the very latest incarnation of UNIX.

UNIX In General

An operating system is a control program for a com

puter - it allocates computer resources and schedules

tasks. (This job is generally done on the Amiga by Ami-

gaDOS. which is the generic name for a conglomeration

of low-level code in KickStart and control programs in

WorkBench.) UNIX is simply the most successful of

several multitasking, multiuser operaiing systems devel

oped by AT&T. Some think of UNIX as a total pro

gramming philosophy, the main tenet of which involves

the relationships belween programs rather than the pro

grams themselves. The UNIX environment encourages

you lo take existing programs and combine them lo

make new, more useful programs. If you understand this

simple idea, you have found the key lo "thinking

UNIX.1'

Look and Feel

The most important feature of UNIX is the shell (or

UNIX command interpreter), which is a text-oriented

command line interface similar lo the Amiga's shell.

But the shell is not the only way to interact with the

UNIX system. Users can also chose among standard

window and menu systems like XWindows or Open

Look, which act as "front ends" to UNIX just as Work

Bench acts as a front end to AniigaDOS. Users can even

design (heir own interfaces. The shell interface was not

designed to be used by everyone, but was designed for

programmer-users. Almost all UNIX shell commands

require some creativity and programming. The shell

can be very powerful, but it can also be very cumber

some to the novice user.

UNIX is a conglomeration of varied and useful utili

ties and programs, many of which arc similar to those

included in the WorkBench C, System, and Utilities

directories. Some representative UNIX features include

advanced electronic mail (mail and mailx), screen ori

ented editors (vi and ed). delayed execution ofjobs (at),

etc. For more information on the features of UNIX look

for books about UNIX at your local library or book

store.

Like AmigaDOS. UNIX is multitasking. While not
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the first interactive multiuser operating sys

tem. UNIX took advantages developed within

other operating systems as its own. It includes

two major improvements over the single user

batch systems which were being used when

UNIX was being developed: it allows more

the one person to use the computer at the

same time (multiprocessing), and it allows a

person to communicate directly with the

computer via a terminal (interactive process

ing). The result gives researchers a set of

modern computing tools to help them in pro

ject development. These tools allow a group

of peopie to work together sharing programs

and data needed to complete a project.

While UNIX has its advantages, some

users find it cryptic, unfriendly, terse, and

unforgiving. It's improving and becoming

more user-friendly, but don't expect it to be as

easy to use as AmigaDOS overnight.

UNIX and The Amiga

Information about UNIX for the Amiga is

still scarce. What follows is some of the

information I was able to gather at the show

about Amiga UNIX.

Amiga UNIX offers true UNIX portability

and will use industry standards which form

the basis of UNIX System V Release 4

(which is a complete superset of both UNIX

System V Release 3.2 and Microsoft Xenix;

It also implements the majority of BSD

4.2/4.3 and Sun SunOS commands and sys

tem calls). If released on schedule (our

information says March is likely) then Com

modore may have the first working imple

mentation of UNIX System V Release 4, a

major coup considering the competition in

this field. During the product development

phase. UNIX users will be able to take a

program written in C from one environment

and recompile it under Amiga UNIX with no

problems. The recompiled program will run

perfectly under Amiga UNIX.

During the show. Commodore demon

strated a version of Open Look running as

the interface to Amiga UNIX. The hardware

consisted of an Amiga 3000/UX computer

with 25 MHZ 68030 CPU, 8 MB RAM, 100

Megabyte hard disk. A2024 monitor, and a

standard Amiga floppy drive. (A high den

sity floppy with 1.44 MB capacity is

promised to come standard on all Amiga

3000/UX machines at a future date).

Due to the beta nature of the software

demoed. 1 observed several problems with

UNIX during the demonstration. At times it

appeared to run slowly and it did crash sev

eral times, often going out to lunch at the

click of a mousebutton. That's life when

using betaware, however, so 1 was not too

surprised. I expect the version to be shown

TENTATIVE A3000/UX SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

=- Amiga 3000 25 MHz computer

o 5 MB RAM {1 MB Chip RAM, 4 MB Fast RAM} or 9 MB RAM for Open Look, expandable to 16 MB

Fast RAM on the motherboard {1 Gigabyte address space)

^ 100 MB, 19 ms Quantum hard disk drive

=> One built-in 880K 3.5" disk drive (Optional 1.44 MB drive available later)

=> OPERATING SYSTEMS: UNIX System V Release 4 (SVr4), XWindows, Open Look, TCP/IP, NFS,

AT&T C compiler, AmigaDOS 2.0

o AVAILABLE ADD-INS INCLUDE: 286 AT Bridgeboard, Ethernet board

'■=> MASS STORAGE: External SCSI Tape Drive DC 600 format

o DOCUMENTATION: Standard A3000 texts and several small texts about UNIX. Complete UNIX

documentation is available at bookstores for roughly $500.00, and UNIX includes its own docu

mentation "online" at any UNIX terminal, included with the 70 MB of UNIX operating system data.

at Comdex to be much more stable. The

demo version I saw could not run concur

rently with AmigaDOS, though that could

change in some future version.

On any system. UNIX is a memory hog

(not to mention that it loves big hard disk

drives). I was told that Amiga UNIX needs a

minimum of four megabytes of RAM to run,

while the Open Look interface requires 8

MB minimum. Open Look looks good, but

operates much more slowly than Amiga-

DOS, as neither UNIX nor Open Look

makes use of the Amiga's blitter. This is due

to a philosophical decision Commodore has

made. The idea is to make program code

non-machine dependent, so that programs

developed for any 68000-based UNIX plat

form can run on the Amiga UNIX system

and vice-versa. It's a compatability vs. speed

tradeoff that may pay off in the long run by

gelling Amiga UNIX systems integrated into

more workplaces.

A version of Motif is also supposed to be

in beta testing, but was not displayed at the

show.

Upgrading a 2000

Amiga 2000 owners will also be offered

the option of upgrading to UNIX, but it won't

be inexpensive. In order to run UNIX on an

Amiga 2000 you'll need at least one of the

following: A2630 accelerator card orGVP

3001 accelerator, a high capacity hard drive

of at least 100 to 200 MB. and possibly a tape

drive. Tape will probably be the means by

which Amiga UNIX will be distributed. This

is because the entire UNIX operating system

requires 70 MB of disk storage. (Can you

imagine installing UNIX using floppies?)

Pricing of UNIX and the Amiga 3000UX

(A3000 bundled with UNIX) was not

available at the show. Commodore's official

announcement of UNIX will occur at the

UNIForum Show in Dallas in January. Look

for delivery of UNIX three months after its

official announcement, or about March, bar

ring further delays.

UNIX The Future

The future of UNIX looks good. It has

gained wide industry acceptance and is used in

a variety of environments. Businesses, scien

tists and schools are finding a variety of uses

for the UNIX operating system. UNIX shows

every sign of becoming ihe computing indus

try standard. By offering UNIX on the Amiga.

Commodore opens up a whole world of oppor

tunities to Amiga users, developers, and Com

modore itself. Summing it all up is simple; just

read the slipcover that Commodore uses for its

sales brochures: "Look at Commodore Now."

I'm looking, and what I see is a Commodore

heading in the right direction.

UNIX RELATED

PRODUCTS

XWindow System V11.3

(Runs under AmigaDOS, compatible with

UNIX XWindow networks)

GfxBase, 1881 EliwellDr.,

Milpitas CA 95035, 408-262-1469

AS225

C1950

A2065

AS250

A3000

A2500/30

TCP/IP Network

Communications Software

Color Multiscan Monitor

Ethernet Network Interface

AmigaVision Authoring

System

Amiga Computer

Amiga Computer

Commodore Business Machines,

1200 Wilson Drive. West Chester PA

19380,215-431-9100
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This time, Jnfo

upportSu

the second

b series oi i

Davjd Martin on how

to man-sicjs your hard

disk; Tscb Editor

Chris ZamBm

introduces you to

disk; and 'fecb Hdj'tar

Mack SuJJ-ivan

presente part 2 of

our carles ior

HARD DISK MANAGEMENT

PART 2

by David Martin

nowledge is power, and learning

how to use your hard disk drive

/\ effectively will help you man-

A age its data better. This month's

article looks at three of the most important

concerns in hard disk management: parti

tions, directories, and files. Learning about

these three items and knowing how to han

dle them will make managing your hard disk

drive a snap.

Partitions

Hard disk partitions are set up during the

formatting process. They are usually easily

created during low-level formatting, which

is done using the installation software pro

vided with your hard disk's interface. This is

done before doing a standard AmigaDOS

format.

The partition utility produces a mountlist

entry, which is added to the Mountlist file in

the AmigaDOS 'Devs' directory found on

your Workbench disk. (For an explanation of

mountlist entries, refer to the AmigaDOS 1.3

documentation.)

Partitions make larger hard disks easier to

manage by helping you to better organize

your files. They can also provide valuable

backup space. For example, I own a Quan

tum 105 megabyte hard disk that I have par

tilioned like so:

Logical Device/Size

DHO: 19 Meg

DH1: 40 Meg

DH2: 40 Meg

By partitioning the

Purpose

WorkBench

Application Software

Backup/Work Disk

larger hard disk into

smaller 'logical devices' I benefit in the fol

lowing ways:

• Partitions act like separate AmigaDOS

hard drives, so I have three drives instead

of one.

• Application programs are on their own

separate hard drive, making them more

manageable.

• Workbench and its support files are in one

easy-to-manage space.

• I have a partition For partial backups and a

place to store data temporarily. For exam

ple, current projects I am working on (like

this article) are stored on DH2:.

• Partitioning makes backups easier to do

(we'll talk more about that in part three

next month).

Keep in mind (hat partitions can aci like

dividers. In my example, I divided my hard

disk into three logical devices: Workbench.

Application, and Data/Backup. Now I can

place programs and data thai fit those crite

ria in (he appropriate section. The divisions

Table 2.1

EXAMPLE SUBDIRECTORY NAMES

Directory Name

WordProcessing

DataBases

DesktopPub

Spreadsheets

Telecom

Graphics

DiskTools

Programming

Purpose

Wordprocessing programs

Database programs

Desktop Publishing programs

Spreadsheet programs

Terminal programs

Animation and Paint programs

Disk Utility programs

Compiler programs
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IT MAKES A LOT OF SENSE TO BUY A MAST PRODUCT

• INTERNATIONAL AMIGA PERIPHERAL SUPPLIER • USA • GERMANY • AUSTRALIA • SWEDEN • UK ■ AUSTRIA

-TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE ■ Professionally driven, 60% of our senior executives are ENGINEERS.

• PERFORMANCE QUALITY PRODUCTS - We use PREMIUM COMPONENTS {FUJITSU Drives for example), INNOVATIVE DESIGNS (who else

has a SCSI INTERFACE with its own 68000 AND UP TO 2 MEG OF RAM), and some ot the most ELEGANT, not to mention smallest, external cases that

you will see in the industry. Cost effective designs, efficient mass production , and our worldwide resources, bring you high performance products at budget

prices. As our President answered to one customer who asked how we do it - "we're clever and we are not greedy"

BLITZ BASIC
GIVES YOU CONTROL OVER YOUR

AMIGA HARDWARE

CREATE YOUR OWN GAMES, GRAPHICS

PRESENTATIONS, AND EDUCATIONAL

PROGRAMS WITH MINIMAL

PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE

IT'S NEW, ITS ULTRAFAST, IT'S EASY TO USE

Blitz Basic puts you in control ol the Amigas custom sound and

graphics chips. Now you can write sophisticated programs

that previously needed 'C or Assembler. Blitz is a fully integrated

programming language that puts you in control of your Amiga.

Unlike s-l-o-w interpreters, Blitz is a true compiler that generates

native object code.

Spectacular graphics can be generated with a minimum of

commands using the custom chip specific commands included

with Blitz. This Basic language enables you to produce QUAL

ITY COMMERCIAL CODE.

$149
FEATURES:

• Lightning Fast Compiler • Fast Optimised Object Code

• Rewrite of Amiga Graphics Libraries

• Integrated Editor/Compiler

• Special Effects such as FADE IN/ FADE OUT

• Basic Commands to handle IFF Brushes, Anim Brushes and

Sound Files

• Direct access to and control of Sprites, Blitter and Audio

Hardware

• Supports Dual Playfield, HAM & EHB

• Queue system makes blits easy to use

• Number of screens only limited by memory

■ Vertical Interupt command allows smooth animation

• Double Buffering, Page Flipping are easily achieved

-Sound Sequencer included

• Machine Language Subroutines can be added

IMPORTANT NOTE - When you see the demo of VECTOR

BALLS, remember that the images are being CALCULATED IN

REAL TIME. This program alone should convince you of the

POWER OF BLITZ. The source listing will convince you of its

SIMPLICITY

Demo disks are available for $5. You may also toad them off

the MAST BBS (702)359 0132 or (702) 359 0137

FIREBALL - True DMA SCSI interface

for the A2000, for sustained perform

ance in a multitasking computer $149

OCTOPLUS - 8 MB RAM for A2000

With 2Mb $269 Extra 2mb $119

GREAT VALUE!.

FANTASTICALLY FANTABULOUS

What else could describe a produduct that amazed

visitors to our booth at the LA Ami Expo

$495 COLORBURST $495
TRUE 24 BIT COLOR FOR ANY AMIGA

YES! Every Single pixel on your amiga screen can be any of 16.8 million

colors. The color is equal to or better than a Mac. Colorburst supports

many video modes and allows digital fade in/out. Dynamic white

balance correction is possible. Real time image processing is a reality.

It can be configured as a third hardware playfield allowing Amiga graph

ics to be overlaid - great for animation. We do not use HAM or

Composite Y-C mixing, this is pure 24 bit RGB - there is no blurring of

colors or loss of definition with colorburst. This product generates

BROADCAST QUALITY IMAGES for both PAL & NTSC systems.

FURTHER INFORMATION ON THIS EXCITING PRODUCT IS A

!!!! MUST MAST MUST MAST MUST MAST MUST !!!!

WE CHALLENGE COMPETITORS TO MATCH OUR CLARITY, COLOR & PRICE

STARBLAZER

8 MB RAM & SCSI INTERFACE

FORA500ANDA1000

While many vendors want you to buy a hard

drive before memory (because their memory

expansions are inside the drive unit), we be

lieve that many customers need memory first.

Additionally many people don't want a bulky

hard drive right beside the computer, our cus

tomers prefer the flexibility offered by an inde-

pendant external drive that can be placed at a

convenient location and even plugged into a

different SCSI interface on another computer.

Starblazer is an 8 MB memory and SCSI

interface in a miniscule case only slightly

larger than our very popular Minimegs. It is

available populated to 2,4,6,8 megabytes,

with or without the SCSI interface installed.

STARBLAZER is real zero wait state ram

that lets your Amiga run at full speed. Don't be

misled into buying memory that plugs into the

A501 slot and is advertised as "fast ram", it is

always slow old chip memory. Starblazer

includes the MAST Bylemachine SCSI Inter

face. Starblazer Plus includes WordMASTer

- a SCSI interface that uses a 16 bit interface

for high performance. When you need a hard

drive, just plug Tiny Tiger into the Bytemach-

ine or WordMASTer interface ■ it autoboots,

automounts and is very fast. Starblazer

with 2 MB included from $299. Call for

pricing options.

YOU HAVE TO SEE THIS TO BELIEVE

THAT THERE IS SO MUCH POWER IN

SUCH A SMALL PACKAGE

ENHANCED UNIDRIVE

The only Amiga external floppy drive in

the world that includes digital track dis

play, hardware write protect switch

and inbuilt hardware virus detection

system - for only $149 why would you

want to buy any other. PS. The box looks

great.

UNIDRIVE

For those on a budget who still want a

great looking, reliable and quiet drive,

how about the good o'l Unldrive. At a

list price of $119, this is a very attractive

deal.

A2000 Internal Floppy $83

Fujitsu Quality Hard Drives

45 meg $339 90 meg $539

136 meg $669 182 meg $770

410 meg $1795 672 meg $2295

1.2 GIG $3900

SYQUEST INTERNAL $519

SYQUEST EXTERNAL $625

CARTRIDGES $95

EXTERNAL HARD DRIVES:

Tiny Tiger Deluxe - add $189 to

internal drive prices

Tiny Tiger Budget - add $129 to

internal drive prices

Bytemachine $89 WordMASTer $119

MAST MIDI INTERFACE with inte

grated SMPTE to MIDI TIME CODE

CONVERTER. $199

DEALERS WELCOME

Send for our color catalogue-

there is more than you see here!!

MEMORY AND STORAGE TECHNOLOGY 1395 GREG ST. SPARKS NV 89431 (702) 359 0444

Australia (02) 281 7411 Germany (0221) 771 0918 Sweden (40) 190710 Austria (0)3 16-373763

Circle #122 on the Reader Service Card.



Figure 1:
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are rather large, so I further manage data in

each of them by using AmigaDOS directo

ries.

Directories

While a hard disk is large, you can still

treat it as if it were a floppy diskette, using

the AmigaDOS directory commands to cre

ate, change, and remove directories. Other

AmigaDOS file commands are used to copy,

erase, rename, and manipulate your files or

directories. The AmigaDOS DiskCopy com

mand (and a few others) will not work with

a hard disk because it is specifically

designed to work only with entire diskettes

that are exactly the same size.

The AmigaDOS file system is layered; a

directory can contain not only files but also

other directories, which arc called subdirec

tories. These subdirectories, in turn, can

contain either files or more subdirectories,

creating a structure of directories within

directories. Because a drawing of this hierar

chical file organization looks like an upside-

down tree, it is sometimes referred to as a

tree-structured file system.

When AmigaDOS formats a disk, it cre

ates a directory called the root directory. For

example, the root directory of drive DHO: is

identified as DHO:. You can get all the way

down to the root directory from within any

subdirectory on DHO: by typing:

CD:

To move down a level from a higher subdi

rectory level you would type:

CD/

The root directory holds an unlimited num

ber of entries and is only limited by the size

of the disk. However, it's a good idea not to

put a lot of unnecessary files in the root

directory of your hard disk. By limiting

yourself to a few files in the rool directory

you can keep better track ol" the data being

stored on the disk.

Like the root directory, a subdirectory can

hold any number of files and other directo

ries, limited only by disk space. Therefore,

any number of the files in the rool directory

can be subdirectories that, in turn, can contain

any number of files themselves.

Within the labyrinth of subdirectories,

AmigaDOS identifies each file by its path

name: the file name itself, preceded by the list

o\' directory names, starting with the root or

logical device name that leads to the director;'

containing the file. Each directory name is

separated from the others by a forward slash.

/. For example, suppose the root directory of

Dili: contained a directory named 'WP\

which contained a directory named 'WPDoc-

unients'. which contained a file named

■Part2.ASCII"; ils path mime would be:

DHl:WP/WPDocuments/Part2.ASCII

Because AmigaDOS keeps track of files by

their path and file names, you can give files

in different directories the same name. For

example, the file -HardDiskPart2.ASCII'

could exist in directories called 'WPDocu-

nicnts' and 'WPBackups' with no problems,

but could not occur twice in the same direc

tory.

AMIGADOS

Assign

CD

Copy

Delete

Diskcopy

Dir

Protect

FileNote

Format

Info

Install

List

Lock

MakeDir

Path

Prompt

Relabel

Rename

Table 2.2

COMMANDS FOR DISK MANAGEMENT

assign device name to pathname

change directory

copy file

delete file

copy entire floppy disk

iist directory

change file protection bits

add comment to file

erase disk and prepare for use

list disk information

make floppy disk bootable

list file attributes

write protect hard drive partition

make new directory

add pathname to search path

change DOS window prompt

change disk name

change file name

The following is a list of recommended reading for more information on

these AmigaDOS commands:

1) Commodore's 500,1000, or 2000 manuals

2) Abacus's AmigoDOS Inside & Out and AmigaDOS Quick Reference

3) Computers AmigoDOS Reference Guide

4) .info's AmigaDOS 1.3 mousepad reference card
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Setting Up Directories

Your directory structure is not only a

place to store application programs and data

files, but should also provide a logical

framework for your work with the computer.

You might organize your directories by pro

gram type (wordprocessors, spreadsheets,

programming, etc.) or in any other way that

matches the way you use the computer. The

structure should feel natural, and you should

be able to find a file without searching

through several similarly named directories.

Table 2.1 shows some examples of root

level subdirectories that you could use to

contain your most frequently used programs.

You might choose different names, but these

are the types of files you want to be readily

available, yet easily distinguished. All these

directories should be in the command path

you define wiih the Path and Assign com

mands (more on these later). Each directory

could contain a subdirectory of data files or

directories: for example, a separate directory

could be created inside 'WordProcessing' for

each wordprocessor you own.

Manipulating Directories

There is no correct number of directories

to use for your files. If you have to search

through a lot of files to find the one you

need, you probably don't have enough direc

tories. Also, if it's hard to remember just

where you stored a file or if you find your

self always typing long path names, you

may have too many directories. Always look

for a balance that lets you remember where

files are stored, but still lets you find files

quickly.

Before you start creating directories, do

some planning. Consider the programs you

use and how you use the computer. Pretend

that you are setting up a paper filing system

for the same jobs you'll be doing with the

computer. First, think about how would you

label the drawers on the filing cabinet. Sec

ond, think about the major categories you

would have inside the drawers. Third, sketch

a directory structure that best matches the

work you do. Figure 1 is a good example of

a hand-drawn directory planning sketch.

You'll find that sucli planning is valuable.

Your directory structure will certainly

change as you add new programs or as a

directory gets full. If that happens it's proba

bly time to split it. Within a single device or

partition, you can move files or directories

from one directory to another simply by

renaming them using the AmigaDOS

Rename command. To move a file or direc

tory from one hard drive or partition to

another, however, you'll have to copy it to

the new location, then delete the original file

(or entire directory).

You need only two AmigaDOS com

mands to manage your directory filing sys

tem. They are: MakeDir (Make Directory)

which creates a subdirectory, and Delete,

which deletes a file or director)'. A list of the

most useful AmigaDOS commands that you

should know can be found in Table 2.2.

Examples of how these commands work can

be found in the references listed.

Keeping Track

Once you have created a directory struc

ture, you'll need to be able to move around

omputer
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from directory to directory, doing work

here and there. As files accumulate, so do

directories, and pretty soon you could have

a problem keeping track of where you are

in the directory structure.

AmigaDOS gives you some commands

to make sense of this and simplify your

work. They are Change Directory {CD).

which changes or displays the current

directory. Path, which tells AmigaDOS

where to find program files that are not in

the current directory, and Assign, which

lells AmigaDOS to assign a logical device

name to a file system directory. The last

two commands let you use your programs

and data files no matter where you are in

the directory structure.

The CD command changes or displays

the current directory. This command can he

used by programs or within the AmigaDOS

CL1 or Shell to change from one directory

to another. All file names are relative to the

current directory, so files in the current

directory can he specified by name only,

without giving the entire path.

The Path command tells AmigaDOS

where to search for a program file that isn't

in the current directory. By defining a com

mand path, you can use a program or an

AmigaDOS command no matter what the

current directory is. Because you'll always

want AmigaDOS to know where you have

stored your programs, data, script, and

AmigaDOS command files, you should

include a Path command in your StartUp-

Sequence.

The Assign command assigns an Amiga-

DOS directory a logical device name. It is

most useful as a tool that will allow you to

gain quick access to your files. For exam

ple, instead of typing the following at any

CLI/Shell prompt to load WindPerfect:

DHI :Wordprocessing/WPAVP

I can type this instead:

WP:WP

This is accomplished by assigning WP: to

DHl:Wordprocessing/WP using the Assign

command. If I had added the directory to

my path with the command:

Path DH t:\VordprocessingAVP ADD

I could just give the command "WP\ and

AmigaDOS would search the list of direc

tories in the path, and find the program.

Using both the Path and Assign com

mands can make accessing your files

quicker and caster. It's certainly better than

thumbing through each subdirectory

searching for a file. So using these com

mands in your Startup-Sequence and in

script files will make your life much easier.

Also, you will find thai most commercial

products come with script files that help

you take advantage of the power of Path

and Assign.

AmigaDOS Files

The overwhelming number of files you

can place on a hard disk means that you'll

probably spend much less time swapping

diskettes, but a lot more time searching for

files, deleting files, moving files, copying

files to other disks, and doing disk house

keeping. The following are tips on how you

can manage your files easily.

Naming Files

Consistency in naming your files lets you

manage them more easily. For example, if

you use the extension '.wp' for all your

WordPerfect files (for example. "Letter-

Home.\\p'). you can display the names of

all such files by typing "Dir #?.wp\

Although AmigaDOS does not require

the use of extensions, this can be a handy

feature for making files easier lo track

down. You can use file notes as described

below, but extensions take up less disk

space. Table 2.4 lists some ideas you can

use for file extensions. These are just

Table 2.4

Sample file extensions

you can use.

Extension Meaning

.ASC

.BAK

.BAS

.BAT

.C

.EXE

.PIC

WP

JXT

ASCII text file

backup of another

file

BASIC program file

AmigaDOS Script or

batch file

C program source

file

executable

program file

picture file

WordPerfect text

file

Text file (with line

feeds after every

line)

examples. There arc many more you can

create yourself to make file management

easier.

Handling Files

You can make a file read-only with the

Protect command under AmigaDOS 1.3.

Once you've done this the file can't be

changed or deleted until the read-only

attribute is turned off. One accidental

change or deletion could make you wish

you had protected your files this way. (See

Chris Zamara's article in this issue on Ami

gaDOS Scripts for more info on protection

bits.)

Files can be copied using the AmigaDOS

Copy command. You can use it to copy

tiles between directories or to copy entire

directories. Without special software, these

commands are also the only way to back up

a hard disk since Diskcopy will not work.

If you are moving files to a new direc

tory that does not exist. Copy will create it

automatically (AmigaDOS 1.3 and higher).

This lets you quickly copy files to a new

directory. If you need to delete the files

from their original directory, you must do

so manually or by using some special disk

utility.

You can examine the files or directories

on your disk using the Dir and List com

mands. These are provided so that you can

examine the contents of your diskette.

The Dir command (Directory) lists files

and directories on the disk. It only shows

the file and directory names, though it has

some interesting options. (Check these out

in one of the AmigaDOS books listed.)

The List command gives you the same

information plus a little bit more. It pro

vides information about the file or directo

ries: protection bit settings, filenotes. and

creation dates. It also provides a File's size

in bytes, the total number of files and direc

tories, and the number of disk blocks used

by all the above.

The Filenote command lets you add little

notes to you AmigaDOS files and directo

ries. These notes appear when you use the

List command. They can help you keep

track of what a directory contains or lo

what major application program a support

file belongs to.

Next month we will take a look at how you

can better manage your hard disks data by

backing up your hard disk and maintaining

the files that are on it.
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AMIGADOS SCRIPTS AND ICONX

A Friendly Front-End For Your DOS Scripts

by Chris Zamara

fyou're not ihe lypc 10 grind out a C pro

gram to solve a specific problem, or il'

you just don't feel like compiling, you

can still accomplish some file-oriented

lasks using AmigaDOS scripts. Scripts are

sort of half-way between simple CL1 com

mands and real programs. To make these

pseudo-programs more convenient for others

to use (and to lend them an air of legitimacy

besides), you can hook them up to an icon on

the Workbench, ready to be double-clicked

like any other program.

Some kinds of routine tasks - things that

could be performed by typing a number of

CLI commands - can be automated by creat

ing a script that can be executed whenever

needed. An example of a script is one you

may be familiar with: the "Startup-Sequence"

that geis executed when the system hoots up.

Other scripts that you write can be executed

through the use of the CLI Execute com

mand, or by setting a special "protection" bit

in [he file, and calling ihe script from the

AmigaDOS 1.3 Shell just like a normal com

mand. Some general purpose scripis are pro

vided in the "s" directory on the standard

Workbench 1.3 disk, and are designed to be

used as commands in this way. In this article,

we'll also explain another means of launching

scripis: through an icon, using the IronX

command.

Scripts: Command Performance

A simple DOS script is just an ASCII file

that contains a series of DOS commands. You

can create such a file in a text editor (if you

have absolutely no other choice, use Ed from

your C directory) or wordprocessor that cre

ates ASCII files. When the script is executed

by typing "execute <scriptnanie>\ the com

mands given in the file are performed, one by

one. For example, a script to copy a font

called "Zapot" from the "fonts" directory of a

certain disk (let's call it "Demos") to the stan

dard system font disk might look like this:

Echo "Copying 'Zapot' font"

Copy Demos:torn s/zapot.font fonts:

MakeDir fonts:zapot

Copy Demos:fonls/zapol fonts:/.apol

The Echo command informs the user of the

operation about to be performed, the first

Copy command copies the "zapot.fonl" file,

and Ihe MakeDir and second Copy command

copies the "zapol" font directory and its con

tents.

Making Decisions

Even a simple script like the one above can

save the user the tedium of typing all of the

commands, and such scripis are especially

time saving when they're needed over and

over again. An important difference between
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AmigaDOS

displays an IconX

icon's info.

scripts and a simple scries of commands,

however, is that scripts, like other computer

programs, can perform "conditional branch

ing". A conditional branch is a form of deci

sion-making: a test is performed, and ihe out

come of the lest - which can be either true or

false - determines what happens next. An

example of conditional branching could be

applied to the above font-copying scrip::

there's no need to copy the font if the user

already has ii installed. Let's check for the

existence of the font before doing the copy:

IF NOT EXISTS fonts:zapot.font

Echo "Copying 'Zapot' font"

Copy Demos:fonts/zapot. font fonts:

MakcDir fonts:zapoi

Copy Demos:fonis//apot fonts:zapot

ENDIF

The commands IF and ENDIF arc special

DOS commands that only work when used in

a script. The IF command can perform differ

ent comparisons and checks: when used with

the special EXISTS keyword it checks if the

given file exists or not The "NOT" keyword

reverses the test: the outcome is true if the

given file - the font, in this case - does not

exist. Any commands thai lie between the IF

command and the ENDIF arc executed if the

condition tested in the IF command is true.

Installation procedures such as the font

copying script are good uses of DOS scripts.

Installing a program often involves copying

files, making directories, and displaying

information to the user. These arc all tasks

easily taken on by DOS scripts. We won't go

into each of the DOS commands in this arti

cle: you already have that documentation, and

the commands themselves will help you out if

you type the command followed by a ques

tion mark. We're here to discuss DOS scripts,

and specifically, how to run a script from an

icon; it's time to move on. (If it seems like

we're moving along faster than a 6X030 on

amphetamines, it's only because there's a lot

to cover, and we understand that .info readers

arc pretty fast learners.)

Automatic Script Execution

The Shell in Workbench 1.3 gives you a

convenient way to execute a script file: you

can make it work just like a normal CL1 com

mand. If a script file's "s" protection bit is set,

and the file is in your command path, just

typing its name from the AmigaDOS Shell

(an ordinary CLI won't do) will automatically

execute it. This is especially useful for fre

quently-used scripts, and means that you

don't have to worry whether a given com

mand is implemented as a script or as a real

program. To add the "s" protection bit in a

script file, use the "protect" command like

this:

protect <scriptname> s add

Attaching An Icon

You've written a glorious DOS script that

will set everything up just so; copying files,

performing logical assigns, and finally run

ning your killer demo program. Unfortu

nately, in order to use the script, the user has

to execute it by typing its name from the

CLI... kind of detracts from the glory a little,

doesn't it? On the other hand, a big icon,

smack dab in Ihe middle of the disk's Work

bench window, just begs to be clicked on. Get

the icon to run your script!

To run a script from an icon, you have to

use a project icon that actually runs the pro

gram called IconX. IconX will then execute

the script. In the Workbench 1.3 release,

IconX is provided along with the other com

mands in the C directory on the Workbench

disk. A project icon is usually associated with

(he project produced by a particular applica

tion; a picture created with Detit.xe Paint, for

example, is a project. Double-clicking on the

icon for such a picture will run Deluxe Paint,

then automatically load in the picture itself.

Project icons are supported in this way by

most Amiga programs. The program that gets

run when you double-click a project icon is

called the default tool, and can be set in the

icon with ihe Workbench "Info" facility. The

default tool for your script-running icon will

be "c:IconX".

The simplest way to create a project icon

for a script is to write the script using the

Notepad text editor in the Utilities drawer on

the standard Workbench disk, and save it

using the name of your choice. The resulting

file will use Notepad's standard "document"

icon, which will do nicely for a script file

(artistic revisions can be done using IconEd,

if you wish). As-is, (he project icon will have

Notepad as its default tool - this has to be

changed.

Click on the icon, just once, then select

"Info" from the Workbench's Project menu.

The requester that comes up will show the

default tool as Notepad. Change this to

"c: IconX" by clicking in the string gadget and

editing it. (See the picture of the Info

requester on this page.)

The other change you should make in the

Info requester is in the "tool types". Tool

types are special instructions to the tool thai

will be loading this project. In this case, the

tool types tell Notepad about the size of the

window, the font used. etc. Since the project

isn't being loaded by Notepad any more.

delete all the tool types by clicking on the

DEL gadget until there are none left.

Making 'QUICKNOTEPAD'

Let's try a useful example. Suppose you

are always using Notepad to generate scripts

and other lexl files. Notepad handles all kinds

of fonts, and spends some lime looking for all

available fonts when it first comes up. If

you're always using the default font, there's

no point in waiting for Notepad to go through

the entire fonts directory - a lengthy process -

every time you run it. Let's set up a special

icon that will assign the fonts directory to

RAM: (where there are presumably no fonts),

(hen run Notepad, and then assign fonts back

to the standard system fonts directory after

Notepad has exited. (This will have the side
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effect of making your standard fonts

unavailable while you're using Notepad, but

us long as you close Notepad when you're

finished with it. that shouldn't be too much of

a problem.) The script is this simple:

Echo "Assigning fonts: to ram:..."

Assign fonts: ram:

Echo "Running Notepad..."

sys:uiililies/notepad

Echo "Re-assigning fonts:..."

Assign fonts: sys:fonts"

From Notepad, save the script to a convenient

place using the name "QuickNotePad". From

the Workbench, open ihe disk containing the

icon, click on the icon and select "Info" from

the Workbench Project menu. Edit the default

tool to read "c:IconX", delete all the tool

types, and click SAVE on the requester.

Now lest your icon by double-clicking it. A

window, titled "iconX", opens up and dis

plays the messages in the Echo commands.

Notepad comes up, but doesn't waste any

time looking for fonts! Close Notepad, and

the script continues, reassigning the fonts and

Bnally closing the IconX window. Your new

icon works just like a special program, but

you didn't have to come anywhere near a C

compiler or an assembler.

ICONX Tool Types

Once you've set up an icon-driven script

like this, there are some enhancements you

can make to polish it up a little. The "IconX"

window that opens up would be more useful

if it had a different title, and the window size

and position might not be suitable for a given

script. You can specify the position, size, and

title of the window used by IconX by specify

ing a WINDOW tool type. To add a tool type.

click on the ADD gadget and type into the

string gadget. Here's an example of ;i WIN

DOW specification you could add:

WINDOW=CON:207IO/600/80/Riin

Notepad without looking lor fonts

This tool type specifies a window 20 pixels

from the left edge, 10 pixels from the top. 600

pixels wide and 80 pixels high, with the text

"Run Notepad without looking for fonts" in

the title.

Another IconX tool type that can be useful

is "DELAY". Delay specifies how long the

window should remain open after the script

has completed, allowing the user lo take a

look ai the messages before they disappear.

The delay tool type takes a value that speci

fies the amount of time to delay - every sec

ond adds another 50 to the delay value. For a

five-second delay, you would add the follow

ing tool type: DELAY = 250

More Script Fun

To team more about the kinds of things

you can do with scripts, stay tuned to .info

Technical Support. We haven't yet touched on

some of the more useful capabilities of

scripts, like passing arguments - this will

make a good topic for a future article. In the

meantime, look at some examples of DOS

scripts: study the Startup-Sequence, and see if

Ihe install programs on some of your com

mercial software disks use scripts to do the

job. Not only is script-writing a useful skill,

it's good experience at programming in gen

eral.

INTRODUCING MAVERICK FOR THE AMIGA
Absolutely The HottestAmiga Archival Utility System In The Neighborhood!

Five yens IgO, KJPB began producing a series of parameters thai were simple, effective, ami deadly lo copy

protection schemes. 2 years ago. ihe company introduced Maverick, a compile archival system that

rocked Ihe Commodore world and literally put lesser companies oul of business.
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System Access panel that puis you in complete control of all major Maverick copier
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everyone will lie talking about And that's why Ihis is Ihe system lhal will make every other copy program

you've ever used seem like BcUwaml We have the will and we have the skill iinnake suielliai Maverick will always

be the best urcliivul utility system available for the Anuga. So why wail? Call us today and gel your hands on ihc
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RAD:ICAL IDEAS

by Michal Todorovic

ince the WorkBench 1.3 release,

every Amiga user has access to a

storage device called the RAD:

disk. The RAD: disk is somewhat

similar to the familiar RAM: disk that has

been with us since the Amiga was introduced.

Botti use the Amiga's internal memory to

simulate a storage device, making them the

fastest type of storage devices available for

the Amiga. Both have the same shortcomings:

when the Amiga is turned off, all the data in

both the RAM: and RAD: disks disappear.

The RAD: disk is even somewhat more lim

ited than the RAM: disk. While the RAM:

disk sizes itself dynamically to the amount of

data it contains, the RAD: disk occupies a

pte-set amount of memory. So. what's so spe

cial about the RAD: disk? In a word, it is

recoverable. After a warm reboot (rebooting

without turning off the computer), and even

most crashes, the RAD: disk will survive,

preserving its contents, while the RAM: disk

will lose all of its data.

Who Can Use The RAD: Disk?

Anyone who has WorkBench 1.3 can use

the RAD: disk. However, the usefulness of it

is directly proportional to the amount of

memory you have in your system. Although

you can set up a RAD: disk on a 512K sys

tem, it can only be a small one. and will fur

ther cramp an already limited amount of

resources. Only with a full megabyte of

memory does the RAD: disk become practi

cal. At this level you could use it to store fre

quently accessed data such as the includes

from a compiler, or you could create a small

RAD: disk to boot from (Kickstart version

1.3 lets you do this) if you don't own an auto-

booting hard-drive.

With more than two megabytes of memory.

you can create a RAD: disk that is exactly the

size of a floppy disk: as a result, a disk copy

can he done between a floppy and a RAD:

disk (which is much faster than simply copy

ing all the data file by file). You could keep

the entire WorkBench boot disk in memory,

and boot from it! Although some time would

initially be spent setting everything up, it

would greatly speed up the process of reboot

ing the computer, and make access to every

thing on the RAD: disk virtually instanta

neous.

Oh No! Not The CLI!

Yes, there had to be a catch. In order to use

the RAD: disk, you have to set everything up

from the CLI. You even have to edit the

dreaded mountlist! But not all is lost; the

RAD: disk is actually rather easy to set up

and use - a sample MountList is included in

the devs: director)' of every WorkBench 1.3

disk. All anyone has to do is slightly modify

the RAD: entry to suit their specific needs.

By loading the mountlist into an editor thai

can save ASCII files, you can customize the

RAD: disk to your particular requirements.

Here is what you can expect to see in the

example RAD: disk entry:

RAD: Device = ramdrive.device

Unit =0

Rags = 0

Surfaces = 2

BiocksPerTrack = 11

Reserved = 2

Interleave = 0

LowCyl = 0 ; HighCyl = 21

Buffers = 5

BufMemType = 1

#

In most cases all you would have to do is

change the HighCyl number to something

else; all the other entries in the mountlist can

be considered "magic numbers." Also make

sure that the HighCyl value is an odd value.

After saving the mountlist back to the disk

(remember to only use backups of the Work-

Bench disk; never use the original), open a

shell or a CLI. Type in:

Mount RAD:

This tells the Amiga that you want to use the

RAD: disk. But, just like any other disk drive,

you have to format the RAD: disk before you

can use it. From the CLI you might type:

Format DRIVE RAD: NAME RadDisk

The RAD: disk will formal much quicker

than a floppy disk or a hard-drive. Now you

have access to your RAD: disk! Use it just

like any other drive (it has an icon). If you

rcbool the machine, the RAD: disk should

still Ik there after the reboot without you hav

ing to mount and re-format it.

Radical Start Up Sequences

Now lei's make the RAD: disk a more per

manent part of an Amiga environment. Let's

edit a startup-sequence to automatically

mount the RAD: disk only if it is not already

there. Here's an example of how to copy the

entire Workbench disk to RAD:, and then

assign all the system directories to it.

C:SetPatch >NlL: r ; Patch the system.

; NOTE: only use the r option

; if you have the 1 meg Agnus.

; Make sure to use a smali r

SYS:System/FastMemFirst

C:Failat30

assign >NIL: RAD: exists; Is RAD: present?

if warn

echo "Mounting the RAD: Disk."

mount RAD:

if not exists RAD:c

; for RAD:c that is in the RAD: disk.

/diskcopy DFO: to RAD: name "RadBencii"

endif

endif

RAD:c/Failat 10

RAD:c/echo "Transferring control to RAD:"

RAD:c/assignc:RAD:C

C:assign Devs: RAD:Devs

C:assign L: RAD:L

C:assign Libs: RAD:Libs

C:assign System RAD:System

C:assign S: RAD:S

C:assign Fonts: RAD:Fonts

C:assign Sys: RAD:

C:Echo "Done!"

To boot from the RAD: disk, you would

remove the disk from dfO: (or place a non-

booting disk in the drive so it won't click!)

and reboot the machine. (This will only work

with KickSlart version 1.3 and up - older

revisions boot from floppy only.)

Customizing The Mountlist

There arc several options you can add to

the mounilisi in order to customize the RAD:

disk. For instance, if you wanted the com

puter to boot from RAD: regardless of

whether there is a floppy disk in DFO:, then

you should add this line somewhere in the

MountList: BootPri = 128

This forces the Amiga to boot from the RAD:
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disk regardless of what other devices may be

attached to the Amiga at that time.

The following three lines need lo be added

if you wisli RAD: to work under the Fast File

System. However, be advised you can't boot

from a RAD: disk formatted under ihe Fast

File System.

FiieSystem = LFastFileSystem

GfobVec = -1

BootPri = -129

DosType = 0x444F5301

To make the RAD: disk exactly the same size

of a floppy disk so a disk copy can be done

between them, set the HighCyl value to 79

(the LowCyl value should always be 0).

Nuking The RAD: Disk

There are two ways lo gel rid of the RAD:

disk: turn off the machine (for at least a few

seconds), or at the CLI prompt, type: RemRad

Which frees most of the memory associated

with the RAD: Disk. The rest of the memory

is freed after a warm reboot.

PROGRAMMING FUNDAMENTALS

Part 2 - Expressions, Functions, and Operators

by Nick Sullivan

ast month we looked at some of the

most fundamental concepts used in

programming. We saw that programs

i consist largely of statements, each

consisting of a command - which is like the

verb in an English sentence - and an optional

"phrase" part containing Ihe data the com

mand requires. We briefly examined the very

important kind of statement called an assign

ment statement, in which a special symbol

(usually either "=" or ":=") takes the place of

a command keyword; we saw thai the effect

of an assignment statement is to associate a

name (such as "A") with a value (such as

"5"). and that using the name (a variable)

instead of the value (a literal) gives us the

power of generality. Finally, we noted the

existence of two elementary data types:

numeric and string.

In (his article we will look at some of the

ways in which values of both types can be

manipulated in expressions, and we'll intro

duce an easy way for you to explore expres

sions on your own.

Expressions

In programming, as in mathematics, an

expression is a combination of symbols from

which a value can be derived. For instance.

"2" is an expression: we can determine with

out much effort that iis value is two. Other

expressions include:

FLOPPY DRIVES

Amax II 1150

Applied Engineering

AE 3.5 880k 109

AE 3.5 HD Drive 199

California Access 109

Supra 3.5 External 109

MEMORY EXPANSION

Baseboard 0k $119

ICD AdRam 540 119

Ram Works 2000 0k 109

Ram Works 2000 2mg 239

Supra 8mb board w/2mb ... 259

Microbotics 8-up 0k 139

Supra 512k for A500 69

256K x 4 80 Dip CALL

Img x 1 80 Dip CALL

3000 memory upgrade ... .CALL

Citizen Printers

GSX140, 24 pin... $299

CSX200, 9 pin 189
Color Option Available

AMas 129

Audio Master 3 CALL

Bars & Pipes 189

Tiger Cub 65

FCE Mid 500/2000 49

Music X 99

Perfect Sound 69

Sonix 52

Synthia II 74

- MANTA-
AUTHORIZED AMIGA SALES & SERVICE CENTER

GRAPHICS AND VIDEO

Animagic $ 88

Art Department 55

Broadcast Titler II 225

Color Splitter 99

Disney Animator 99

Deluxe Paint 3 99

Deluxe Print 2 59

Director 2.0 79

Digimate 3 27

Digipaint 3 62

Awesome $37

Cadaver 35

Corporation 35

Dragon's Lair 2 43

Drakkhen 38

Dungeon Master 27
Falcon 32

Finest Hour 39

F-19 Stealth 38

F-29 Retaliator 39

Fighter Bomber Mission ... 23

Amigavision

S5995 ffifc
'89» ■ l25 Mail-in Rebate

Digiview Gold 4.0 $134
Elan Performer 39

Imagine 199

Invision Plus 175

MI Graph Handscanner... 339

ENTERTAINMENT

Fool's Errand $32

Genghis Khan 38

Many More Titles in Stock.

New Arrivals Daily!

Killing Game Show 33

Imperium 32
Loom 37

Leisure Larry 3 37

Midnight Resistance 35

Photon Paint $59

Pro-Video Post 195

Pro-Video Gold 175
Pro Draw 2.0 129

Sculpt-Animate 4djr 105

Sharp JX-100 Scanner.... 785

3-D Professional 299

Turbo Silver 89

TV. Text Pro 105

TV. Show 2.0 60

Midwinter 28

Pirates 29
Red Storm Rising 35

Shadow Warrior 36

Shadow of Beast 2 37

Test Drive III 38

Thimderstrike 36

TV. Sports Baseball 33

TV. Sports Football 33
Unreal 30

Wings 34

FAX:

(201) 542-3654

IN NJ. Call:

(201) 542-4608

ORDER TOLL-FREE

1-800-477-7706
Walk-in Traffic Welcome!

115 Route 35

Eatontown, NJ 07724

OPEN 7 DAYS
Tfcnns: VISAIMC. Discover, certified checks and money orders welcome. School & Corporate Purchase accepted upon ap
proval. Call for details. Most items shipped 1-2 business days. Returns — all ilems returned must have RMA ¥ before return

ing. Defective products exchanged for same item on!y. Hardware items will be replaced or repaired. All returned items sub

ject lo restocking fee. Shipping non-refundable Call for complete details.

HARD DRIVES

GVP

A500 HD 40 mg CALL

A500 HD 100 mg CALL

A2000 Series fl Contrl. ..$225

CVP Accelerators ..CALL

Nexus Controller 219

Supra

20mb 500XP w/512k .... 539

40mb 500XP wf512k .... 639

SYQUEST
44 mg • Removable Drive

'449

Wordsync Interface 119

Quantum 40Q 385

Quantum 105Q 629

Other Drive Packages available.

Call for best pricing.

DESKTOP/WORD PROC.

Pagestream 2.0 $169

Pen Pal 95

Professional Page 179

Pro Write 3.0 109

WordPerfect 149

AmiGen 99

SuperCen 669

SuperCen 2000s 1495

MagniGen CALL

MiniGen 205

Vidtech Scanlock 779

Circle it 125 on the Render Service Gird.
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2 + 3

1.62* Miles

(F-32)*5/9

These are all simple numeric expressions.

They are made up of literal values like "2"

and "1.62", variables like "Miles" and "F",

and operators such as the plus sign for addi

tion, the asterisk for multiplication, the slash

for division, and the parentheses for group

ing. Most operators are binary, which means

that they work on two values, as the "*" in the

second example works on both "1.62" and

"Miles". The values governed by a given

operator are called its operands.

Many computer languages would accept

the expressions above exactly as they are

written, but some have different require

ments. Some languages might not allow

upper case letters in variable names: others

might allow only upper case letters. Some

languages use operator keywords, like ADD.

SUB. MUL and DIV. instead of the symbols

used in the examples. A few languages, like

Forth and PostScript, require that expressions

be given in the less familiar form known as

postfix or reverse Polish notation, in which

each operator comes after, rather than

between, its operands, (Hewlett-Packard cal

culators have historically used reverse Polish

notation.)

More significant than these superficial dif

ferences are the capabilities offered by vari

ous languages for creating expressions that go

beyond basic arithmetic. Many, though far

from all. languages offer exponentiation and

the calculation of the remainder after division

as elementary operations. Many languages

offer special operators for string values. In

ARexx, for example, the expression:

"horse" II "feathers"

uses "II", the ARexx concatenation operator.

lo combine two operands into the single

string "horsefeathers".

There are a couple of advantages to using

special symbols, like "II" and the rest, for

operators. They arc concise, which helps keep

complex expressions down lo a manageable

size; and they are visually quite distinct from

their operands, which makes the expressions

more readable. Both the eye and the memory

can overdose on squiggles. though, however

meaningful they may be individually. (For a

real challenge in reading programming hiero

glyphics, just try to interpret an APL listing -

almost every operator requires a special cryp

tic symbol!) Most language designers have

therefore tried lo keep the repertoire of sym

bolic operators rather small, preferring

instead to expand the capabilities of expres

sions by means offunctions.

For instance, suppose we want to imple

ment an operation that accepts two numeric

operands, and gives back the larger of the

two. We might choose lo create an operator

using some arbitrary combination of symbols,

say "S@". Thus the expression "3 $@ 5"

would have the value five. Alternatively, we

might decide that clarity would best be served

by creating a built-in function, with notation

like this: MAX(3,5) For the designer of a pro

gramming language, the difference between

these two ways of expressing a maximum-

value operation may be profound, but in cod

ing an expression there may not be a great

deal lo choose between, say:

A = (Profits S@ Losses) / 12

and:

A=MAX(Profits.Losses)/ 12

In most languages, this particular operation,

along with many others for which no conven

tional operator symbol exists, would be given

as a function, generally with exactly the syn

tax used above. The syntax consists of an

identifier (here "MAX"), just like the identi

fiers used as variable names, followed by a

number of comma-separated function argu

ments in parentheses. Different functions

expect a different number of arguments: some

take no arguments at all (though in most lan

guages the parentheses are still required).

Some languages allow functions with a

variable number of arguments, the automatic

substitution of default values for missing

arguments, and other variations.

The distinction between a function like

MAX(| and an operator like "S@" can be

important: lor example, operators are usually

more efficient, and functions are more flexi

ble. Most languages allow the programmer to

create new functions for new purposes; few

languages allow the creation of new opera

tors. For now. though, just note this funda

mental similarity: both functions and opera

tors provide a mechanism for transforming a

number of inputs into a single output value.

Thus a function call, or a subexpression com

prising an operator and its operands, can be

subsliuiled into an expression in the place of

a simple value; what is more, such substitu

tions can be carried on repeatedly withoul

theoretical limit to yield expressions of ever-

increasing complexity.

For instance, the assignment statement

below could be part of a routine to center a

piece of text on a display. The programmer

knows lluil the display is 300 pixels wide and

thai the string is 180 pixels wide (it consists

of 18 characters in a fixed-width font with 10

pixels per character). That leaves 120 pixels

unused for margins, half on each side. A left

margin variable could thus be set up (in many

languages) with:

(margin = 60

Nothing could he more concise ami efficient,

Hut having got this far. the programmer may

want to go a little further still, and try for gen

erality. Perhaps the routine containing this

line can be made to center any text on any

display. As a start, let's replace the simple

value 60 with a more complex expression that

reflects the reasoning in the paragraph above:

lmargin = (300 - 18* 10)/ 2

Finally, suppose we have variables for the

text, the display width, and the current font.

and thai there are functions available to find

the length of a string in characters, and the

width of a font character in pixels. We can

now transform the above into an equivalent.

but much more general expression, like:

lmargin - (disp_width - lcngth(message) *

charwidth(fonl))/2

A Laboratory For Expressions

Expressions, operators, function calls,

variables and assignment statements comprise

most of the basic equipment you need to for

mulate ideas in programming languages. If

you have installed the ARexx language on

your Amiga (if you haven't, here's yel

another reason for doing so - see your

dealer!), you have a ready-lo-hand laboratory

for experimenting with the concepts I've dis

cussed in this article. Try typing these lines

into a CLI window, and see what happens:

rx "say 12 + 3"

rx "say (300 - lengthf 'Greetings Earth

man')*10>/2"

rx "say max(14,length(Tiftcen letters'))"

rx "say random( 1.100)"

rx "say left("hexadecimar.3)"

Those arc just to get you started. Browse

through the function descriptions in Chapter 6

of the ARexx manual, skipping anything that

seems too weird or obscure, and experiment

on your own.

In the next issue, we'll look ai another funda

mental programming concept - control state

ments - and we'll finally get down to some

serious business with a real, albeit short.

ARexx program.
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with Just One Champion
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DATA ACQUISITION for all

Amigas. Affordable. Ex

pandable. Multitasking. Mea

sure TEMPERATURE.

LIGHT, etc. Brochure

available. Boone Technolo

gies, P.O. Box 15052, Rich

mond, VA 23227.

BIG, BAD, BEAUTIFUL Ami-

gademo Tape! 2-hr. VHS fea

tures hundreds of Amiga ani

mations, music videos, eye-

poppers. Many rare, original.

Great for dealers. $19.95.

C/O KEVIN, Horan's Com-

puterlab, Middletown, KY

40243.

EDUCATIONAL SOFT

WARE: "Back to Basics" set

of Long Multiplication, Tables

Tester, Long Division, Long

Addition/Subtraction, Say N1

Spell. All for $45.36. Ideal

Ages 7-14. "The Con

noisseur" Fine Art Disk Multi

media Collection of 200+ dig

itized paintings, Music, View

er, Teacher's Notes on disk,

$196. From Lascelles Pro

ductions, PO Box 959, Hast

ings, New Zealand. FAX

(INT) 06-876-8888.

FREE STAR TREK TRIVIA

GAME! Digitized themes

from TV show, high scores,

cheat mode, full color graph

ics, bootable disk, no gim

micks. Send $2forS/Hto :

Micro F/X Software, P.O. Box

475896, Garland, TX 75047-

5896

AMIGA/COMMODORE/IBM

IMPORTANT CATALOG AN

NOUNCEMENT: Call for

your new 27 page catalog of

specialty items for Amiga,

Commodore, and IBM. This

free catalog contains: low

cost replacement chips, up

grades, 34 diagnostic prod

ucts, tutorial VHS tapes, in

terfaces, heavy duty power

supplies, etc. NEW - Mega-

chip 2000 ■ Now utilize 2MB

Agnus capability for running

additional chip RAM in your

Amiga 2000. Call for informa

tion on this exciting new

product. (MC/VISA).THE

GRAPEVINE GROUP. Inc.,

3 Chestnut St., Sutfern, NY

10901. (914) 357-2424 or

{800)292-7445. FAX (914)

357-6243.

REVISED ULTIMATE HINT

KITH. Newwalk-thrus,

Drakkhen, Might Magic II,

Pool Radiance, Champion

Krynn. New Maps Might

Magic II, Pool Radiance, In

festation, Xenomorph. New

character editors. Might Mag

ic II, Drakkhen, Champion

Krynn. New game patches,

Teenage Turtles, Persian

Gulf, Bad Dudes, Infestation.

This hint kit is packed!

$26.95 plus $2.00 shipping.

Elkon Enterprises, P.O. Box

4164 Wichita Falls, TX

76310.

AMIGA VIDEO and GAMES

FREE information packet.

Reviews of 40 best free pro

grams. LANHAMATION 1-

904-272-1182. 369 Blanding

Blvd. M-9, Orange Park, FL

32073.
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wmm
$5.95 ea
1-9 Disks

$4.95* ea
10-24 Disks

$3.95* ea
25+ Disks

* Anti-Virus Free on all orders

with 15 or more disks!

Public Domain Library
The Antic Amiga Plus Public Domain Library presents DevDisks by DevWare. DevDisks are the
public domain library of choice for the serious Amigaphile. Each Disk is chalked full of nothing but the

best programs. The first two letters on each disk indicate the orientation of the disk; DD# intermediate to
advanced - often contains source, WBS general interest - most programs can be run from the workbench,
and FD# games and entertainment- Order our disk based catalog and receive a coupon for a FREE

volume on your next purchase. We always only use SONY disks!

WB53:Graphlc9- The disk contains C-liQhi - The
easiest to use rayiracing we have seen ;o date. This

one start our life as a tuft featured commercial product
similar to Scu!pt3d. Now i; has been released to Ihe
PO, our gain! Raytractng programs can generate
Stunning nlghly reflective surfaces of realist objects.
Also. sMovie ■ a fuB featured video text BHer similar to
ProVideo, Broadcast Tttier. Great video scrolling,
wipes, special effects, and more...

New Disks

FD36:Games - Including Euchre- a wonderful card game.

HeadGame - a sort of headless (ha) sfioolem up, Simpson - a

shootem up loosely based on itie tv show. Si reels 8 Alleys - a good

solitary card game. lairnan - an math educational game.

FD37a & b:Tactical Games Empire (2 Zw) This game comes

highly recommend Now with a full featured graphic front and

Empire is a ricT simulation of international politics, economics and
war. which is played over a period ol a few of months by 2 or

more people Players can run their countries Irom the no'mal

Amiga keyboard, or via a modem a! 300 to 2400 baud Counts as

two disks

FD38:Game* ■ Includes TmyBall ■ This tiny baseball game is very
big in play action. CribbageM aster - a ncredble cnDDage program,

Spades-awei done card came. ChireseChecke-s A computer

version ol this classic. Puzz - a slice piece pjzzie game and

construction set.

FD39a & b:Toblas Star Trek - This is a new cnmplelely different

version of Star Trek than thai found on FD12. This one was
crealed by Ihe german author Tobias. The gams is in english, ihe

instruction are currently in german (looking for a Iranslation).

EncallBnt'" Counts as two disks Requires 512k memory a 500.
2000 or Pal Amiga.
FD4D:ArcDde - MidoloEast ■ a hmely arcade game ol dealh an
destruction set in Iraq, BackToTheFutjrell - a very playable cemo

version of this soon to be released commercial game, City - a
missile command clone

WB43:Business - This disk contains AnalyliCalc - probably Ihe

most powerful spreadsheet program on the Amiga.
WB46:Cllp Ad - HighReS clip art with the following motifs -
embellishments Iborders. dotfads . I, people, and transportation.

WB50: Animation - Seven of the best european style animations

or "Demos', including - scientific 4SI. subway la U S entrant, also

our favorite). SunriOe. thrstdemo, ln.gtil waves, and woow.

WB54:Priming - This disk contains several routines to help with the

chore of criming. Including Gothic ■ Finally a Banner printer,

PnntStudio -a well implemented all purpose pnnier-ulility with a very
comfortable graphic mter+ace and many advanced features. Lila ■
wrlh ease, print ASCII liles to a PostScript printer, and many more.

WB55:Application - XCopylll - a lull leatured disk copier, make
backups of write protected disk with Irvs one RoadRoute - find the

Quickest route trcm one city Io anolrisr. highway description

included. Dairy - a diary program like 'Dougy Howard W D". Cal - a
calendar program, Magman - a database lailared to maintain

records on articles and publications, ard more
WB56:General Utilities - This disk contains FultView, a great

graphic display, lent viewer, and printer (seu Amiga World, Oct 90.

pg. 116), plus nany more.

WB57:Animation This disk has several "Demo" slyle ammalions,

Including, Blrtler. Lolly, Sun5, vertigo, vortex, and xenmorph.

□D69:Advanced Utilities ■ SerNet and ParNei - Connect two

Amiga's and share resources. MemMomlor ■ Similar to WFrag but

greatly improved. Selector - put menus on your workbench screen

DD7fJ:Game construction/parser tool - ADL (which stands far

"Adventure Definition Language") is a programming language

and run-tima environment designed for the convenient

implementation of Adventure-like taut games

Other Great Disks
FD5: Tactical Games - SullRun ■ a Civil war battle game, Metro -

you play the rWe of a oty planner Build wisely and your system will

be a success, but poor planning will lead Io disaster and financial

rum. Very very ha&t forming

FD6: GAMES! ■ This disk is chocked lull ol games including;

Checkers. Clue. Gold - A new slide the pieces puzzle. Jeopard - An
enhanced version of Risk, RushHour ■ Surprisingly addicting, and

SpaceWar Best described as a cross between Combat-Tanks and

asteroids
FD7: PACMAN ■ This disk contains several pacman type games

including, PacMan87, MaiMan and Zonn
FD9: Moris ■ This has greal graphic controls, multiple spells.

similar to Lam and Hack Play time several weeks!
FOiO: HackLHe - A dungeon adventure game. Considered a must

Have classic. This is the second ralease ol Ihis game on the Amiga.

Great Amiga graphic interface Play time several weeks'
FD12A,FD12B: Star Trek, The Game This is by tar trie best Star
Trek game ever wntten for any compuier. It leatures mouse control,

good graphics digitized sound effects and great gameplay. Counts

as 2 disVs. flea. 1Mb and two drives (or hd)
FD13: Board Games - contains mult player Monopoly. Dominoes.

Paranoids, and others
F014: Dungeon Master Hints and Arcade Games DM maps.

spells, ilemlocalion. and hints and more, also on this disk. Hball -

an artmoid break out type game, Tni -a Or type clone

FO16: Strategy Games Includes Diplomacy and Empros. both
greal conquer and rule multiplayer games similar in concept to

Smcrtyand Populas Atso includes oiackOoi. hearts, and others

FD17: Educational Games ■ This disk includes several games for

the younger memebers including geography, math, science, and

word games, also includes Wheel of Fortune

WB27: Nsgel - 26 Patrick Nagel piclures Ol beautiful women.
WB29; Graphics and Sound - This disk has several different

Mande Orol typo programs for generating stunning graphics. Includes,

MandeMouniams - a realistic terrain generator, Fra;gen - generated
recursive IractelS from user irput, Mandelbro! and Tmandel - two last

mande brot generators, also Moslra - the best IFF display program to
dale, will display ALL IFF's incUding Dynamt HAM, ana Sound - a greal

IFF sOLnd player, will play anything Try this disk, you! love ill

WB33:Clrcull Board Design - several terrific routines lor the electronic

enthus ast. Including PCBtool - a circuit board design looi. LogicLab -

circuit logic tester, and Mead (1.36) a well dnne new release ol this PD
cad program, now comes with predrawn common circut components for

insertion m!D schematics

WB36: Graphics On this disk are several programs Io create stunning

S'aphical images including. MPalh - creates swirling galaxy images.

oses produce an unlimited number ol variations o* images Ihat a
symmetrically similar to a rose, SimGen . display hose spectacular

images as part ol your workbench screen, and RayShade a very good
raylrac ng program, create your own beautiful 3d graphics.

WB38: Plotting and Graphics - Plotiy is the mosl powerful lull leatured
plotting package. Used by many colleges and universities A welcome

addition to our library1 Highly recommended. Plans - a incredibly well

done Compuier Aided Drailinc program, very lull leatured Tesseiator -
a program Ihat helps generales fantastic looking, recursive M.C Ecsher

type pictures.

WB39: Music Intuitracker is an german offer of an exquisitely well

done program that allows you to play Amiga music as if from a CD like
controls Lets you strip out music Irom your favorite games or others

and include them in your music library.

WB40; Muilc ■ XD on a disk', 90 minutes ol modern music on this well

Sesented collection

B41: Music ■ MED an incredibly well done, full feamred music edilor
Create your own stunning music directly on your the Amiga. Similar to

SoundTracker Out better. Very powerful easy to use program.
D047: Pascal - This disk contains everyihing needed Io program in

pascal Includes. A68k(1 2] 68000 assembler. Blink Inking software and

PCQ (\0) a modest Pascal sub-set compiler

DDJ9: C Compiler ■ contains zc(I 01] fully K&R. zcc(I.O) front end,
A66k[1 2) assembler, Bl-nk linker

0051: Circuit Analysis - Aip=p (2 3) A full featured program for electric

circuit analysis

0052: Scientific ■ This disk contains several grea: programs and C

source routines lor ihe scientist and science student Includes Elements

- an incredibly well done periodic table program with source. Scientific

Sotting - over 600k of Lattice C source FFT - fft C sou-ce.
054: Compression - This disk is loaded with ALL of the best file

compression programs and aids lor the Amiga Mary of the programs
can be used by the new user Includes Arc{2.3), Lharcfi .0),
Lhwarpll 03), Pkax[10l. PawerPacker(2.3a) a must have by all.

Zip(l.O), Warp(2.04). and Zoo(2 0). Also IFFcrunch an e»celent

compression lor IFF files.

DDS5; ARP ■ On this disk you will find Ihe complete ArpRel3 0 release

including the full user docs, the lull Developers guide, and Conman (I A)

ARP is Ihe official AmigaDOS Resouice Project (ARP} release 1 3. ARP

makes many improvements to AmigaDOS and makes your syslem

easier to use Irom the CLI

DD57: Advanced Utilities - Msh ■ like Cross-dos. copies files Io and

from MS-DOS. Pal-NTSC ■ convert any pal program to NTSC and visa

versa. IconJ ■ a new improvec IconX clone. KillAgnus - disables 512k nl
chip ram. Also several utilities that improve your startup-sequence, plus

25 more programs

DD62: Basic and Xscheme Cursor - a lull featured Amiga Basic

compiler, sbasic and ttexl - several wonderful routines Io help in basic

programers, and Xscheme ■ an interpreted object oriented programing

language

DD65 C Tutorials Several well done tutorials on how ID program the
Amiga Includes tutorials and working examples on Device drivers, IFF

reads and writes .Sound implementation. Arcade game design and

implementation. Double Buffenng, and others. A must have for Amiga

Programers.

FD20: Tactical Games ■ MechFo-ce(3.72). A game that simulates

combal belween two or more giant, robot-like machines. Simple

words Can! begin to oive you trie feel ol piloting a 30 - 40 foot tall,
fire breathing, earth shaking colossus that obeys your every whim

FD24:Strategy Games and Others Includes Dicey, a vathzee

type clone, MM a master mind type clone. Fhpper an othello type
clone. China an great implementation of Shangi. CircutWars a

challenging game based on electronics, and Elrain a compuier

based morjel tram sel construction set for the enthusiast.

FD26:Arcade Games ■ Marble slide, truly this is a commercial

quality game. Similar to a Lucas game named PipeDreams.
excellent playablitly and entertainment. Mutants , a small version of

the arcade game ol the same name, also Super Breakout a

pong/arknoids type game

FD29: Shoot'em up's - WWII ■ your the pilot of a world war II plane

flying Ihrough enemy territory, you've |USt been spoiled, good luck

on you mission. SpKiller ■ try and ponetrale enemy lines wilh this

game, and Retaliator - another great game.

FO31: Games' Air Traffic Control ■ a good ATC simulation game,

Black Jack Lab - a full featured sel of card games, ChessTel - play
chess with your friend in distant and remote places with this gama

and a modem, labyrnlh - a well done text adventure game (like an

infocom game), and MouseTrap ■ a 3d maze game.

FD32: Game Chests and Flight Simulator - Includes an
instrument flight simulator for a DC 10. Also Cheats and Hells for the
following games. Earl Weaver, Falcon. It c.l.t.d.. SimCily,

SpaceAce, Space Quest. Test Drive hd install, and Eitract a
program that gets all ol Ihe left 'mm wrtnm a game (or other) which

helps cheating easier Also several football leams (.learn fifes)

FD33: Arcade Gsmes Flroddy a mano brolhers lype ol game.

GerOils a target practice game. Pipeline a germany interpretation
of Pipe Dreams, iron a light cycles version, and watroids a

wonderful version ol asteroids with a hilarious twist

FD35 Omega (v I 3] - A new dungeon and outdoors adventure

game m a similar vain as hack, rouge, and mona. This version is

considerably faster and better lhal all previous versions. Play time
several weeks or months
WB4:TelecommunlcBtlon This disk contains several excellent pd

communication programs designed In gel you on line quickly and

easily, Access (I 43) - A very nice ANSI term program based on

Comm vl 34, bul with the addilion ol transfer protocols. Cnmm

(1,34) ■ Lasl version of one of the best public domain

communications programs ever made on Ihe Amiga, Handshake

(2.12a) Handshake is a Full featured VT52/100.'102/220 terminal

emulator.

WB6: Fonts #2 ■ ShowFnnt^ 0| This program allows yau to view

fonts. Over 30 large AmigaOos tents (some up to 56plS)

WB10;Virus Killers - The latest and best V.rusX(4.0). Kv(2.1). and

2eroVirus;i .3).
WB11: Business - Clark|4.0). finally a full featured business

accounting PD program for the snail to medium company. Includes

receivables, payables. end of month and much much more.
WB12: Disk Ulllliles ■ This greal disk is loaded with wonderful

utilities for everything including making disk labels, disk cataloging.
disk optimizing, disk and lite recovery archive and organizing, and

all sons of tile mimpuialion A real must have1
WB13: Printer Drivers and Generator - over 70 different drivers,

and it these don't do it, with PrtDrvGen you can make your own.

WB15: Business - Tms disk contaira a spreadsheet, a database, a

proiecttime management program and financial analysis (slocks).

WB16: Business - This disk contains an inventory manager, a loan
analysis program, a great calendar/schedular. a rolidex program,

and pennywise a good "Cash Book" accounting for home or office

',)!! ■;. Word'Teit Processors This disk contains the best editors

Includes.TeitPlus (2.2)a full featured word processor Ome(vl 35) a

groat programers editor with slrong macro lealures.Te«E0[v2 8| an

enhanced Emacs type editor, anoa spell checker.

WB23: Graphics and Plotting ■ Plol [20b) a three dimensional
mathematical function plotter. Can plot any user defined function.

BezSurt2 produces awesome pictures of objects one could turn on

a lathe. Can also map iff image files onto any surface that it can

draw. Now compatible with mosl 3D packages and VScrsen makes

a virtual screen anywhere, great for DTP .
WB25:Educatlona1 - On this disk are two programs that can

generate maps of differing types. World Data Base uses the CIA's
data base to generate delailed maps of any enter user global
coordinate Also Paradox a greal demonstration of Albert Einstein

General Theory ol Relalivity

WB26- Disk Utilities #2 ■ MrBackup. KwickBackup - two we-l done

utilities to help with harddisk backups, FileMast - a binary fiie
editor. LaWeprinter ■ Disk label printer with very powerti.1 features

~ Please senefme thelollowing:
Enter disk id (Ex. DD17, FD5, WB3

[ ] Payment Enclosed

H Please charge my

Visa

[ ] Master charge

Account #

Signature .

Name

Address _

City ST.

SONY Blank Disks:

10 for $11.90 (MScentsea)

25 for $23,25 (.93 cents ea)

50 for $41.50 (.83 cents ea)

100 for $77.00 (.77 cents ea)

No shipping charge lor on USA blank disks orders,

Canada and Mexico add $.05 each. Sorry no foreign.

Anti-Virus

Now Only $19.95
&&## , INFO Sep89

•••• , Amiga Resource Oct89
Anti-Viruslc) is no! Public Domain

:- -.<

lundt i

-- ^

w P,

.at

>' '" PPi"S '"
No sniDD'ng

1 US* r i- id i

,k lor aft irn
iym*nl in US

mum ol tM DO

Total disks x $_ each $

Disked based catalog (add $2.50) $_

Anti-Virus {add $19.95)$

CA residents add 7-25% sales lax $

Sony Blank Disks#

Zip.

Foreign Shipping $

Total Due $

DevWare,11835 Carmel Mtn Rd., #1304-IN4 San Diego, CA 92128

Orders Only! 800 879-0759 Support & Questions 619 673-0759

Circle rt 126 mi iIil- Reader Service Card



AMIGA

JS/ON

$25 Rebate

Please print:

Name

Address

State Zip

Phone

To introduce you to our powerful new-

multimedia authoring system, Am

Commodore Business Machines, Inc. is

offering a S25.00 rebate. This applies to all

purchases of AmigaYision made between

October 15, 1990 and January 31, 1991. To

get your rebate, simply complete this card

and mail along with your AmigaVision

Warranty card and a dated sales receipt to:

Commodore Business Machines, Inc.

AmigaVision Rebate Offer

440 Pennington Avenue

Trenton, NJ 08650

Allow 4-6 weeks for receipt o! your rebate check. AmtnaVlslon that has

been bundled with the purcbaK ofI CPU is noi eligible (or rebate.

Only AmlgiiVlston that ha* beer purchased separately i* eligible. Limit

one 11) coupon per customer purchase. So photocopies of ihls coupon

will be accepted. \bid where prohibited.

Must be redeemed by February 28, 1991.

^X Commodore"

CI WO Commodore Bu.inew Machine*. Inc. Qcmmeicrt and iht Commodort lojo lit rtgiHtrtd indonarks ol Commodore BedfOOta Lid. AmijjVuton is i trademirk olCommoJoit Electronic) Ltd



FREE Product Info From a

To receive free information from participating advertisers in this issue:

Circle the reader service numbers on the card below assigned to advertisers which interest you.

Fill in your name and address where indicated and mail. Please attach the proper postage to the card.

Fill out this card carefully. You may check more than one answer

to the questions at right. PLEASE PRINT.

Mr. Ms.

Name

Company

Title

Address

City/State/Zip

Phone

101 106 111 116 121

102 107 112 117 122

103 108 113 118 123

104 109 114 119 124

105 110 115 120 125

126 131 136 141 146

127 132 137 142 147

128 133 136 143 148

129 134 139 144 149

130 135 140 145 150

(_

Fax

151 156 161 166 171

152 157 162 1G7 172

153 158 163 168 173

154 159 164 169 174

155 160 165 170 175

176 181 186 191 196

177 182 187 192 197

178 183 188 193 198

179 184 189 194 199

180 185 190 195 200

201 206 211 216 221

202 207 212 217 222

203 208 213 218 223

204 209 214 219 224

205 210 215 220 225

226 231 236 241 246

227 232 237 242 247

228 233 238 243 248

229 234 239 244 249

230 235 240 245 250

A. Which type of Amiga do you own?

1 3 Amiga 500 4 3 Amiga 2500

2 □ Amiga 1000 5 "1 Amiga 3000

3 3 Amiga 2000 6 3 None

B. Which of the following software

products are you likely to purchase

within the next year'

7 Q Desktop Publishing

8 3 Wordprocessing

9 O Video

10 3 Graphics/Animation

11 ~l Sound/Music

12 □ Productivity

13 n UNIX

14 el Entertainment

15 O Educational

C. Which of the following hardware products are

you likely to purchase within the next year?

16 3 Mass Storage 19 *1 Video Hardware

17 3 Accelerators 20 71 Monitors

18 n Printers 21 ~l Other

D. Whai applications are your

primary interests?

22 "1 Desktop Publishing

23 ~1 Wordprocessing

2* 0 Video

25 H Graphics/Animation

26 3 Sound/Music

27 D Productivity

28 0 On-line Services

29 3 UNIX

30 3 Entertainment

31 H Educational

E. How did you receive this

copy of .info?

32 D Subscription

33 3 Newsstand

34 1 Borrowed

35 ~\ Library, etc.

251 256 261 266 271

252 257 262 267 272

253 258 263 268 273

254 259 264 269 274

255 260 265 270 275

276 281 2B6 291 296

277 282 287 292 297

278 283 288 293 298

279 284 289 294 299

280 285 290 295 3D0

301 306 311 316 321

302 307 312 317 322

303 308 313 318 323

304 309 314 319 324

305 310 315 320 325

32S 331 336 341 346

327 332 337 342 347

328 333 338 343 348

329 334 339 344 349

330 335 340 345 350

351 356 361 366 371

352 357 362 367 372

353 358 363 368 373

354 359 364 369 374

355 360 365 370 375

376 381 386 391 396

377 382 387 392 397

378 383 38S 393 398

379 384 389 394 399

380 385 390 395 400

December #35 card remains valid until February 28th, 1991.
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Canada'Mexico; add S8.00 per year

Foreign: add S24.00 per year
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BACK ISSUES
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Hey Dudes! Don't miss out on

even one super-keen issue of .info!

U.S. funds only! Credit card, check, or money order only. Make payable to: .info
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Q NEW [-] RENEWAL (Attach your .into mailing lube!)

VISA Mastercard expiration date

ORDER NOW BY
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WHEN YOU WANTMORE
THAN EMPTY

"I consider Project D to be akin to a well equipped luxury automobile; it gives a
smooth ride and lots of easy to use operations." - AmigaWotid

"Project D is certainly one of the most sophisticated, yet easy to use, disk utility
packages available for the Amiga." - Amiga Sentry

"The user interface is wonderful..." Info Rated: 4+stars - Info Magazine

Introducing the most complete disk utility system ever

created for the Amiga. Project D includes a powerful

Amiga disk copier, a special format copier, a software

indexing utility and a disk editor. Project D also

represents over three years ofcontinuous support and

enhancements.

BackupTool gives you the power to protect your

software investment by making backup copies of your

Amiga floppy disks. It will copy both non-protected and

protected disks, depwtecting most of your favorite

copy-protected software with ease. It supports up to four

disk drives and lets you copy to multiple drives at the

same time.

OmniTool allows you to duplicate disks that you

may have for other computers. It is able to copy most

protection schemes used by other computers and will

even copy software that cannot be duplicated on the host

machine! The OmniTool is able to duplicate the Atari

ST, MS-DOS, CP/M and Xenix disk formats. It will also

allow you to quickly duplicate most music synthesizer

disk formats including Ensordq and Roland.

EditorTool will give the expert user complete

control over AmigaDOS floppy disks and hard drives.

You can examine and edit disks at the sector level in

HEX and ASCII. Features include data and bitmap

block checksumming as well as boot block

checksumming. You can search through the edit buffer

for vims text, hidden passwords, messages and hex

values. You can also edit MFM data on floppy disks.

Now Shipping Project D Version 2.0

AmigaDOS Release 2 Compatible

CatalogTool will help you organize and index your

software library. It can automatically read filenames

from any AmigaDOS file system (DFO: HDO: etc.) or

you can enter filenames manually. You can then quickly

separate and sort your filenames into different categories.

Updating Project D is simple and inexpensive. We

will notify you of new parameters every three months,

and you can order updates as often as you like, for as low

as $10. Project D is not copy protected in any way and

is completely compatible with the Amiga's multi-tasking

operating system.

You get all this for $49.95 and that includes shipping

and handling! So call now and order your copy of the

best Amiga disk utility system, today!

Project B: BackupTool Copyright 1987-9)1 Fuller (wiputer Systens, Inc.
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BflCKUP CONTROL SELECTOR

CHOOSE BfiCKUP HODE:

(•Standard ArugaDQS

Jfir.issDOS Multicopy

JflutoKflGK Paraneter

JVERIFY

JIHDEXS1NC

vJflliDIO BEEP JHanusl Paraneter

DRIVE CONFIGURATION SELECTOR

SOURCE: SBFB: J JDF2: J

TRRGET: JDFB: J <• DF2S J

TRfICK POSITION SELECTOR

STRRT flT CYLiflB HEHDiB HERD

[I <i Both
STOP fll CYLI79 BEAD: 1

J

JKead B

JHead 1

DISK BPtKtiP ERROR LIST

IJi'tiiai) h-j Uaii r

Project D:
The Disk Copier...Plus!

AVAILABLE AT FINE AMIGA
DEALERS EVERYWHERE

..PROJECTDDEUVERS.
cr Systems. Inc Post Office Box 9222 Mcsa.Arizona 85214 Orders: (800) 874-D1SK Tech Support: (602) 497-6070 FAX: (602(497-6071
iSSSk of"commodore-Amiga. Inc. Dealer Inquiries Invited Project D is . trademark of Fuller Computer Systems. Inc.



We're not saying everyone should
own a Digi-View Gold...

Protozoa, tor example,
have very little need.

Only one product has captured the imagination of Amiga

users around the world: Digi-View Gold. It's the most award

winning, best-selling and most used Amiga hardware product

of all time. When Amiga owners want to digitize graphics they

use Digi-View Gold. Period. In fact, we've probably sold more

Digi-Views than any other digitizer on any PC in history.
Here's your chance to bring the world into your Amiga.

Simply focus your video camera on any object or picture,

and in seconds Digi-View Gold turns it into Amiga graphics

that glow with vibrant color and stunning clarity. Whether you

are creating graphics for desktop publishing, presentations,

video, or just for fun, Digi-View Gold makes dazzling images

perfectly simple.

Digi-View Gold is designed specifically for the Amiga

500 and 2000, and plugs directly into the parallel port. With

complete software control of color saturation, brightness, sharp

ness, hue, resolution, and palette, advanced image processing

is as easy as adjusting the controls on your television.

Only Digi-View Gold:

• Has exclusive Dynamic HiRes mode for 4096 colors in HiRes

• Digitizes in all Amiga resolution modes from 320x200 up to

768x480 (full HiRes overscan)

Requires standard gender changer (or use wilh Amiga 1000 Dynamic HiRes requires 2 megs of

RAM. Digi-View Gold is a trademark of NewTek. Inc.

Circle #127 on iliL- Reader Service Caid

• Uses 2 to 4096 colors (including halfbrite)

• Digitizes in 21 bits per pixel (2.1 million colors) for the

highest quality images possible

• Has advanced dithering routines that give an apparent

100.000 colors on screen simultaneously

• Comes with an icon driven slideshow program for

presentations using both IFF and Dynamic images

• Offers an unprecedented lifetime warranty and toll-free

support line

If you want the best pictures possible on your Amiga,

then you need the best selling video digitizer of all time:

Digi-View Gold.

Only $199.95
Digi-View Gold is available now

at your local Amiga dealer.

Or call 1-800-843-8934

or 1-913-354-1146

N=wT=k
The Amiga Video Digitizer incorporated




